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NOW-here is a
specially designed
Permanent Magnet

MOVING
COIL

REPRODUCER

engineers

for use

with Q.P.P.

output

P.K. "Minor" Permanent
Magnet Loudspeaker...fitted
with Q.P.P. output trans-
former and high efficiency
permanent magnet. Price
57/6. Also available com-
plete with cabinet.

Here is a new model B.T.H. R.K. Reproducer spec-
ially designed for operation by a " Quiescent Push -
Pull " output stage. It incorporates a special accurately
matched transformer to suit Mazda PEN.220A valves.
The speaker itself is of the well-known " Minor " R.K.
type with powerful permanent magnet. The combin-
ation produces the best possible results from Q.P.P.
receive rs.

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd.,

155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

GOOD RADIO DEALERS RECOMMEND EDISWAN

Please Mention

W.

APRIL 8, 1933

This new Utility two -gang condenser is probably
the finest condenser made. It is matched as near as
possible to zero error-the guaranteed matching is
.2, per cent.-and it will remain permanently matched
during the life of the condenser. And to make it as
perfect as possible it is sold complete with the Utility
Straight Line Dial with the unique feature of a moving
pointer transversing a stationary scale.
W 312!2 2 gang condenser complete with straight 24,6Line Dial as illustrated

"SUPER -HET SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR"
Utility W 181 Dial, the finest S.M. Dial made 7,6

SPECIFIED FOR THE

From your dealer or post free from the makers.

WILKINS & WRIG HT LIMITED
UTILITY WORKS, HOLYHEAD ROAD, BIRMINGHAM

London Agent: E. R. MORTON, Ltd., 22 Bartlett's Bldgs., Holborn Circus, E.C.4.

A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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MR. W. JAMES'S FIRST RECEIVER
using the new

WESTECTOR
The main difficulties which confront the designer of present-day battery -
operated receivers with large H.F. gain are preventing detector over-
loading, ensuring as perfect rectification as possible, regardless of the input
signal voltage and economy in H.T. current consumption.
Mr. W. James, in his "Up -to -the -Minute Three," solves each of these
problems by the use of the new "Westector." The "Westector" takes no
anode or filament current and cannot be overloaded at all easily (thus
eliminating the need for pre -detector volume control), it takes up but
very little space and gives the most efficient possible rectification.

The Westinghouse

WESTECTOR
high -frequency metal detector

The illustration shows that portion of A.W.'s
"Up -to -the -Minute Three," which revolu-
tionises present battery set design by the use
of the Westector, shown in the photograph
above. You'll want to know more about this
new method of detection. The attached coupon
will bring you full particulars.

r -_-----COUPON
WESTINGHOUSE PUBLICITY, 1

82 York Road, King's Cross,
London, N.I.

Please send me full particulars of the new
Westector.

Name

Address

A.W.84

THE BEST
COMPONENTS

Leteeei I. F.
Transformers with and
without pigtail.

Price 10/6 each.

In the early days of wireless the pioneering and research work
undertaken by " Lewcos" established this world-famous firm as
the leading radio component and wire manufacturers.

To -day they still maintain their leadership by consistently produc-
ing only components-the very best obtainable.

Make sure of the best by asking for the component you require
by name-" LE NCOS " !

The Letecas
Alt- Wave

Choke.

Constructor. are in-
vited to write for
series et free leaflets
(Ref. A.) deeerliieg
the toll rasp efLewcos Bale

Produces.

Radio Components
A Lewcos Type MC HF Choke (Price 216) Is recommended
by the designer for use in the " Super -het Short-wave
Unit." Also a Lewcos (ref. LFT4) LF Transformer (Price 6/9)

for the " Up-to-the-minute 3."

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E10

Mention of ` Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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MOST'
POWERFUL
RADIO EVER
PUT INTO
THE HANDS
OF HOME
CONSTRUCTORS

Now, at last, you can equip your home
with ALL -ELECTRIC RADIO, SELF -
CONSTRUCTED. Here, for the first
time, is a complete All -Mains Kit for
the Home Constructor which is at cnce
completely practical and completely
safe. You build the "All -Electric
Skyscraper" yourself and so you know
that there are no mysteries in it-you
have no fear of letting the family handle
it, and you can "tinker" with it your-
self if you want to adjust it at all.
The "All -Electric Skyscraper" works from A.C.- AND Mains. It is a self-contained receiver, with pro-
vision for Mains Aerial. You simply plug in and

on. Unioue to this A.C. " Skyscraper " is
the specialSafety Fuse Plug-which is the fullest
possible protection ever provided in a Mains

A
. Receiver, and makes this the first really SAFE

A.C. Constructors' Kit, AS SAFE TO HANDLE
AS A BATTERY SET !

IN WALNUT CABINET WITHi10.126
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

Obtainable from all Lissen dealers at the
following prices :-
" All -Electric A.C. Skyscraper " Chassis Kit,
complete with Power Unit, 4 Matched Valves
and Mains Lead with special Safety Fuse Plug.
Price £7 19s. ed.
"All -Electric A.C. Skyscraper " Kit, as above,
including valves, with
Table Model Walnut
Cabinet. Price £8 15s. Od.
" All -Electric A.C. Sky-
scraper " Kit as above,
including Valves and with
Walnut Consolette Cabinet
as illustrated, and full power
MOVING COIL LOUD-
SPEAKER. Price £10 12s. lid.

Ask Your dealer or post coupon
below for FREE CHART.

PRICE
COMPLETE WITH
FOUR VALVES

400KIT

CHART OF THE AC. SAFETY
" SKYSC RAPE R"

lissen have published a
beautiful and practical col-
oured Chart which gives you
plans and photographs and
exhaustive descriptions of every single point in the
c instruction, operation and enjoyment of this receiver
Mttched Valves. Pentode Output. Variable Mu Screened
Grid H.F. Stage. Drives Moving Coil Speaker at full
volume. Metal Chassis. One Dial Tuning. Ganged
Reaction and Volume Control. Walnut Consolette Cabinet
which you assemble yourself and so save money. Power

Pack an integral part of the chassis.
Heavily insulated Mains Lead. Every
refinement of the most expensive All.
Mains Receiver is incorporated in the All.
Electric " Skyscraper "-and SUCCESS
IS CERTAIN WHEN YOU FOLLOW THE
GREAT LISSEN CHART.

POST
COUPON
TO -DAY

1SS

°csc

EE

To LISSEN, LTD., Publicity
Dept., Isleworth.

Please send me FREE copy of the Chart of
"All Electric Safety A.C. Skyscraper."

Name

Arderess

Mention of f` Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attaantion

A.W...A.C.1 I

1
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THE VERY LATEST
/THIS week our Technical Consultant tells

you how to build a sensational receiver
incorporating the latest improvements in radio.
It's a three-valver which gives four -valve
results, because it includes the new Westector
detector, which does the work of a valve.
And it is one of the most selective sets ever
produced because it uses the new Ferrocart
coil tuning. Designed by W. James, it has
the " A.W." guarantee behind it, and it is
certainly the last word in "threes."

RADIO PARIS CHANGES
LOOK out for some important changes .in

connection with Radio Paris, now that
PTT has taken an official interest in this
station from which you get your popular
gramophone record programmes on Sundays.
The mysterious Luxembourg is still trying to
find a space in the ether round about 1,200
metres for its nightly tests. Rumour links
Luxembourg with the new avenue for sponsored
programmes, but no official announcement will
probably be made until the European experts
and the B.B.C. have met at Lucerne to find
new wavelengths.

MORE ABOUT DROITWICH

Technical Details of New High -power
Long -waver

TO take the place of the existing Midland.
Regional station, a 50 -kilowatt transmitter

will be built side by side with the high -power
long -waver at Droitwich. Four diesel -type
generator sets will be installed and, for reasons
best known to the engineers, the -output from
these machines will be A.C. and not D.C. as
at all the regional stations. Series modulation
will be used for the roo-kilowatt long -wave
station, which will be notable for the inclusion
of two CATI4 super -power valves in the
push-pull output stage. '

HIGH -QUALITY AERIALS
ONE of the most important features of the

new Droitwich station will be the erection
of two 76o -foot masts, as we forecast some
time'ago. These masts will support the aerials
for the long -wave National station and for
two sections of the aerial used for the new
Midland Regional station. Special attention
will be paid to the retention of a bread
frequency response in the long -wave aerial,

HIER 1ST FRANKFURT . . . !"
.....79,1=01/

A new view of the Frankfurt station. This serves the south-west area of Germany. Have
you heard it on 259 metres ? It is a 17-kilowatter, coming in now at excellent strength

Also in this Issue-
FEATURES YOU SHOULD

NOT MISS
The "Up -to -the -Minute Three."

A New Set by W. James, with
Ferrocart tuning and Westec-
tor detection.

A Super -het Short-wave Adaptor
for Your Set.

The Class B Valve and Your
Loud -speaker, by J. H. Reyner.

How to Design a Screen -grid
Pentode Two-valver.

West Regional "On the Air."
AND SPECIAL SECTION FOR
BEGI N NERS- "WIRELESS

MADE EASY "

which will bring out the high notes really well.
First tests are expected in June, 1934.

LIVEING COMES SOUTH

MR. E. G. D. LIVEING, North Regional
Director, will shortly be assuming cer-

tain temporary duties at Broadcasting House.
These will be in connection with the informa-
tion branch during Mr. Gladstone Murray's
absence in Canada. Mr. H. M. Fitch will act
for Mr. Liveing during the latter's absence
from the North Region.

B.B.C. ON A.C. CONVERSION
A CCORDING to the B.B.C. the recent case

of Lakeman versus the Corporation of
Chester may be taken as a precedent by
owners of D.C. sets on supplies likely to be
changed over to A.C. The case in point was
decidd, it may be recalled, in favour of the
owner of a charging plant rendered useless by
the Corporation's change -over from D.C. to
A.C.

HAS RADIO HUMOUR FAILED ?
WHAT looks very much like an admission

of failure in the broadcasting of humour
is contained in a statement in the recently
published B.B.C. annual report. "The problem

A PROVED AND TESTED CLASS B ALL -IN SET First Details Next Week
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of conveying humour purely by oral methods
within the limitations of microphone and pro-
gramme policy," states the report, " has not
yet been solved. The success of humour
depends more than is generally realised upon
.visual impression and on an audience." Seems
ike a cry for television coupled with a pat on
:he back for the studio clacque, doesn't it?

MORE DANCE -BAND FIXTURES
Qb popular are the hours of dance music in
LI the evening programme, that the B.B.C.
has fixed up for the studio "appearance" of
several well-known bands within the next
month or so. April 2 week sees Jack
Hylton in the studio, and in the same week we
shall hear a Hungarian gypsy orchestra.
April 23 week there will be Maurice Winnick,
June 4 week Harry Roy, June xi week the
Hungarians again, and June 25 week Percival
Mackey's Band. These are, of course, addi-
tional dance music broadcasts and the above
do not in any way interfere with regular late
evening fixtures.

UPHEAVALS AT " B.H."
THERE is a tense atmosphere at the

-B.B.C.'s headquarters just now. Everyone
seems to be caught up in the throes of the
deep-seated upheavals going on in many of the
higher administrative departments. So far as
we can determine the effect of the changes
now going on will be to concentrate the policy -
making in fewer hands.

F.A. CUP BROADCAST TO EMPIRE
AS usual, the final of the Football Association

Cup will be broadcast by the B.B.C. on
April 29. For the first time, though, this. ill
be an Empire affair, the commentary being
Blattnered for zone transmissions later in the
day. G. F. Allison will commentate and
Derek McCulloch will be square -minder.

STORM AT ATHLONE
WHEN a thunderstorm made fun of the

Shannon Scheme and the new high -
power Athlone broadcaster, there was a
serious dislocation. There was no broad-
casting from Athlone as overhead 'phone
wires connect the Dublin studio with the
Athlone station and newspapers were unable,
as a result of the breakdown in telegraph and
telephone services, to carry on a proper news
service. So Free State listeners are anxious
for an underground "mike" cable and a radio
link receiver as a stand-by at Athlone.

GERMANY'S EMPIRE PROGRAMME
THE Zeesen officials, piqued by the fact

that the B.B.C. is now putting out an
independent Empire programme, have created

a special programme service for Germans
abroad. So if you tune to 49.8 metres you
will find that Zeesen now gives a special pro-
gramme and does not constantly relay the
programme of other German stations. A kind
of Empire programme board has been set up,
with the man who was previously the head of
the German International Prog-
ramme Branch as the guiding
light. So Zeesen looks like making
a full-time job of these special
shOrt-v.-ave programmes.

WASHFORD PUBLIC TESTS

Fading In the New West
Regional Station

AS we forecast recently, the
Washford station, to be known

as West Regional, is now prepar-
ing for public transmission tests.
So confident are the B.B.C. that
these public participation tests have
now been fixed up. -They start -on
April 24, during the morning from
ir.ro to 11.50, and in the evening
for late dance music. In the mean-
time engineering tests are, of course,
taking place, so that you may, if you
listen to Cardiff's wavelength, hear
something of Washford on almost
any night.

SIGH NO MORE, LADIES 1
THAT might well have been the

motto of Pedro Tillett, a
much -valued servant of broadcasting
who is about to retire. The
good Pedro has probably calmed
more temperamental prima donnas
than he would care, to count in his
job of auditioning would-be con-
cert artistes for broadcasting. All
have passed through his hands,
and many have reason to be
grateful for the calming influence
of his sauve manner.

stations ! The/ latest fright-that London
Regional was menaced by a 500 -kilowatt
station starting up immediately on 35r metres,
is without any trace of truth. Apparently
the rumour was started by an enterprising firm
of Super -het makers, who underlined their
advocacy of the super -het system for super -

Controlling the trains. The traffic control room at
the Leeds Central Station, from which a B.B.C.
Outside Broadcast was taken last week, in connection
with the goods traffic marshalling on the L.N.E.R.

WASHFORD IS A LITTLE DIFFERENT
AS each regional station is completed one

notices slight differences in the detail:.
Washford is no exception. The front of the
building is faced with Empire .stone. Inside
are the standard 50 - kilowatt transmitters
made by Marconi's. The only difference here
seems to be in the meters, -which aro of a
different make from those at other stations.

THE RUSSIANS ARE NOT COMING !
HOW easily we seem to get scared of

Russian bogey men-whether of the
dreaded Ogpu or of Russian broadcasting

selective tuning by inventing a situation that
would certainly put most sets out of action !

B.B.C.'S BIG BEN. NEARLY. READY
A LL that scaffolding along the side of the

1-1 Broadcasting House building is for the
hoisting of the giant Truvox loud -speakers
destined to 'take their place on the roof.
Then, when wired up to amplifiers, they will
once or twice daily-the Director -General has
not yet finally decided this-blare out the
chimes of Big Ben all down Regent Street.
This relaying of the Westminster chimes seems
to be catching. In future we can imagine a
song being written thus : "If you want to
know the time-ask the loud -speaker !"

THERE 15 PRESENT AT THE
BANQUET 'TO -NIGHT-
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Constructional details
of a highly efficient
Writ which can be
Added to practically
any broadcast wave-

w,Q106,

tibuth$ PIE R- HET
WATIE A VA no R

IT is so easy to receive -the short waves
with a super -het. adaptor likethe handy

unit shown by the accompanying photo-
graphs.

And now that the long light evenings
are here, you need a really efficient unit-
preferably a super -bet adaptor-if you are
going to rake the short-wave ether with
any degree of success.

This is a super -het short-wave
adaptor.

A " straight " short-wave adaptor was
described recently in AMATEUR WIRELESS,
No. 562 (March 18).

How it Works
Each type has its own advantages, but

the super -het. adaptor Is ,definitely
more sensitive and is in many circum-
stances, preferable.

How does it super -het. ?
It is a single -valve stage added on in

front of your present sat without altering
any of the set's wiring;

. It does not take the place of the existing
eetector stage, as does a "straight" short-
wave adaptor.

There are so few parts in this handy
unit and it is so efficient that it cannot
fail to appeal.

561

If you have any doubts about the
economy, then look at the accompany-
ing, components list.

If you have any doubt about the
efficiency-well, look at the circuit in
conjunction with the photograph.

You will see that a dual -range short-
wave coil is used covering the two wave
ranges of approximately 18-32 and 3o-64
metres. There reaction, of course, and
this is arranged to be effective on both
wave ranges.

Reaction is essential, as with this super -
het adaptor the H.F. stage or stages of
your present broadcast band set are used
as, the intermediate frequency stages of
amplification of the super -het hook-up.
The adaptor, being connected up to the
front of the broadcast band set, acts as
a combined first detector and oscillator.
That is why reaction is essential.

The rest of the parts in the unit make up
an efficient single -valve stage. There is
a short-wave tuning condenser with a very
nice slow-motion dial, a neutralising type
series aerial condenser fitted with a lock-
ing nut, a 3-megohm grid leak, and a
000z-mfd. grid condenser.

Look at the photograph to see the neat
component layout. It is just ideal for

short-wave work.

COUPLING
ICONDENSER

I SCREENED
DUAL -RANGE

COIL

SERIES
CONDENSER!.

!GRID

'ITO AERIAL7.,'=;CONDENSEP.
TERMINAL
ON SET

The coastruction of the adaptor is simple and few parts are
required. Compare this lettered photograph with the layout

and wiring diagram on the next page

Construction
An "air spaced" valve

holder is used with the grid.
leak connected directly be-
tween the grid and one of
the filament terminals. The
short-wave H.F. choke is
also supported in the wiring
without the use of clips.
There are only two termi-
nals, right-angle brackets
being used for these.

One is the input terminal,
to which the aerial is con-
nected, and the other is the
output terminal ANiliCh is
connected to the aerial ter-
minal on your set.

If there is a series aerial
condenser in the existing
receiver it should be screwed
right down or, better still,
short-circuited.

If you are in doubt about
the layout; then get a full-
size blueprint, which show
you just where to mount the

band set, so that you
can receive the short
waves without building

a special receiver

V(LONG.
NEUT. WAVE)
/ TYPE

(SHORT
WAVE)

-0002

00016
ma .002

3 .00025

4

HI+

.0002

TERMINAL

ON SET'

LT
-

ON SET

The circuit of the adaptor. A dual range
col covering 18-32 and 30-64 metres is

used but the full switching is not shown

COMPONENTS FOR THE SHORT-
WAVE ADAPTOR

CHOKES, HIGH -FREQUENCY
1-(Lissen Asiatic with base, R.I., Lewcos,

Goltone, Varley, Wearite, Kinva,
Graham Farish).

1-Short-wave (Wearite, Eddystone, Igranic,
Lissen, Goltone).

COILS
1-Type KSW (Colvern).

CONDENSERS, FIXED
1-.0001-mId. (Dubilier, type 070, Lissen, T.C.C.,

Telsen, Graham Parish, Ormond, British
Radiophone).

1 -.0002-mfd. (Dubilier, type 070. Lissen, T.C.C.,
Telsen, Graham Parish, Ormond, British
Radiophone).

1-.0(12-infd. (Dubilier, type 670, Lissen, T.C.C.,
Telsen, Graham Farish, Ormond, British
Radiophone).

CONDENSERS, VARIABLE
1-.00016 -add. (Eddystone, J.B., Utility, Cyldon).
1-.00020-mfd. (J.B., Ormond, Utility, Polar).
1-Neutralising (Peto-Scott).

HOLDERS, VALVE
1-Short-wave (Eddystone, Ready Radio).

PANEL, BASEBOARD, ETC.
Ebonite, 9 in. by 6 in. (Lissen, Becol, Gottone):
Baseboard, 9 in. by 8 in. (Pe to-Seet t, Ready Rhdio).

RESISTANCES, FIXED .

1-3-megohm (Erie, Graham Parish, Dubilier,
Claude Lyons).

SLOW-MOTION DIAL
1-(Utility, Ormond, Telsen, Igranic, J.B.).

SUNDRIES:
Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos).
2 yards thin flex (Leweofiex).

TERMINAL BLOCKS, 'TERMINALS, ETC.
2-Terminal blacks (Goltone).
2-Terminals, marked Aerial and Output (Belling -

Lee, type id, Clix, Eelex).
1-Wander plug, marked H.T.-F (Belling -Lee,

Clix, Eelex).
2-Spade terminals, marked L.T.+, L.T.-

. (Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex).

(Concluded at foot of next page)
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OUR LISTENING POST
By JAY COOTE

WITH the daily increasing number of
women officials attached to studios

to -day, it is interesting when listening to
fcreign stations to note how they are designated
in those cases where they take up the duties
of a male announcer. And there you have it;
there is no word yet coined-except as a tem-
porary measure-in any language to define a
woman announcer. In the United States they
term her : announceress; in Germany they have
ferninised the Ansager or Sprecher by adding
the suffix in, thus iinsagerin. In France doubt
still assails them and they refer indiscrimi-
nately to annonciettrice or to a Franco -English
speaherine and in the Balkan states-as, for
example, Belgrade-they call her a spiherica
(pronounced : spikeritza). Nowhere do they
seem to have discovered a right and fitting
term. Can anybody make any suggestion? I
think the studios would welcome one:

" High -power stations are cheap to -day,"
could be Europe's broadcasting slogan. What
with Radio Luxembourg, Warsaw, Radio
Paris on the long band, and Athlone, Poste
Parisien, Breslau, Leipzig, Prague, etc., on the
lower wavelengths, it would be difficult not to
tune in some Continental stations even with the
simplest of wireless receivers. Radio Luxem-

bourg is to be heard daily between i s a.m. and
12 noon, and again in the later hours of the
evening-sometimes until I a.m. You may
notice that where announcements are made
they are given out in both French and German
by a woman and a man, as at Strasbourg.

Brussels Broadcasting House.
Brussels, in the near future may show

considerable improvement in many ways. To
replace the disused dance -hall which served as a
studio, a miniature Broadcasting House is
being built at Ixelles, one of the most important
suburbs of the capitaL It will contain several
large studios and a theatre. Moreover, the twin
transmitters-which, by the way, are not at
Brussels, but at Velthem, near Louvain, some
twenty-five miles away-will have their
power increased this year to 6o kilowatts.

Further interesting details reach me regard-
ing the roo-kilowatt station which is being
built for the Ravag, on the Bisamberg near
Vienna. For the first time, Soo -kilowatt
valves are to be used in this new transmitter.
Up to the present, valves of half that power
only have been incorporated in the Leipzig,
Breslau, and Munich plants; but if the bigger
model is a success the Germans will adopt

them for the stations they propose to erect
during 1933 at Berlin and Hamburg. In
addition, the Vienna transmitter is to be
equipped with a vertical aerial similar to the
one adopted by Hilversum. It will consist of
an iron mast 13o metres in height, thus
oscillating to exactly one quarter of the wave-
length, namely, 52o metres.

From now onwards, I am informed, tourists
going abroad will be afforded facilities to take
portable sets into France and Italy. (Belgium
has never offered much difficulty in this
respect). All that is needed as regards France,
is that the traveller should declare the receiver
on arrival at the French port and secure a
certificate for it. Italy, where at the frontier
an official form must be filled up, require in
addition a payment equivalent to about id11.6d.
a month; that is, a portion of the listening
licence exacted by the E.I.A.R. Probably,
very shortly, other countries may follow suit.

Continental listeners, and in particular the
Germans, are not satisfied with the calls put
out by the foreign stations; they consider that
they should be given more frequently and also'
in a simpler way. As a step towards an
improvement, it is likely that the German
studios may modify these announcements. As
an example, Westdeutscher Rundfunk, conveys
nothing-or little-to a foreigner; in future,
therefore, it is suggested that the station
should announce itself as Koehn (Cologne),
from which, in fact, almost all broadcasts
originate.

"A SUPER -HET SHORT-
WAVE ADAPTOR"

(Continued front preceding page)
parts. It can be obtained, price
one shilling, post free, front
the Blueprint Department,
AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

Battery connections are simple.
There are two flex leads which
connect up with the accumulator
(there is no on -off switch in the
unit) and there is one single flex
lead which should be taken to So -
loo volts, H.T. positive.

The wiring is too simple to need
detailed description. Some of the
leads are so short (the aerial
terminal to the series condenser,
and the grid -leak holders) that it
is really not necessary to cover
them with insulating tubing.

Note the coil connections, the
coil being mounted so that the
terminals 4, 5 and 6 face inwards.

When the wiring is done, then
you can wire up, plug in a suit-
able valve, and make a first ether
tour for short -wavers.

The following are recom-
mended battery type 2 -volt
valves for this unit : Bullard
PM2D, Cossor 21oDet., Mar-
coni HL2, Osram HL2, Mazda
HL2so, Six Sixty  SS21oHL,
Lissen HL21o, Eta BY1814,
Fotos BCI8, Dario Super HF,
Tungsram HD2.

The broadcast band set
should be tuned to about 1,500
to 1,600 metres. It must
be accurately tuned in, or
otherwise you will lose the
"punch" given by the inter-
mediate frequency amplifi-
cation.
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Here is the layout and wiring diagram of the short-wave adaptor.
A full-size blueprint can be supplied, price 1; -

Wire up the adaptor, removing
the aerial lead to the aerial
terminal on the unit and, after
unlocking the ring on the neu-
tralising type condenser, set the
vanes about half -way out.

Set the unit gently oscillating
(you will hear a rushing noise)
and then very, very slowly
rotate the tuning dial. When
you pick up a station make
extremely careful readjustment
of the tuning of the main set to
be sure that you are getting the
full punch of the intermediate
frequency amplification. Of
course, if you have two screen -
grid stages in your present set
you may get better results than
if there is only one. This unit
cannot be used with a set in
which there is no high -frequency
amplification.

When you tune with the unit
keep it gently oscillating and
rotate the tuning dial very
slowly, or you will miss stations.

On Easter Day the morning
service will be relayed front York
Minster to National* listeners.
The address by the Archbishop
of York will be included.

Sir Henry Wood will conduct
the Herbert Ware Symphony
Concert at the Park it on
April 9. This concert ill be
relayed to the Western Region
from 9.5 to 10.15 p.m.

The Welsh Interlude for West
Regional listeners on April so
will be given by Mr. Griffith
Quick. He will tell of his adVen-
tures in Central Africa. The
Welsh Interlude for Daventry
National listeners on April 15 will
be given by Rev. J. I. Williams.

t,t

.t
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West Regional On the Ali
The new Regional
station at-Washford
Cross, in Somerset,
is now starting its

WEST REGIONAL "on the air !"
Everything has gone according

to programme and by the time this
appears in print the B.B.C. engineers
will have put out their first test trans-
missions from the lonely West Regional
station on the main Minehead road,
two miles out of Watchet. 

At the end of last year I went down
to see the station during the course of
erection. Such rapid progress had then
been made-the exterior of the building
being finished-that the engineers on the
spot assured me that test transmissions
would be going out by the end of last
week.

And there has been no hitch !
The first tests are being made outside

programme hours on Cardiff's wavelength
of 309.9 metres.

After a few days
the late night dance
music will be taken
over by the new West
Regional transmitter
and later on the
Washford Cross trans-
mitter will take over
the whole of the West
Regional programme.

The Regional
The Cardiff and

Swansea transmitters
will then be withdrawn,
but it will take a week
or so to " fade in " the
new station, so it will
be about the middle of
May before West Re-
gional has settled down
to giving the whole
Regional programme.

Then, after you have had two or
three weeks of West Regional, West
National will be " faded in " in the
same way.

Although. Cardiff and Swansea trans-
missions will be closed down, the studios
will be maintained. One of the Cardiff
studios is shown by an accompanying
photograph and the Cardiff centre will be
enlarged while the new Bristol head-
quarters in Whiteladies Road will be
opened in time for the full West Regional
transmissions.

While West Regional is being introduced
in an easy fashion, West National will be
more tricky. This will transmit on
261.6 metres and will be synchronised with
London National.

B.B.C. tests have shown that the

National transmitter at Washford Cross
will give a better service by synchronising
it with London than with any other
National transmitter.

Londoners will have to find relief in the
fact that they can always turn to 5XX if
the local National programme is subject to
swamping.

Mush Areas
The idea is that by synchronising the

London National transmitter with the new
Washford Cross National station, the mush
area, which is bound to result, will occur in
districts where there is good 5XX receptionWhile

people actually living near London
National will not be affected by the fact,
listeners in the mush areas will have to turn
to 5XX if the synchronising scheme

is continued.
Reading between

the lines of the
B.B.C.'s statements
about Washford
Cross, I see that they
are banking on
listeners over about
fifty miles away
from West Regional
taking their National
programme from 5XX.

And when " 5XX " means the 100 -
kilowatt Droitwich instead of the
present Daventry (which it will do
within a year) then all the National
programme difficulties will be solved.

The separation of 309.9 metres (Regional)
and 261.6 metres (National) is a fairly
generous one so that if you are living close

first tests, and here is
an authoritative ar-
ticle by our Special

Commissioner

to Washford Cross you will have no diffi-
culty in separating the two programmes.

A. more important point than the neces-
sity for ample separation between these
two wavelengths is good long -wave recep-
tion.

The National programme on the long
waves will be the solution to all Medium -
wave National programme synchronising
troubles. In other words, if, when West
National starts. up, you are troubled with
selectivity or are in a mush area, then try
Daventry !

A Bristol Change
By the time West Regional is trans-

mitting in the programme hours the land -
line arrangements to the station will be
greatly improved.

(Left) One of the studios at
the Cardiff headquarters,
which will be considerably
enlarged when West Regional
opens. (Below) A studio at
Bristol, where the new land -
line control gear will replace
that at the present Gloucester
repeater station. Cardiff
programmes will pass through

Bristol

At' present Gloucester is the land -line
repeater station for this part of the country,
but it will be closed down and the very
latest type of land -line control gear fitted
at the Bristol studio centre.

The cables from the Cardiff studios will
run to West Regional via the Bristol
control gear, but naturally the actual music
control will be done at Cardiff.
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HOW TO MAKE A CAPACITY
AND USE BRIDGE

A SIMPLE DEVICE FOR MEASURING
THE CAPACITY OF ANY CONDENSER

THE real radio enthusiast is often
handicapped in his experiments by the

lack of laboratory measuring instruments,
possession of which he is denied on grounds

X of expense.
However,

there is more
than ,one
piece of ap-
paratus that
he can build
for himself,
and which,
while not
having the
ornate ap-
pearance
characteristic
of the pro-

fessional article, will nevertheless give
equally good results.

One very useful instrument to the serious
experimenter is the capacity bridge, which
will enable its owner accurately to measure
the capacity of any fixed or variable con-
denser.

Before describing the instrument which
is the subject of this article, a few words on
the theory of the capacity bridge will not
be out of place.

Fig. x is Kelvin's Bridge. On closing
the key x, the two condensers el and
c2 are charged by the battery B, and the
potential difference across their respective
elements will be inversely proportional to
their capacities. If now the key K2 is closed,
the galvanometer G will show a sudden deflec-
tion unless the slider on the potentiometer
is adjusted so that the potential at x is the
same as the potential at Y. From this it will
be seen that if the potentiometer is fitted
with a scale, so that the ratio I22 can be
obtained, and the capacity of e2 is known,
the capacity of el can be calculated from
the formula e,, X Rg

B1

The practical arrangement of the circuit
employs a small battery and buzzer for
charging the condensers, and a metre
length of resistance wire, with scale and
sliding contact for giving the ratio 122.

Construction
The support for the metre wire is made

from a piece of 1 in. by r in. oak, 42% in.
long, to the centre of which is screwed the
board holding the components, as shown in
the photograph. This board is made from
%-in oak, io in. by 8 in., and is secured to
the centre of the bottom edge of the wire
support so that it projects 1/2 in. in the
front and 7% in. at the back. Two narrow

R2

CI
Y

C2

Hi I
Fig. I Kelvin's Bridge

strips of %-in. oak are glued to either end
of the baseboard, to afford clearance to the
sub -panel wiring, and two feet, cut from
r in. by r in. wood, are secured to either
end of the metre wire support, to enable the
instrument to stand firmly on the bench.

After the woodwork is finished and
polished, the components are mounted on
the panel. These consist of buzzer, battery
clips, switch, " standard " condenser, ter-
minals for headphones, and terminals for
the condenser to be measured. The coin -

A " close-up " of the bridge, showing how the
parts are assembled

ponents are wired as in Fig. 2 with stout
insulated copper wire (18 s.w.g. or thicker).

The metre wire is a length of 3o s.w.g.
Eureka or similar material, which is
clamped at both ends of the wire support
between two small copper plates, their
inner edges being exactly a metre apart.
Soldered connections to these plates pass
along the under side of the wire support to
their appropriate connections under the
panel. The metre length is engraved on the
wood in centimetres (and preferably frac-
tions). Alternatively, a scale may be neatly
drawn on stout paper, glued to the wood,
and varnished.

A buzzer giving a consistent, high-
pitched note is desirable, the one used by
the writers being of the well-known wave -
meter pattern.

The "standard capacity" should be a
fixed condenser of good make, the capacity
of which has been checked by the manufac-
turers. It is a good idea to employ two
interchangeable "standards," say of .ox
microfarad and .000i microfarad, as these

will cover a useful range with a more open
scale reading. Another important point is
that the sliding contact at the end of the
flexible lead should have an insulating grip,

13-Battery clips
S-Switch
Z-Buzzer
C-Standard

condenser
TI-Terminals

for condenser
to be measured

T2-Terminals
for phones

RI R2-Metre
wire

F-Flexible lead
Fig. 2. The connections and
details of the parts used in

the capacity bridge

as touching any part of the circuit during
operation will upset the "silent point"
reading.

The operation of the instrument will be
self-evident from the description above.
The capacity to be measured is attached by
short leads to the terminals at the rear of
the baseboard and the headphones to their
appropriate terminals. The buzzer is set
..1 working by closing the switch, and

the slidina contact gently moved up
and down the resistance wire until a

point is found where no sound is heard in
the headphones. Supposing a standard
condenser of .ox microfarad is being used
and the reading on the metre scale is 86,
then inthe equation

Cl - C2 x Rd
1

C1 =86 microfarad or
c = oot63 microfarad approximately.

R. H. McCUE.
C. D. ABBOTT.

we get

The annual dinner of the Swansea
Orpheus Choral and Orchestral Society
will be held at Swansea, on April 10, and
listeners will hear Dr. Adrian Boult reply
to the toast of "Our Guest," proposed by
the Chairman of the Society, Professor E.
Ernest Hughes. This relay to the Western
Region will be given from 7.3o to 8.o p.m.

A concert will be relayed to West
Regional listeners from the Olympia,
Tredegar, on April 12, when the artistes
will be Nora Gruhn, Dorothy Helmrich,
Arthur Fear, and the Tredegar Orpheus
Male Voice Party.
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TAKE THESE THREE
VALVES

* P.M. 12A SCREENED

 P.M. I HI. NON -
DMETICRECTOPNONICOR

 P.M. 22 SUPER POWER

PENTODE

Each of these Mullard 2 -volt

valves is a standard valve
of ifs type, representing the

most advanced development in
design and construction. As a
combination in screened grid,
detector and output stages the
individual qualifies blend them-

selves into an ultimate performance which is

unequalled. The Mullard pentodes can be

used in pairs in the popular Q.P.P. circuit
with outstanding success.

Mullard
THE - MASTER.  VALVE
The Mullard Wireless Service Co., LW Mullard

ASK T.S.D. Whenever you want advice about
your set or about your valves-ask T.S.D.-
Mullard Technical Service Department-always
at your service. You're under no obligation
whatsoever. We help ourselves by helping you.
When writing, whether your problem is big or
small, give every detail, and address your
envelope to T.S.D., Ref. B.K.G.

House, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Arks

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." with Your Order
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Tone means almost
your new set !

everything
inYou'll be hearing itevery day for years I be sure at thestart. Get the full benefit of Columbia'sIatezt development

in radio-ORIGINAL
tone ! We invite youto compare this

radio wonderful nowgram with any other. It willtell its own story Trit atIts reception qualities home.
willdemonstrated.

Hear the greaterbeautye fully

oor
of your records. Note thefl cabinet of pleasant moderndesign in dark polished walnut.Let us send you complete particulars.Columbia Radiograph

Four
32 Fns. cash,

or delivered on first payment of£3. 7s.

CUT OUT AND POST TODAY!
Please send me fullest particulars of Columbia Model 620.

(write in block capitals).

NAME --

ADDRESS

Il

A.W. 814/83

Cut this out and post in an unsealed envelope bearing
id. stamp to :-Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd.,

98, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.1.

APRIL ', 1933

bia
RADIO

ma

APHOPJETONES
Use ihe COLUMBIA

-DEALER
SERVICEExpert advice on local radioservice after s

conditions
andales.

Mention of ff Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention'
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SOME GOOD ONES
READER hailing from the Isle of
Wight has been good enough - to
send me a couple of fixed condensers
which he removed from a friend's

set after it had been "improved" by an
alleged professional expert. Both of these
are condensers of first-rate make, and there
is no doubt that when the set went to the
expert they were in good condition. When
the set came back it would produce noth-
ing but faint and distorted whispers,
though it is of the popular detector and
two L.F. type. On examinina° the con-
densers and reading what hadbeen done
to the unfortunate set, I am surprised that
there was even a whisper to be heard. The
grid condenser-both it and the other
were of the flat bakelite-cased pattern-
contained just exactly nothing in the way
of plates. They and the sealing compound
had been removed and huge blobs of solder,
reminiscent of father's first efforts with the
soldering iron, were attached to the lower
ends of the terminal shanks. Between
the terminals themselves a high -resistance
path has been made by rubbing the top
of the bakelite case with a lead pencil.

40.40
'WARE EXPERTS!

nIHE second condenser was used in a
1 resistance -capacity coupling be-

tween the detector and the first
I L F valve. Its sealing had been

tampered with, so I removed the large
chunk of black material that had been run
into the case. What the expert had been
trying to do I do not quite know, but he
had made a pretty good mess of the plates
and the mica within. The grid leak in
the R.C. circuit consisted of a piece of
cardboard with a lead -pencil line on it.
This is a good example of the kind of work
that some of those fellows do when owners
of sets are foolish enough to give them the
job of making improvements. If you are
ever tempted to let yours be "hotted up,"
make very sure, before you part with it,
that the man to whom you entrust it knows
his job-otherwise you may find it very
much cooled down, so to speak.

or 4*

WONDERFUL FIGURES
TATISTICS for the progress of wire-

less in 1932 were published recently,
and a wonderful showing they make.
At the beginning of the year the

number of wireless licences was 4,329,170.
By December it had risen to 5,244,277, an
increase of 915,107. There is not the
slightest doubt that we shall be well over
the six -million mark by the end of this
year, which will mean that more than
half of the homes in this country are
equipped with wireless sets. In a very
early issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS I sug-
gested that within ten years from then the
wireless set would become as commonly

seen a household fitment as the sewing
machine. Really, I think I am pretty
good as a prophet 1 Has every other house
its sewing machine? I quite expect to
see an increase of very nearly a million
this year again.

44,
THE SETS THEY BOUGHT

PARTICULARLY

interesting are the
figures given by a trade journal for
the different types of sets sold
during the year. Battery sets of

all kinds numbered 653,000 against

684,000 mains sets. Taking both kinds
together, the three-valver was by far the
most popular model; in fact, three-valvers
outnumbered all others put together. The
two-valver ran it a good second, but the
popularity of these little sets is declining,
partly because larger ones are now so
cheap to buy and to run, and partly be-
cause an extra valve makes so much differ-
ence to the number of alternative pro-
grammes that are available. The battery
portable no longer makes the appeal that
it did. In a way, I am not surprised, for,
convenient as they are, some of these sets
do eat high-tension current. Both the
super -het and the radiogram have made
big headway, and the best part of 200,000

'have been sold durina° the year. That
figure will, I am sure, be doubled at the
very least during 1933.

4* -PP

MOTOR -CAR SETS
EVERAL motor -car manufacturers,
I hear, are investigating the possi-
bilities of the built-in wireless
receiving set. I almost wrote that

they were exploring every avenue and
leaving no stone unturned. Don't you
love that delightful expression? In
America built-in receiving sets are standard
fittings nowadays on many makes of car,
but over here they have not yet caught on
to any great extent. Probably the reason
for this is that there has been in the past
so very little to listen to from the home
stations during the afternoons and in day-

light hours at the week -ends, when most
people do the bulk of their motoring.
The B.B.C's Sunday service hours are
much more extensive now than they were
last year. Further, a good built-in set
should keep one in touch with quite a few
of the Continental giants nowadays, and
some of these can always be relied upon
to provide creditable entertainment.
These things being so, there seems to be
quite a field for the motor -car set, and I
expect that it Will become fairly widely
used in the future. I can testify from
personal experience that, if you are
engaged in a long lonely drive, a portable
set on the seat beside you is an admirable
companion.

4641
QUAINT QUERIES

61
OME amazing queries come my way
at times, not from "A.W." readers,
but from people who apparently
never see a wireless paper. The

other day I had a letter beginning : "I
have a three-valver worked from the
electric by an illuminator." Then there
was a chappie who told me that his valves
did not seem to be quite up to the mark
in consequence of his having connected a
9 -volt grid battery by mistake to the
L.T. terminal's. Could I suggest any-
thing? "My set, which I bought second-
hand in 1925, is excellent in every way
except that it brings in several stations at
the same time," is quite a common sort of
opening remark by correspondents. And
I genuinely did hear from a Scotsman
who was annoyed because, when he bought
a new high-tension battery, his dealer
would not allow him anything in part
exchange for the old one, which still
showed 20 volts. As for inventors-er,
well I Sometimes the fellow has designed
a two -valve set which brings in all Europe
on the loud -speaker; sometimes he has a
scheme for recharging accumulators for
nothing, which works out, when you come
down to brass tacks, at about five times
the cost of sending them to the charging
station.

PERSONALITIES IN THE WEEK'S PROGRAMMES
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ALL THE YEAR'S OUR SEASON
ONE or two makers, I am glad to see,

are boldly launching entirely new
sets at a time which used to be
thought to be pretty well the end of

the wireless season. The truth is that the
wireless season now extends from January
r to December 31 without a break and,
once certain prejudices have been over-
come, there is no reason why business in
complete sets or in components should not
be just as brisk during the summer as
during any other time of the year, save
one. There will always be a peak just
before Christmas, since wireless sets make
such admirable Christmas presents either
to other people or to oneself. AMATEUR
WIRELESS and Wireless Magazine have
proved conclusively that spring and sum-
mer need not be slack seasons. Do you
remember the "Century Super" and the
" Super Sixty," when they first came out
They appeared, if I remember rightly, in
April and they were made up by thousands
of readers. In fact, business in the parts
required for them produced something like
a boom right through the summer.

40.511%

OLYMPIOMANIA?
MOTH manufacturers and the public

have been inclined in the past to
attach too much importance to the
Wireless Exhibition at Olympia.

Manufacturers held up new lines and sur-
prises until the exhibition, and the public
ceased to buy sets in any quantity after
about the end of March because of the
idea that it was better to wait a month or
two and be sure of getting up-to-date
models. The result has been that in
many cases factories have been working
night and day for part of the year, though
at other times they were so slack that a
considerable proportion of the hands had
to be turned off. This year there is a
welcome tendency to even things out.
Besides the introduction of new models
in receiving sets, Q.P.P. and Class B, which
in. former years might have been reserved
as exhibition surprises, are already with
us, and before so many weeks are past
we shall have many entirely new valves,
including the high -frequency pentode and
the double diode triode.

o'l. eV

SUMMER -TIME RECEPTION
WO other factors combine to extend

the wireless season over the summer
months. One of these is the corn-
ing of the high-powered broadcast -

me station on the medium and long waves;
the other is the enormous developments
that have taken place in short-wave
transmission and reception. On the
medium and long waves it will certainly
be possible to receive alternative pro-
grammes from dozens of European stations
right through the lighter months. You
cannot, as a rule, go outside Europe with
your wireless set during the summer; but
at that time certain of the short wave-

lengths are often at their best, and with a
short-wave receiver the world remains
your oyster.

.51% 4's

A SPEAKER HINT
FRIEND came to me not long ago
in considerable distress because his
loud -speaker, which is a moving -
coil of rather ancient vintage, was

giving a nasty rattle and buzz on certain
low notes now that he was trying to feed it
with about two and a half watts undis-
torted output. It used to be quite all
right when he put the juice into it from a
one -watt valve. Questions elicited that
he had the right transformer and had gone
through all the proper "drill" to find out
what was wrong. I therefore lectured him
learnedly on resonance and told him he
would have to get a new speaker. A week
later he called me up and asked if I could
come and .hear his set next time I was in
his neighbourhood as he had something
he thought I would like to know. Natur-
ally, I went as soon as possible, and found
that he had completely cured the nasty
noise. The speaker diaphragm was very
thin, and he had stiffened it by pasting on
the back, from base to apex, five strips
of writing paper cut one -sixteenth of an
inch wide. He said that, in addition to
curing the bass buzz, it had improved the
high notes slightly and, he thought, re-
duced the sensitivity a little. I am going
to get hold of one of those old, very thin,
diaphragms and experiment. Meanwhile,
I pass on the tip for what it is worth. But
don't forget that it is easier to paste strips
on a diaphragm than it is to get them off.

414*
MAN-MADE RADIO "
AM afraid a good deal of nonsense
appears in print from time to time
on the subject of "wireless" waves
which are said to be radiated by

the human body and to give specific indi-
cations-by their different wavelenth or
frequency-of actual disease or of a predis-

KEEP THEM TIGHT
Watch the wood screws which clamp the
panel at right angles to the baseboard.
They may work loose if the panel is not

supported by right-angle brackets, with
I the result that the panel may move and

some of the wiring break Loose at the back. I
Go over the wood screws occasionally and

keep them tight

 
00

position to disease, or even of personal
peculiarities, such as the kind of food which
'is most suited to the particular person
concerned.

Now, I am not saying that the body does
not send out radiation of a kind. It will
certainly radiate infra -red rays so long as
the blood is at the normal temperature.
And there may be other electrical manifes-
tations, since it is known that nervous
impulses are all ultimately electrical in
character. But I do say that there is
nothing in our make-up which can pos-
sibly produce a surge of current sufficient
to create a wireless wave of the kind used
in even the shortest of short-wave trans-
mitters, and therefore there is no human
radiation of a wavelength sufficiently long
to be detected-much less measured-by
any type of instrument that can fairly be
called a wireless receiver.

46,511.

NEONS AND WIRELESS
WONDER whether the increasing
use of neon tubes is going to affect
radio practice. A good deal of
research work has been done in the

past few years on the discharge of elec-
tricity through gases, and the very rapid
growth of luminous signs in red, blue,
green, and other colours, has resulted from
this research work. In consequence of
this, our knowledge of the discharge of
electricity in various gases, such as neon,
argon, and helium, is greatly improved,
and I should not be at all surprised to see
accessories produced for use in conjunction
with valves for various purposes in the
radio sets of the future.

ROAD SIGNALS
HE simple neon tube, with its pro-
perty of discharging only when a
certain critical voltage has been
reached, is put to increasing use in

ordinary every -day existence. I wonder
how many people realise that some auto-
matic traffic lights are operated by this
very principle. Particularly interesting
are the traffic -operated lights.

In a read which has the right of way
(i.e., showing green) the mechanism pro-
ceeds to charge .a condenser through a
high resistance, and if nothing happens at
the end of a certain time the voltage will
reach a sufficient value to discharge through
a neon lamp and operate the relay which
changes over the lights. Every, vehicle
which passes along the road, however,
operates a pressure pad set in the road,
and this momentarily discharges the con-
denser to a small extent; so that it is set
back, as it were, and takes a little longer
to reach the critical voltage where the neon
tube will discharge. Consequently, as long
as there is traffic on that particular road
the way remains clear and the light will
only change when there is an appreciable
break in the traffic.

THERMION.
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AMATEUR
RADIO DESIGN

ACCOMPANYING this article you will
see a fully detailed theoretical diagram,

and as an additional help to beginners at
this sort of work we provide a pictorial
diagram of the detector connections.

Right now we may as well admit that
this is not the sort of set for the junk -box
merchant. You will have to spend money
to make it, but when it is made we can
promise you something very special in
results. Sensitivity and quality will be
much above the average, results generally
comparing favourably with many three-
valvers.

The selectivity also is of a high order,
6 -kilocycles separation being ensured by
the use of band-pass tuning for the aerial
circuit.

Now for the design data you need. Let
us, as usual, dissect the theoretical dia-
gram. Starting at the aerial end you will
note a .0003-microfarad pre-set type con-
denser. This plays a very important part
in the tuning of the set. It is not for vary-
ing the volume, as in some sets, but for

 obtaining the required degree of selectivity
in conjunction with your particular aerial.
Once adjusted it is left alone on each wave-
band, though when going from medium to
long waves you may find it advisable to
increase the capacity a little. It is
because the fixed condenser fitted with
some band-pass coils is not large enough
for the long waves that we have specified
the additional pre-set.

Almost any band-pass tuning coil can
be used. Our circuit shows a typical

HT.+ 60V
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A SCREEN -GRID
PENTODE TWO

As promised last week we are now giving full details of the design
data needed to make up a really " hot " two-valver with a screen -grid
detector and a pentode power output valve. This is another of the "Amateur
Design " series intended for those interested in set design and able to

make use of the data given
coil, with capacity coup-
ling between the two
halYes of the band-pass
provided by means of
the .or microfarad non -
inductive condenser.
Manufacturers specify
various values for this

condenser, depending on the other coupling
arrangements in the coils. Capacities up
to 04 microfarad are specified and our
value is taken as an average,' not to be
slavishly followed if other instructions are
given by the makers.

The gang condenser needed for the band-
pass coil-really two tuned circuits scien-
tifically coupled for maximum selectivity
and sensitivity without loss of volume-
can be of any good make, preferably with
a trimmer on the
front to ensure maxi 
mum ganging effi-
ciency all round the
scale.

We recommend a
.0005 microfarad re-
action condenser.
Coils are bound to
vary and we may
find them insufficient
to ensure oscillation
under all conditions
when a smaller maxi-
mum capacity reac-
tion condenser is
fitted.

Screen -grid
Detector

This should have a
reasonably low im-
pedance for its type.
Between 200,000 and
300,000 Ohms is re-
commended as a

TO 25.0000 RESIST
100000

R.F.C.

A pictorial diagram of part of the ch cult showing the special
connections for the screen -grid detector

43003

broadcasting station increase the capacity
of the condenser to .0003 microfarad and
the leak to r megohm.

The high -frequency current is by-passed
to earth in the anode circuit of the detec-
tor by the usual choke in the anode lead
and .000T-microfarad fixed condenser be-
tween anode and earth.

Low -frequency Coupling
The high impedance of the detector

means that you cannot match the external
impedance for maximum theoretical ampli-
fication. What you do, therefore, is to
step off as much as possible. This is done
best with resistance -capacity coupling.
The proportion of amplification so obtained,
although not anywhere near the theo-
retical 200 or more is still more than you

as.000
60-70

IMF 2 MFD.

100.000

25.900 n

ick000

50.000
o:
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PEN220

A feature of the circuit is the band-pass aerial tuning and screen -
grid detector : Note the special resistance -capacity coupling
arrangement for the pentode output valve which is tone corrected

detector, with as high
an amplification as
possible. Remember
that the anode con-
nection is the top termi-
nal of the valve, and
that the anode con-
nection of the valve
holder is for the screen
grid, taken to the high-
tension and by-passed
with a .T-microfarad
fixed condenser as shown
by the diagram.

A .ocitoT - microfarad
grid condenser is speci-
fied with a .25-megohm
grid leak for good
quality. It you are
working very close to a

get with most ordinary three -electrode
valves and transformer coupling.

A special point that will be appreciated
by the keen designer is that the screen -
grid valve is working well within its limits
this way, and is therefore less prone to
cause microphonic noises and other forms
of instability than a three -electrode valve
working "all out," as in the two-valver
shown last week.

Resistance -capacity Coupling
One hundred thousand ohms for the

anode resistance and 25,000 ohms for the
de -coupling resistance with i -microfarad
de -coupling condenser. Note that by
adjusting the voltage on the screen -grid
of the detector to a low voltage point the
total anode current is cut down and this

(Continued at foot of next page)
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THE ORGAN AT
BROADCASTING HOUSE

APRIL 8, 1933

Testing the smaller pipes of the Broadcasting House organ. A temporary console is fitted;
below to control the wind to the pipes

GREAT strides have been made with
the new organ since I last visited the

Concert Hall at Broadcasting House. I
should never have thought it possible to
place any kind of organ in such small
space and one so narrow. Most organ
builders would have turned down the idea
altogether as totally impracticable.
Whether the John Compton Organ Com-
pany specialises in erecting large organs in
small places or not, I cannot say; but it
looks like it.

Having squeezed into a very narrow
space behind the grid I was bidden to
climb a vertical ladder. I found, to my
profound interest as an organist, that the
ranks of pipes usually forming stops were
nowhere to be seen. It all seemed so
different from my own instrument that I
could hardly believe it was an organ.

Again, where were the usual bellows and
feeders? There did not seem to be any of
those, either. There are (as I mentioned in
my last article on this organ) thirty-one

ranks of pipes. Each of these has a chest to
itself. Consequently one passes nothing
but these chests on one's way round.

I suddenly thought of the pedal organ.
I have always held that an organ is not an
organ unless it has a respectable pedal
organ. I remembered they had told me at
the works that there was to be a 32 -ft.
reed. Well, you cannot hide thirty -two -
footers, however much you may wish to.
I fell to wondering where the pipes were,
but as I was jammed between the wall and
one of those thirty-one chests, I had to
wait until I had climbed another vertical
ladder before I could ask the question.

Horizontal Pipes
When one thinks of 32 -ft. reeds one

conjures up visions of noble pipes soaring
to the roof from either side of the console-
or something artistic, at all events. I
asked where' they were. "They are right
at the top," I was told. "If you can
squeeze up this next vertical ladder you will

see them." Wishing I had gone on a diet
for a few months and so reduced my
proportions suitably, I ascended the ladder.
And there, right along the wall in an
horizontal position, were the pipes, not
only of the 32 -ft. reed, but of three 16 -ft.
pedalstops as well.

Of course, they will sound just as well
that way as upright, but it was a shock to.
see them one, above the other. When I go
to play on the B.B.C. organ I shall have to
forget that the very stops which are the
bass and foundation of the music I play
are in reality far above my head.

I saw nothing of the console. I did not
ask, but I am sure it has not arrived yet.
The Wireless Military Band was in the
middle of a rehearsal in the Concert Hall,
so that I could not go in to see. If It is not
actually there at the moment, it soon will
be. The idea of its being movable is one of
the greatest points about that console.
The organist does get a chance of being
away from the instrument. I suffer from
being too close to my own instrument and
it is only when I hear others play on it that
I really get any idea of how it sounds.
You can imagine how fatal that would be
when you take into consideration that
strangers to the organ will constantly be
broadcasting on it.

I hear that condenser microphones are
to be used. They look like bombs to me.
There is, however, a great advantage with
them when compared with the carbon type ;
they do not cause blasting. With an .organ
that is very essential. It does not matter
how careful a controller may be-or how
watchful-an organist will catch him out
some time or other. It is so easy to switch
on the full power.

So much for a cursory glance at the
instrument in its present stage. I hope, at
some not too future date, to play on the
completed organ- and to give you some
further impressions.

WH IT AKER-WIL SON.

"A SCREEN -GRID PENTODE TWO"
(Continued from preceding page)

results in a reduction of the voltage drop
across the anode resistances, so that more
voltage' actually reaches the anode of the
valves, which is desirable.

The coupling condenser is specified as
.01 microfarad. If you want more bass
you can get it by increasing the capacity
to a microfarad. The .5-megohm grid -
leak can be changed to r megohm without
much difference. The grid stopper be-
tween the coupling condenser and the
pentode grid should not exceed 50,000
ohms. If made much higher it will cut
top notes.

Pentode Output Valve
The first point to note is the ro,000 ohms

screen -grid resistance. This is not used
so much for de -coupling, though it has that
incidental advantage, as for keeping the

voltage on the screen or auxiliary grid
lower than the anode voltage, thus econo-
mising total anode current. With the
r-microfarad fixed condenser it does also
act as a de -coupling arrangement. Note
that the third grid shown by the theoreti-
cal is internally connected to the filament.

Tone Correction
Almost certainly this will be required.

It can be fitted inside the set or to the
loud -speaker, whichever is more con-
venient. We suggest a 23,00o -ohm resist-
ance of the variable type and a .or -micro -
farad fixed condenser, the two in series
across the speaker. The resistance can be
fixed at 3,000 ohms as a good average, but
much depends on the speaker and the
baffle and allied conditions.

There is the usual fuse of too milliam-
peres in the lead between high-tension
and low-tension negative. There is also
a 2-microfarad fixed condenser between

high-tension negative and the maximum
positive, this acting as a final reservoir for
the battery voltage enabling the battery
to be used to the 'last possible moment
without intervening crackling.

We have now examined the circuit in
every detail. The final work on construc-
tion is outside the scope of this feature,
though it is simple enough even for the
beginner. The assembled set will give
good range, excellent selectivity and fine
quality when used with a moving -coil
loud -speaker.

An annual event of some importance to
Manchester schoolchildren will be broad-
cast on April 6. This is a concert given by
the Manchester Schoolchildren's Choir and
Orchestra.

The third of "Our Northern Heritage"
plays deals with the Siege of Lathom House,
and has been written by Edwin Lewis for
production on April 6.
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WHAT THE "UP-TO-THE-MINUTE
THREE " WILL DO

Amazing Results with a New -type Set

VOLT will probably be surprised at the
-I- accompanying log of nearly sixty stations

obtained with the " Up -to -the -Minute Three. "
This list was easily compiled during a four-hour
evening test, which I carried out in South
London about twenty-five miles from Brook -
mans Park.

A preliminary turn of the dial round the
medium waveband firstly showed the amazing
sensitivity of the set. So sensitive, in fact, is it
that I switched over to a small aerial about
35 ft. long. Even then London Regional was
so strong that the power valve was overloaded
and it was necessary to reduce the screen
voltage to 3o.

VERY SENSITIVE -VERY
SELECTIVE

Still using the small aerial 1 increased the
screen voltage to 65 and tried the medium
waveband for combined sensitivity and selec-
tivity. Resiilts were very surprising, being
better than the average four -valuer. Selectivity
was almost up to super -het standard except,
of course, in. the immediate neighbourhood of
the local stations.

The spread of London Regional was so
small that both Hamburg and Strasbourg were
easily received clear of interference -an
amazing feat of selectivity for a set with three
tuned circuits.

FREEDOM FROM INTERFERENCE
Getting plenty of stations is usually an easy

task on the average modern set, but getting
them at full loud -speaker strength with real
entertainment value -that is free from irri-
tating heterodyne whistles and sideband

splash -is a different story. This is where this
new set scores.

As a conservative estimate I should say that
thirty to thirty-five stations were obtained
really well during my four-hour test. One could
sit down and thoroughly enjoy the programme
from each of those stations. Entertainment
value is the crucial test of a set nowadays.

Rome, Breslau, Poste Parisien, Stockholm.
Hilversum, Trieste and Heilsberg are typical
examples of the foreigners received giving
entertaining reception. From this it follows
that there is no difficulty in separating adjacent
high -power stations.

The amateur who revels in. spending hours
roaming the ether for the sole purpose of
logging stations regardless of associated noises
will find countless hours of amusement in
turning the dial of this set.

On the long waveband Zeesen -or Konigs-
wusterhausen, as the station is sometimes

" Better than any battery

set I have yet tested "

called -was the only station not free of inter-
ference. It was troubled by "twitter" from
Daventry and Radio Paris. I heard preliminary
tests from the new high -power station at
Luxembourg. The strength of the signal was
quite as load as Daventry National. Luxem-
bourg will be the powerful station on the long
waveband when it is brought into permanent
use.

The " tje-to-the
minute Three " is
of fine appearance and has the " A.W."

guarantee behind it

SIMPLE TUNING
I must stress one great feature of this set

that is important. This is the extreme sim-
plicity of tuning. You have one tuning knob
and a reaction control and most stations do
not require use of the latter control. Could
tuning be simpler?

Both wavebands cover fairly large wave
ranges. On the long waveband the range is
from t,000 to 2,000 metres and the medium
from 220 to 600 metres.

Quality -rather an elusive thing to describe.
It depends such a lot on the listener's personal
tastes and the loud -speaker used. With a
Rola permanent -magnet reproducer I found
quality well balanced and very pleasant.

Concluding this report is a simple matter.
The set, in my opinion, is outstanding. It
worked better on test than any battery set I
have yet tested. T. E. H.

Constructional details of the " Up-to-the-minute Three" are on page 578 of this issue
1111111.1. 41111-111 /1 ..... 1441 ........... 4411111.41111

LIST OF STATIONS RECEIVED
Wave- Dial
length Station Reading

Wave-
length

Dial
Station Reading

Ware -
length

Dial
Station Reading

Long Waveband 238.9 Nurnberg 4 321.1) Goteborg 27
1,083 Oslo. 17 245.9 Common wave 5 325 Breslau_ 28
1,154 Kalundborg 23 247.7 Trieste 6 328.2 Poste Parisien 29

Luxembourg 25 253.1 Gleiwit z 331.5 Milan 30
1,304 Moscow 35 257.1 Horby 8 338.2 Brussels No. 2 32i
1,348 Motala. .......... ....... 38 26 r .5 London National Io 341.7 Brno 34
1,412 Warsaw 41 269.8 Bari 12 345-' Strasbourg 35
1,446 Eiffel Tower 45 273.7 Turin 13 355.9 London Regional 38
1,554 Daventry 55 276.5 Heilsberg 14 372.2 Hamburg 43
1,635 Konigswusterhausen 6o 278.8 Bratislava 15 376.4 Scottish Regional 44
1,725 Radio Paris 65 288.3 Scottish National V7 381 Lvov 45
1,875 Hilversum 76 296.1 Huizen 19 385.1 Toulouse 46
1,935 Kaunas 86 301.5 North National.. 21 389.6 Leipsig 470

Medium Waveband 3124 Bordeaux 22 398.9 Midland Regional so
223 Fetamp r 312.8 Genoa 24 403.8 Sottens 52

1,11111.1134 41,114,1111/41 ..... 116110.111"41141/1111/111111111-111/1111111 .. 1 ... 11111111111.1t111.8...111.11,11

DO YOU K
THAT a moving -coil loud -speaker should
not be worked without a dust cover over
the moving -coil and magnet -pole gap? A
dust cover prevents any dirt getting in the
gap and causing scratching noises.
THAT with a mains set, using mains -
heated valves, there is a short delay
before anything is heard after switching
on, as the heaters take several seconds
to warm up? No adjustment should be

HIM

408.7
13

419.6
435.4
441.2
459.4
472.4

if 'are- Dial
length Station Reading

Katowitz 53
Athlone 55
Berlin 564.
Stockholm 601 -
Rome 62
Beromuenster 67
Langenberg

48o North Regional 72
483.6 Prague 75
500.8 Florence 77
509 Brussels No. i 78
517 Vienna 80
533 Munich 83
542 Sundsvall 85
55o Budapest 87

70

S
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carried out to the set in the meantime or
a condenser breakdown may result. The
full high-tension voltage is applied to the
valves in spite of the fact that there is no
filament emission (and therefore no anode
current flowing) until the heaters warm up.

THAT battery leads can be shortened by
looping them back and tying together with
small rubber bands? This is much better
than cutting the leads, if the alteration is

111411111141111111114141411

only a temporary one. If the wires are cut
there is always a possibility of wrongly
connecting the wander plugs and spade tags,
THAT trimmers on ganged condensers
sometimes stick down so that the vanes
do not separate when the trimmer knob
is slacked off ? This will give faulty
ganging and shows that the trimmers of
some condensers need occasional inspec-
tion.
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FAULTS AND HOW TO PREVENT THEM
In wireless, as in most other things, prevention is better

(than cure. An immense amount of time and trouble can be
saved, in the long run, by taking steps to prevent faults which,
if allowed to develop, might be decidedly difficult to locate
and remedy.

Reliable, trouble -free reception can be secured quite

WIRING PRECAUTIONS
VAULTS in the internal wiring

of a set may be due to short
circuits or to ineffective contact
in the joints and connections.

Risk of " shorts" can be almost
entirely eliminated by taking one
or two simple precautions. First,
use proper insulated connecting
wire, instead of the bare variety,
for all internal wiling. Secondly,
when connecting up flexibles, such
as battery leads, remember to
see that no loose strands of flex
are left sticking out from the
ends of the insulating covering,
as these may touch bare portions
of adjacent leads or terminals
and cause more or less disastrous
" shorts." Thirdly, see that there
is ample clearance between all
wires and moving parts such as
condenser vanes, etc., to avoid
any possibility of the latter
coming into contact with the
wiring and rubbing the insulation
off.

SOME SOLDERING
HINTS

WHEN soldering connections,
attention to the following

points will help to eliminate risk
of faults developing after the set
has been put into use : (x) The
metal surfaces to which wires are
to be joined should be clean and
bright, and after smearing with a
trace of flux, should be well
tinned; (2) the soldering iron
should be clean, well tinned and
not too hot; (3) good, non-
corrosive flux should be used, as
sparingly as possible; (4) joints
should be made quickly and
cleanly; (5) any wires that show
the slightest tendency to "come
unstuck" should be re -soldered;
(6) after soldering, the whole of
the work should be gone over
thoroughly with a clean rag, and
every trace of flux carefully wiped
off the metal and insulating
surfaces.

FAULTY CONTACT
/TROUBLES due to faulty

contact can be eliminated by
making sure that every joint and
connection is firm, sound and
clean. This calls for a little extra

time and care in the initial wirine.-
up of the set, but it saves no end
of trouble afterwards.

Experience shows that, in actual
practice, there is not very much
to choose between soldered and
solderless connections, provided
that both are made with equal
care.

In making solderless connec-
tions, any risk of poor contact
can be avoided by seeing that the
wire loops, which go over the
stems of the terminals, are clean
and bright, and by screwing down
the terminal nuts as reasonably
tight as possible.

The loops should, of course, pass
in a clockwise direction round the
stems of the terminals so that the
rotation of the nut in tightening
up will cause the loop to grip
even more firmly, instead of
forcing it open.

CLEANING COMPONENTS
NEW components are often

dusty when one buys them
from a local dealer, especially if
they have been exposed in the
shop window or on the shelves.
Variable condensers, for instance,
sometimes have an appreziable
deposit of dust between the vanes,
even when brand-new, resulting
in crackling noises sooner or
later. It is always advisable,
therefore, to examine all new
components and carefully remove
any dust that is on them before
building them into the set. Once
they are wired up in, perhaps, an
inaccessible position, they may be
difficult to dust properly.

If, however, all the components
in a set are perfectly clean in the
first place, and the cabinet is
reasonably dustproof, no trouble
is likely to arise through dust
accumulating on them while the
set is in use.

GUARDING AGAINST DUST
AND DAMP'

MANY wireless cabinets that
appear to be damp-proof

and dust -proof, are very far from
being so when actually put to the
test. Often, however, it is an easy
matter to remedy the defects by
closing up cracks with some such

easily, with any reasonably efficient set, if one takes simple
precautions to guard against faults developing. The practical
hints Which follow point to the loopholes through which faults
may creep into the set, and indicate steps which -can be taken
very easily by every set -user to ensure almost complete
immunity from breakdown.
preparation as plastic wood, and
fitting wooden fillets around the
edges of lids, panels, etc., to
exclude dust and damp.

If the set is installed close to a
window, it is particularly import-
ant to take these precautions.

COIL TROUBLES
T HE development of faults in

home-made coils can usually
be prevented by taking suitable
precautions when winding and
constructing the coils. When
cotton -covered wire is used, for
instance, one should see that the
cotton covering is perfectly dry.
If the wire has been stored in a
damp atmosphere, it should be
dried out thoroughly before being
put into use.

If the wire is wound on a pa-xp-
lin tube, it is a goOd plan to seal
up, with a little melted wax, the
small holes through which the
wire is threaded to "anchor" the
ends of the winding; this prevents
the corrosion that sometimes
occurs at the point in question,
ultimately resulting in the wire
being eaten right through.

When building a set, it is
advisable to test dual -range coils
to make sure that the wave -
changing switches are making
perfect contact, as any defects in
this respect are generally much
easier to remedy beforehand than
if left until the coil is actually
mounted and wired up in the set.

POTENTIAL FAULTS
THERE is a good deal to be

said in favour of testing all
components before building them 
into a set. Naturally, this
thorough preliminary testing
causes some delay in assembling
the parts, but it often proves to
be a time-saver in the long run,
by revealing potential troubles
which might prove very baffling
to trace on completion of the
receiver.

DECOUPLING
PRECAUTIONS

MANY sets work so perfectly
without any decoupling at

all, when newly built and fitted

with new batteries, that one may
be tempted to cut down initial
cost by omitting decoupling re-
sistances and condensers.

Admittedly the provision of
devices for thorough decoupling
of all H.T. circuits is a compara-
tively expensive item, as it is
essential to use first-class com-
ponents for the purpose, in order
to avoid risk of breakdown. It
rarely pays in the long run, how-
ever, to neglect decoupling pre-
cautions, as this invariably results
in the development of such
troubles as "motor -boating"
when the set has been in use for
some time and the H.T. battery
begins to show signs of deteriora-
tion.

FAULTS IN THE FILAMENT
CIRCUIT

INEFFECTIVE
contact, due to

corrosion and sulphate deposit
on accumulator terminals and
L.T. spade tags, is frequently a
cause of poor reception or hissing
and crackling noises. The
trouble can usually be prevented
by using lead -coated spade tags
for the L.T wires. Corrosion of
the flexible wires themselves due
to acid creeping up from the ter-
minals, can usually be prevented
by a little judicious smearing of
vaseline over the spade tags
where they meet the insulating
sleeves or tubes covering the ends
of the battery leads.
PREVENTING AERIAL AND

EARTH FAULTS
IF an outdoor aerial is used, risk

of faults developing can be
minimised by keeping the insula-
tors and earthing switch clean,
using enamelled wire in prefer-
ence to the bare kind (to retard
corrosion), and seeing that the
wire is free from strain or chafing
which might cause breakage in a
high wind.

The most vulnerable part of an
outdoor earth, as a rule, is the
point of connection to the buried
metal plate or tube. If this con-
nection is kept sound, clean and
free from corrosion, there is litf_e
likelihood of trouble developing.

W. OLIVER.

114781/1111
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glie Class B Valve
and Your Sped

One of the great advantages of the Class B system is that successful
results do not depend upon very careful matching of the loud -speaker
to the valve. At the same time, it is obvious that there is a best
impedance of loud -speaker to use under different conditions.

J. H. Reyner discusses this matter below.
FOR output measurements it is usually

preferable to work with the anode
current -anode voltage characteristics, and
Fig. I shows these for the Cossor 240B
valve. They will be seen to be very similar
to those of a pentode. Thus we have a some-
what similar state of affairs to that obtain-
ing in a pentode, namely, that the power
output tends to increase as the anode load
is increased up to a certain optimum value
beyond which distortion becomes trouble-
some. A further examination of the charac-
teristics shows that the conditions are
somewhat different according to the manner
in which the valve is used. -

Let us examine, first of all, the full out-
put conditions for this particular valve,
that is, with a 20 -volt peak grid swing.
Under these conditions the optimum load
is approximately 2,000 ohms, as will be
seen from the load line for this value.
With this load the anode currents at grid
voltages of 5, ro, 15 and 20 are approxi-
mately II, 23, 35 and 46 milliamps respec-
tively. These values are practically in the
proportions I, 2, 3, 4, as they should be,

Th's is a holder for the Class B valve. Note
that there are seven sockets and the valvz
is provided with seven pans, although only

six of these are used for connections

indicating that this condition will give very
small distortion.

At the full 20 voltS peak we have an
anode current change of 46 milliamps and
an anode voltage change of 90 volts, which
corresponds to an output of 2.06 watts. '

We must arrange our output transformer,
therefore, to' give us the equivalent of
2,00o ohms for each valve or each half of
the complete valve, whichever way you
prefer to look at it. Remember that only
one valve is working at a time and that the
power supplied to the loud -speaker comes

alternately from one and then the other.
Because of this I always find it convenient
to regard each valve separately. Fig. 2
shows the output transformer circuit and
we can regard each half of the primary
separately in conjuncton with the second-
ary winding for our present purpose.

If our loud -speaker already has an
impedance of 2,000 ohms, then the winding
A B should. have the same number of turns
as the secondary winding x v. The next
half -cycle, when the bottom valve is in
operation, we have the power transferred

50
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Fig. 1. The anode -current anode -volts
characteristics of the 240B valve

from the winding B c to the secondary x v;
SO that n c must also have the same number
of turns, and therefore the total primary
winding has twice the number of turns on
the secondary.

Some people find it more convenient to
consider the output transformer as a whole.
In this case we have a 2: I step-down
transformer with 2,00o ohms across the
secondary, which is equivalent to 8,000
ohms across the primary. We say, there-
fore, that the optimum condition for a.
2 -watt output from the 24oB is 8,0oo ohms
anode -to -anode load. It does not matter
which way you actually look at it, and you
will sometimes find one way convenient
and sometimes the other.
Matching

This brief discussion, although perhaps
a little advanced, should make clear the
mechanism of matching the loud -speaker
to the Class B valve. If you are using
a moving -iron or baIanced-armature
peaker, then you should obtain some

average impedance figure from the manu-
facturers and use an output transformer
having a ratio equal to

8,000
speaker impedance

S
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<40
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z 30
cc
cc
m20
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tu
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Most moving -iron speakers have an im-
pedance 'of about 2,000 -ohms, and can
therefore be used with a 2 : I step-down
transformer of the type just described.

Moving -coil speakers are usually made
with low -resistance coils to -day, in which
case a very much higher step-down ratio is
required. In these cases, however, the
transformer is usually incorporated in the
speaker itself, and all you need to ask for,
therefore, is a speaker having a - total
primary impedance, from outer to outer, of
8,000 ohms in order to match with this valve.

Alternative Methods of Connection
Now let us consider some alternative

methods of connection. Sometimes one
does not require as much as 2 watts
output. There are two ways in which the
valve can be used to give smaller Outputs
than this. One of these is to use the valve
on ioo volts only, instead of 12o. Then
with the same load, but limiting the input
swing to 15 instead of 20, it is possible to
obtain a little over x watt output. This is
rather a convenient arrangement, because
one can use a battery having 120 volts,
but normally employed on the ioo-volt
tap. Then, without any alteration beyond
changing the H.T. plug from icto to 120,

H.T.+
A

LS.

Ci
Pig. 2. The output transformer circuit

the maximum output may be increased
from I to 2 watts. The converse is also
true, namely, that if the circuit is arranged
for 2 -watt working it will still work satis-
factorily and without distortion, although,
of course, with less power output, when the
H.T. voltage has fallen to ioo or even less.

(Continued at foot of next page)
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FITTING RADIO TO YOUR CAR
Some Useful Hints on getting the Best Results

THE practice of having a good wireless
set built in as a fixture on the car has

become so popular in the United States
that it is probably inevitable that it will

THIS END FITTED
TO SPARK PLUG

OC:12

LEAD FROM DISTRIBUTOR
ATTACHED HERE

Fig. 1. The type of resistance for fitting
to spark plugs

soon become a feature in this country.
There are already on the market one or

DISTRIBUTOR

11

f
PLUGS RESISTANCES

Fig. 2. This diagram shows how the resist-
ances are connected in the ignitlon circuit

two commercially produced motor -car
receivers.

The purpose of this article is not the
design of such a set, but a review of the
difficulties which must be overcome before

any set can be satisfactorily used on a
motor car.

The question of aerial and earth comes
to mind first, but actually the problem is
not at all difficult. The type of set
generally used has two or three screen -grid
H.F". stages, and a comparatively short
length of wire is adequate. In the saloon
type of car it is usual to run the aerial in
the form of a square spiral concealed in
the roof. The earth should be a counter-
poise, not an actual connection to the
frame of the car.

Preventing Interference
The most serious problem is the sup-

pression of interference from the electrical
system of the car, and the method of
dealing with the trouble is by the use of
large -capacity fixed condensers and fixed
resistances.

The battery -charging dynamo is a
common source of interference due to
sparking at the brushes. To cure this first
of all see that the commutator is clean
and that the brushes bed firmly, and then
connect a i-microfarad condenser across
the two terminals of the dynamo. It is
important to have this condenser as close
to the dynamo as possible.

The spark occurring when the ignition
coil or magneto make -and -break opens also
causes noise, which can be cured by the
use of a i-microfarad condenser connected
from the primary of the coil or magneto
to the frame of the car.

Fully 90 per cent, of the interference
comes from the ignition sparks at the plugs.
The sparks generate waves which are
radiated by the spark -plug leads. The cure
is to insert suitable resistances in series
with each spark plug and the distributor.
These resistances, such as the Dubilier
and Erie, are usually of 15,000 to
20,000 ohms; they damp out the high -
frequency oscillations set up by the spark.

Owing to their proximity to the engine
they must be proof against heat, oil and
moisture. Fig. r shows the type of
resistance fitted to the plugs, and Fig. 2
gives a -diagram of the resistances and
condensers correctly connected.

TO
DYNAMO

BATTERY

Mall/

Fig. 3. Condensering the unearthed side of
the battery will assist in reducing unwanted

noises

There are other sources of noise which
are all in the nature of poor contacts and
which should be covered by proper care
of the car. Such points as corroded or
loosened battery terminals, lamp socket
contacts, loose fuses, switch contacts
should all be inspected and made "in good
order. Fig. 3 shows a condenser fitted
between the unearthed side of the battery
and the frame of the car. This will assist
in reducing noises made by uncertain
contacts. Provided that the electrical
system is thoroughly dealt with as des-
cribed above, wireless reception in the car
can be quite free from noise and as satis-
factory as listening in your own home.

4, THE CLASS B VALVE AND YOUR
LOUD- SPEAKER"

(Continued from preceding page)
A further advantage of this ioo-volt

working is the reduction in the standing
anode current. With 120 volts the stand-
ing anode current for the two halves of the
Class B valve together is about 3 milliamps
and the driver valve takes a further 3 to
3%, making about 6%. milliamps steady
current. With the roo-volt condition the
total current from driver and Class B
valve is in the neighbourhood of 4 milli -
amps only, which is quite an appreciable
reduction.

There is, however, still another method
of using this valve where an output of
a little over r watt is sufficient. This uses
ago volts H.T., but limits the input swing
to 12 volts. Now, if you will refer to the
characteristics you will see that it is pos-
sible to increase the load very considerably
if this limitation of input is applied, and,
in fact, with an anode load of 4,500 ohms
the operation is still practically free from

distortion. Under these conditions an
anode current change of 22 milliamps is
obtained with an anode voltage change of
roo, which gives an output of r.i watt.

The advantage of this method of opera-
tion is an increased sensitivity. With the
2,00o -ohm load an input of 12 volts only
gives about 600 milliwatts, whereas with
the increased load we are obtaining very
nearly twice as much. On the other hand,
very unpleasant distortion will set in if
this grid swing is exceeded to any appreci-
able extent; so that the output is quite
definitely limited with this method of
working. Many people, however, feel- that
I watt is quite adequate and prefer to use
the valve in this condition.

Transformer Ratios
For this condition, therefore, the opti-

mum load per valve is in the neighbour-
hood of 4,50o ohms, which corresponds to
an anode -to -anode load of 18,000 ohms.
.This requires a step-down ratio 11/2 times
as much before. Therefore, if a z : I ratio
is used for the 2 -watt working (or the

oo-volt I -watt working case) the ratio
now should be 3 : I and correspondingly.
Alternatively, where the loud -speaker has
its own built-in transformer the total
impedance on the primary side should be,
18,000 ohms for optimum results.

Incidentally it may be remarked that
the Mullard PM2B, which is just about
to be released, is designed to operate under
these conditions. As far as can be gathered
from advance information, it requires
an anode load of the order of 4,000 to
5,000 ohms per valve and will give an
output of a little over r watt with an
input swing of 12 volts. Within the next
week or two, however, this valve will also
be on the market, and I hope to give
definite characteristics and operating data.

Based upon Robert Browning's "Pied
Piper of Hamelin," a lyric drama in one
act, entitled The Piper, by Herbert Ferrers,
is to be revived in the National programme
on April 7 and the Regional. programme on
April 8.
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WERE we supposed to be having a
Hindemith week, or not? And if so,

why ? What have we done that we should
have him after supper on Sunday night,
the whole of Wednesday evening, and again
on Friday? He makes very poor broad-
casting

I must own to having listened in spasms
only. The unpleasant dissonances try my
patience far too much for me to listen for
long at a time. I always come to the same
conclusion, namely that this is cacophony
and not symphony, and that it has nothing
to do with the proper faculty of.music. It
is written by those who are unable to write
melody and reasonable harmony, and is
enjoyed by those who, I suppose, imagine
they are members of the intellectual
aristocracy of England. I say that without
hesitation because I have examined many
of the scores. Cacophony is a pbase, but I
shall be glad when it has passed._

The oratorio Das Unaufhorliche, trans-
lated as The Perpetual or, perhaps, better,
The Eternal, was quite one of the Most
unpleasant works to which I have ever
listened. It should have been called
Perpetual Gloom or Eternal Misery. I
consider it gross waste of time and money to
broadcast a work of that nature, demanding
four soloists, the B.B.C. Chorus, a chorus of
boys from two London parish churches, and
the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra.

As for the effusion called The Lesson,
given in the concert hall at Broadcasting
House on the Friday evening, well . . .

I was faintly amused because a work,
supposedly serious, included a comedian.
Harry Tate was well cast because he passed
some of the time in his amusing, manner.
As for the humour itself it was the sort of
heavy stuff that might appeal to the
average German mind. It was no good for
English listeners who are so advanced in
the matter of humour (compared with the
Germans) that the lines seemed merely
silly.

The sooner Broadcasting House takes a
strong line and helps to stamp out ultra-
modern cacophony, instead of foisting it
on listeners on every possible occasion, the
sooner will broadcasting improve. This
so-called music is not music.

-
Du Garde Peach's Three Soldiers was a

strong play. The dialogue was everywhere
natural-indeed, the whole production
was powerful but not in the least forced.
The question of unemployment was argued
out in a convincing manner, and listeners
must have been left wondering whether it
did result from the War or not. Three
Soldiers was as much a debate as a play,
but the dramatic side gave it 'greater

MABEL
CONSTANI-

DUROS

broadcasting value than would have been
the case had the sentiments been offered
in the terms of an ordinary debate. We
are learning to rely on Mr. du Garde Peach
for plays with deep thought behind them.

I did not hear the Wednesday night
vaudeville, but I heard reports of it. The
complaint was that there was nothing
outstanding except Mabel Constanduros'
and Michael Hogan's broadcast which, I
understand, was as good as ever.

On the other hand, I did hear the
Saturday night "Music Hall." The
experience left me wondering which of two
methods I dislike the more : (z) having to
wait for fifty minutes before anything worth
hearing comes on, or (2) hearing two good
items at the beginning and having to listen
for (say) forty minutes in the hope that
there will be something else good at the
end. The "Music Hall" of Saturday night
was in the latter class.

Stanley Kirby and Harry Hudson
began the programme with an amusing
song called " Any girl from anywhere, so
long as she's a real nice girl." Good
sentiment, that ! Their other song was
really clever. Its title was something like
" We've got the married -man blues."

Four of us were listening to this vaude-
ville. After this item we looked at each

PROGRAMME POINTERS
There has been an improvement in the
Epilogues. Instead of Scriptural excerpts
there have been quotations from Thomas a
Kempis. That, I think, is a step in the right
direction. Even though distinctly religious
in style and thought, the " Imitation" has
a philosophy about it that may appeal to a
wider public than readings from actual
Scripture. On the other hand, I still venture
to point to the value of an alternative
Epilogue based on philosophy distinct from
religion. I firmly believe that really fine
Epilogues would be written specially if the
B.B.C. asked for them. It seems simple
enough to have a Churchman's moment on
one side and Everyman's moment on the
other. I wonder the suggestion has not been
taken, and point once again to the fact that
a great opportunity is being missed. Can it
not be tried for a month or so and opinions

be solicited ?

enutteitr

other and said, "If it is all going to be as
good as this we shall not complain." Then
Ben Osborne and Nellie Perryer came to the
microphone and told us what happened to
them when they purchased a third -hand
Ford car for five pounds. The way they
did it made excellent broadcasting.

Cicely Courtneidge sang far too much
and said far too little. I must write her a
little note. "Dear Cicely, please be funny
all the time next time; you can be, because
I've heard you. Then I shall be Ever
Yours."

Eve Becke let off two or three of those
marvellous modern rhythm -songs. Silly
words, sillier music. Why not something
clever?

Sam Mayo sang novelty songs like "The
roast beef of old England " and " Where do
the flies go in winter time ? " as well as
some others that hardly mattered. He had
them announced by some babyish nursery
rhymes which made them rather feeble.

Florrie Forde, as the last broadcaster-
the last I heard-should have been the best,
judging by former methods of programme
arrangement, but her song " Jolly old pa,
jolly old ma, jolly good pals are they" was
about as useful as you would expect from
the title.

.
" Seven Days' Sunshine " was a splendid

show. Very funny all through. Bobbie
Comber as the old gentleman-the usual
hoard -ship bore-was first-rate. Floy
Penrhyn and Percy Parsons as the Ameri-
cans, Renee Mayer and Claude Hulbert as
the superior young lady and her younr,
husband were most attractive. The whole
cast seemed happy and it also seemed that
the production had been written specially
for them. We can do with more of this
type of light entertainment.

The Introduction and Allegro, by Arthur
Bliss, broadcast in tile Sunday night
concert, proved delightful. Modern- very
modern in places-but always reasonable.
I am glad someone knows where to draw the
line. Modern harmony is so attractive
when used reasonably that it is a wonder
more of our composers do not realise its
possibilities. Mr. Bliss certainly scored a
good work and a success at the same time.

WHITAKER-WILSON.

The Chamber Music concert by the
Henry Hoist Quartet in the Imperial
Hotel, Birmingham, on April i r, is being
relayed to Midland listeners.
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Below is the section of the receive:
when, the Westector is fitted

=n1E011110'

This is a rear view
of the completed
" Up -to -the -Minute
Three" which incor-
porates two of the
latest radio develop-

ments,Ferrocart and
Wistector

IT is a great pleasure to be able to
describe the construction of a

receiver having a performance so
greatly in advance of good standard
sets as this.

It is particularly true when the
new set is easy to build and costs
little for components. We have
here a set with three valves and a
Westector.

There are three sharp tuning
circuits, with a three -gang condenser
a reaction control and the switches.

EASY TO BUILD
Nothing could be easier to build or

to operate, yet, the results are far
above those to which we have been
accustomed.

The circuit diagram shows the
connections. There is first an aerial -
circuit input filter. The two sets of
coils are coupled by a small coil and
the characteristics of the two coils
and the common coupling are such
that extremely sharp tuning is
obtained over the whole range.

It will be noted that the
aerial is connected to a tap

`k on the medium -wavelength

EMBODYING TWO OF THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
IN RADIO-FERROCART AND WESTECTOR, THIS LATEST
THREE BY vyi JAMES GIVES FOUR -VALVE RESULTS

coil and that a separate aerial
coil is used for the long wave-
lengths. The result is that the
tuning is accurate over both
wavebands and changes in the
capacity of the aerial do not
affect the results.

Owing to the efficiency of the
coils a low aerial tap can be used, with the
result that the aerial load does not
materially affect the selectivity.

On the other hand, when the circuit is
tuned in to a signal, a relatively large
voltage is built up across the ends of the
circuit. The special coils, therefore, tune
more sharply than ordinary coils and
there is a larger voltage for the grid of
the first valve.

FERROCART COILS
This is a very good starting point for

a set. I have always found that if you
put a good selective circuit between the
aerial and the first valve, and the circuit
also supplies relatively strong signals,
then the set will put up a good perfor-
mance provided, of course, that the rest
of the set is satisfactory.

With a poor input circuit, however,
the results are likely in any event to be
not too good.

The Colvern coils are made in two
sections for the medium and long wave -

Fl F2

+H.T. 2

A

GANCE0
--III .0005=--

Jengths. These two sections are mounted
pon a single base to form a unit with a

*detachable cover. The coils are accurately
adjusted, as they must be, if advantage
is to be taken of the low -loss construction.

From this it also follows that the gang -
tuning condenser must be of sound design
and also be accurately matched. The
three -gang condenser used is a sound job
and has a good drive. This, too, is
important, for the tuning is so sharp that
the mechanical drive must' be sound,
not having slip or a jerky movement.

A gang condenser that is not accurate
ahould not be used, as you may find the
circuits are in tune in one position and 'a
bit out of tune in another. This would
lead to broad tuning and loss of sensi-
tivity. For these reasons a good gang
condenser was chosen for the set.

The anode of the screen -grid valve has
a high -frequency choke connected to it
and this is coupled by a small condenser
to the tuned grid circuit.

It should be observed that the anode
circuit goes to a tap on the grid coil.
This is to maintain the selectivity and to
improve the magnification. But the
Westector is taken to the top of the coil.

Its damping is very little in the way it
is used and I found that the volume was
a tittle greater than when it was joined to
tae tap. Now I want to make it clear

J
H.F.C.Po
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sa

F3 j

HT+

-0002
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POWER

HT.+

LT+

oLT-

0H.T-

li,re is the circuit of the "Lip -to -the -Minute Three." It has a screen -grid stage followed by the
\Vestector and then the low -frequency amplifier and finally the power stage. Ferrocart coils

are used and a three -gang condenser

that the Westector was joined to
the top of the coil for the best
all-round results.

If you want a little more selec-
tivity the Westector can be joined
to the side of the coupling con-
denser going to the tap, but the
overall sensitivity is reduced a
little. Actually, I thought the
tuning was rather too sharp with
the Westector joined to the tap,
but it is easy enough for anyone to
try this for himself.

There is a i-megohm resistance
between the Westector and nega-
tive. The best valve is a low -
frequency amplifier. A small
amount of high -frequency is al-
lowed to get through to the valve and
the reaction condenser is connected to
the reaction coil and to the anode of
this valve. A by-pass condenser is also
fitted.

CIRCUIT DETAILS
This circuit is an interesting one. The

valve has the full voltage of the high-
tension applied to it and magnifies very
well.

The output is taken to a triode power
valve. You can easily fit a pentode if
you prefer, but those who have tried the
set think that with a triode there is all
the magnification re-
quired.

A common high
tension is used to all
circuits except the
screen of the screen -
grid valve and this
has a separate tap.
It can be adjusted to
obtain the greatest
magnification.

The set has the
tuning control in the
centre, with the
wavelength -range
switch on the left
and the reaction on
the right. There is a
filament switch at
the back of the set,
which you can put
on the front panel if
you prefer it there,
but I thought
it rather up-
setthelayout.

kkft \ '

5,

5,

Here is one of the
Ferrocart roils (with-
out base and cover)
and also the type of
Westector used in the

set

The -parts are arranged upon the
baseboard in a very convenient way, with
the three -coil unit on the left, the gang
condenser in the centre, and fhe Wes-
tector, first low -frequency valve and
power valve on the right.

Essential wires are, therefore, quite
short, as they should be, and the only
long wires are the ones that don't
matter, such as the filament and reaction
wires

Thus there is very little to do in the

Compare this plan view with the
wiring diagram overleaf
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coil and that a separate aerial
coil is used for the long wave-
lengths. The result is that the
tuning is accurate over both
wavebands and changes in the
capacity of the aerial do not
affect the results.

Owing to the efficiency of the
coils a low aerial tap can be used, with the
result that the aerial load does not
materially affect the selectivity.

On the other hand, when the circuit is
tuned in to a signal, a relatively large
voltage is built up across the ends of the
circuit. The special coils, therefore, tune
more sharply than ordinary coils and
there is a larger voltage for the grid of
the first valve.

FERROCART COILS
This is a very good starting point for

a set. I have always found that if you
put a good selective circuit between the
aerial and the first valve, and the circuit
also supplies relatively strong signals,
then the set will put up a good perfor-
mance provided, of course, that the rest
of the set is satisfactory.

With a poor input circuit, however,
the results are likely in any event to be
not too good.

The Colvern coils are made in two
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circuits are in tune in one position and 'a
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tivity. For these reasons a good gang
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BRACKET
(BuIglu, Wearite).

CHOKES, HIGH -FREQUENCY
1-Screened (Wearite, Einva, Goltone, Bulgin).

COILS
1-Ganged set of two bandpass and one tuned -grid

(Colvern Ferrocart, Fl, F2 and F3).

CONDENSERS, FIXED
1 -1 -mid. (Lissen, T.C.C., Dubilier, Ferranti,

Telsen, British Radiophone).
1-.0005-mfd. (Lissen, T.C.C., Dubilier, Telsen,

Graham Farish).
1-.0002 -add. (Lissen, T.C.C.. Dubilier, Telsen,

Graham Farish, British Radiophone).

CONDENSERS, VARIABLE
1 -3 -gang with disc drive (British Radiophone,

type 3345).
1-.0005-mtd. reaction type (Lissen, Graham

-Farish, Ready Radio, Polar, Utility, Ormond,
Telsen).
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A NEW -TYPE SET !-FERROCART AND WESTECTOR (Continued from preceding page)

assembly or wiring. The layout and wiring
diagram shows the exact positions of the
parts, but there is nothing critical about
these.

For ease of construction you should get
the full-size blueprint, which can be

gives the set full size and shows all the
wiring very clearly. .

The results given by the set are truly
remarkable. Just now is not the ideal time
of the year to see how many stations can
be obtained, but will say that I have

tuned in exactly, for either side of the
correct tuning point .the strength falls off
rapidly, as you would expect with such
sharp tuning.

I always recommend a good aerial and
earth in order that the ratio of signal

COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR THE " UP -TO -THE -
HOLDER'S, 'GRID -LEAK

1-Horizonte (Lissen, Bulgin, Graham Farish).
HOLDERS, XALVE

3 -4 -pin (VrB., Telsen, Lotus, Lissen, Bulgin,
Ready Radio, Graham Farish).

PANEL, - BASEBOARD, ETC. -
1-Ebonite panel, 14 in. by 7 in. (Bacot, Lissen).
1-Baseboard, 14 in. by 10 in. (Peto-Scott).

RECTIFIER
1-Type W4 (Westinghouse "Westector").

RESISTANCES, FIXED
1-1-megohm (Lissen, Erie, Dubilier, Graham

Farish, Claude Lyons).
SWITCHES

1 -2 -point filament (Bulgin, Lissen, W.B.,
Sovereign, Telsen).

TERMINAL BLOCKS, TERMINALS, ETC.
2-Terminal blocks (Sovereign, Belling Lee,

Lissen, Junit).
4-Terminals, marked Aerial, Earth, L.S.1-,

L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix).

MINUTE THREE"
0-Wander plugs, marked H. T. -, H.1 . I-1,

H.T. +2, H.T. +3,G.B + G.B.- (Belling -Lee,
Clix).

2-Spade terminals, marked L.T. +; L.T.-
_(Belling-Lee).

1-Screen-grid anodes connector (Belling -Lee).
TRANSFORMER

1-(Lissen Hypernick, R.I., I.ewcos, Varley
Slektun,,Telsen, British General, Ferranti).

WIRE, SLEEVING, ETC.
0 yards thin flex (Lewcollex).
Tinned copper wire and sleeving (Lewcos).

ACCESSORIES -

120 -volt H.T. battery (Lissen, Ediswan, Drydex,
C.A.V., Fuller, Pertrix).

1 -2 -volt accumulator (Lissen, Ediswan, Ever
Ready, Pertrix, Drydex).

1 -9 -volt grid -bias battery (Lissen, Ediswan,
Ever Ready, Pertrix, Drydex). -

Loud -speaker (R. & A., Rola, W.B., Ediswan,
Igrani c).

obtained, price Is. post free, from our
Blueprint Department, Am,vrEu R Vii/ELEss,
58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.. This

Chc4cd
by

L.T.
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received all those worth having. If the
set is compared with an ordinary good
three -valve set the superior results given

by the new set
are at once
evident.

Take the
question of se-
lectivity. This
is very good
indeed and
rr any stations
which are nor-
mally hard to
get are brought
in easily.

Then take
sensitivity.
The new set
has magnifica-
tion to spare
a Id there is no
need to use a
pentode to
boost up the
results.

Quality is
very good.
There is, in
fact, no doubt
that this set
is easily the
equal of an
ordinary set in
this respect.

It is easily
tuned, but the
gang .conden-
ser must be
turned very
slowly and
carefully to
avoid missing
stations. Also,
the set mustbe tuned
accurately,'
that is, a sta-
tion must be

WAVERANCE SWITC/1

.3!k"

GlfighicACRLS
F/SZ BAND-PASS
F 3 TUNED GRID

ON -Of SWITCH

HT- LT -
HT+ 2

BASEBOARD /4W0'

The layout and wiring diagram. It will be noticed that assembly and
wiring are quite simple. A full-size blueprint can be supplied, price 1, -

strength to noise should be the maximum.
With a poor -aerial the set must be forced
a little and the tuning naturally becomes
not so easy.

There are" no tricky points in the con-
struction or adjustment; the" setis rather

wow
A rear view of the " Up-to-the-minute
Three " with the back of the cabinet
removed. The whole assembly is neat
ani accessible and the set gives

remarkable results
In exceedingly easy one to build and to

get working. Next week further building
instructions will be given and operating
notes.

Northern listeners are to have their own
vaudeville programme on April 8.

Military marches and. waltzes in various
styles will be played by the Belfast Wire-
less Orchestra on April 13.

A relay from the Ulster Hall, Belfast, of
an Orchestral Concert by the Band of His
Majesty's ztid Battalion the Royal Rifle
Corps, will be heard by listeners to the
Northern Ireland Station on April 15.
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by LISSEN 1

S0DETECTOR

A new circuit by Lissen ! Quiescent Push Pull Amplification
allied with the principle of Screened Grid High Frequency
Rectification. Razor -edge selectivity without complications.
Immense volume without heavy drain on batteries. Such a
performance from a three -valve battery receiver as you
would expect only from an all -mains set ! Single dial tuning
-a Screened Grid Detector Valve followed by a Matched
Quiescent Stage-yet absolute simplicity preserved by the
clever use of new components, while introducing to home
constructors two new principles which together represent
a real revolution in what can be expected from a simple
up-tc-date circuit.

THE MOST COMPACT AND
EFFICIENT CIRCUIT YET
DESIGNED EMPLOYING
THIS` NEW PRINCIPLE
Easy to build-inexpensive to build-cheap to
un off ordinary standard -capacity batteries.

Lissen have published a FREE BLUEPRINT
which still be of intense interest to all "Amateur
Wireless" readers. It gives full details and
diagrams of how to build this new Screen Grid
Detector Quiescent Receiver. You can obtain
your copy from any Lissen dealer or direct
hem factory by posting coupon below.

tOSEN
G DETECI°4

QUIESCENT PUSH-PULL

RECEIVER

To LISSEN LIMITED, Publicity Dept., Is!eworth.

Please send me FREE BLUEPRINT and Instructions for building the
Listen S.G. Detector Quiescent Push -Pull Receiver.

Name

Address

A.W.56.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention



A Metallised Valve Point
SIR, The following experience may be

of interest to your readers.
I was recently called in to examine a

new S.G.3 receiver, as no signals were
forthcoming, and proceeded to test through
the set thoroughly.

Replacing the valves still brought no
response, and accidently touching the
flexible tubing, through which the anode
lead to the S.G. goes, I found it to be
quite hot. Instantly suspecting a short
circuit from plate to earth, I replaced the
wire (which, incidentally, had been burnt
rubberless) with a strand of thicker flex
and proceeded to try again. Switching on
again, to my surprise I found that the wire
was gradually warming up, and, dis-
connecting the batteries, I looked further
into the matter. The anode lead was cut
rather on the short side, and when the
S.G. valve was in its holder and the lead
attached, the flexible was pulled over and
the bare end touched the metal coating
of the valve. Upon examining the filament
wiring, I found the coating was joined to
L.T.+ (hence the short); the valve, not
being marked as to which pin the coating
was connected, had been accidentally
wired wrongly.

The valve was one of the cheaper kind,
and I suggest (manufacturers, please note !)
that all metallised valves should have the
letter E stamped against the filament pin
which is connected to the coating.

F. B. (Sandown).

" Build and Be Ahead ! "
SIR,-We have read with considerable

interest the article on page 476 of your
issue for March 18, and we feel that we
cannot do better than write to you and
express our agreement with your views,
namely, that the constructor has very
great advantages in many ways in the
matter of radio.

The radio industry, although now long
established, is still continually advancing
from one step to another; new circuits,
new valves, and new technique continually
tend to make any particular year's set
obsolete in twelve months.

We do not think this is likely to happen
for a long time with such receivers as the
superheterodyne, which this company has
gone a long way to popularize; but there
is 'no doubt that great improvements and
refinements in detail in these sets are likely
to take place for years to come, and it is
in this respect that the constructor, by -

The Editoi does not necessarily agree with -
the views expressed by readers and does not
accept responsibility for the letters pub-
lished. Letters cannot be published which do
not bear the sender's full name and address

continually being in a position to modify
his set'from time to time, as the occasion
demands and as finance permits, is able
continuously to keep his receiver up-to-date
without having to buy a fresh set every
minute.

Of course, the real constructor would
hardly ever buy himself a complete set in
any case, as the building of the set is his
joy and hobby, and there is little in this
world that can give greater happiness than
that experienced by the constructor who
has made a thoroughly good job of some
sound design. Last, but not least, the fact
that he has built his set in its entirety
means that he knows what is inside it,
and if by any chance anything should go
wrong he is in a position to put the matter
right.

FERRANTI, LIMITED (Hollinwood).

Balanced -armature v. Moving -coil
SIR,-I should like to be allowed to reply

to E.L.G., and his criticism of M.C.
speakers. He takes the worst .possible
operating conditions for any set and then
compares a moving -coil with the certainly
better results given off by a balanced -
armature. Now fill the cone with wadding
and that will again improve this "perfect
tone." He also quotes his set as having
super -regeneration when needed, thus re-
vealing his dire need for strangulation of
top notes. Let him rebuild it to look like
a wireless set, buy 15o nice fat volts and
a well -matched moving -coil, cut his yarn
about " tremendous " output and supply
himself with just one modest watt from a
push-pull stage and hear what he will call
a squeaky row. Then let him listen to it
a few weeks and he will slowly learn what
wireless can be. B. M. (London, E.).

SIR,-I have been interested ,by the
letters from "A.W." readers on the

subject of balanced -armature v. moving -
coil speakers. Does not the whole question
depend on the amount of output available
from the amplifier, and, of course, on the
class of speaker used ?

With an ordinary battery -operated three-
* valver (and I believe this is the most
common form of set in use to -day), I have
yet to' hear a 111-.C. speaker to compare
with a balanced -armature (66R) unit when
the latter is properly mounted with a r
cone and adequately baffled.

On the other hand, with a mains -

The Editor invites letters from readers on
all interesting radio subjects. For the
most interesting letter published each
week half a guinea will be awarded.

operated set (or where economy of current
is not an essential feature), a well -designed
moving -coil speaker certainly takes the
prize.

I venture the opinion that each of these
types give best results when matched to
its particular set, and that it is advisable
to consider the form of amplification and
the amount of current constantly available
when purchasing a speaker. In conclusion
may I add my,, appreciation of the articles
appearing in " A.W." every week?

C. R. Y. (Port Talbot).

CIR,-Re B.A. v. M.C. speaker con-
troversy, may I suggest that E.L.G.

(Hale) reads Radio Service's reply to
G.E.F. (Sheffield) again, and then considers
himself severely "chalked off."

I am sure that E.L.G. and G.E.F. have
never heard a good moving -coil on a good
set, otherwise their letters would never
have been written.

E.L.G.'s American stations must be
wonderful to listen to, using batteries that
have run down to 6ov.

SEVEN YEARS READER (Burnley).

C IR,-I was very interested in the
0 letter from E.L.G. (Hale) re balanced-
armature v. moving -coil. I have also put
down four different makes of modern
moving -coil speaker, in favour of 66R
Blue -Spot, each of the moving -coil speakers
has been of the best make, each one costing
more than 3. I admit that the 66R does
not perhaps reproduce bass as well as a
moving -coil, but not one of the moving -coil
speakers could do justice to, any of the
high notes.

My set is the "Amateur Wireless 65s.
Four." I am using a super -power output,
with 15o volts H.T., and I must say
that this set is one of the best at such a
low price, and with the above unit mounted
on a 3 -ft. square baffle it has beaten the
moving -coils all ways.

I should like to mention I have no
interest in the Blue -Spot Co.

R. R. T. (Tisbury).

To coincide with the first night of the
new Saville Theatre play He Wanted
Adventure, Colunibia issued a miniature
version of the play, songs and dialogue, on
gramophone records. During the week
previous to the London first night, there
was a preliminary run of the play in
Manchester. The Columbia mobile record-
ing van Was stationed outside the Palace
Theatre, and a special performance was
arranged by- Mr. Jack Waller, featuring
all the stars .of the play, including Bobby
Howes, Marie 'Burke, Raymond Newell,
and Wylie Watson.
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FOR EVERY SET- there's a

PILOT AUTHOR KIT
CASH C.O.D or H.P.

dieitivau
TO PERFECT RADIO

NEW BLUE SPOT PERMANENT -MAGNET MOVING- Send
COIL SPEAKER 29P.M., with input transformer. C Ity
cash or C.O.D., Carriage Paid, Z1/12,1. / ,ff
Balance in 6 monthly payments of 5/2. only
NEW BLUE SPOT PERMANENT -MAGNET MOVING- Send
COIL SPEAKER 45P.M., with input transformer. 4/2
Cash or C.O.D., Carriage Paid, 82/5/0.
Balance in 12 monthly payments of 4/2. only
ROLA PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL Send
SPEAKER F.6. With Universal tapped input 4/6
transformer. Cash Price £2/9/6. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/6. only
BLUE SPOT UNIT AND CHASSIS. Type 99 P.M. Send
Including matched transformer. Cash Price r

52/19/6. 0/ 0
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/3. only
B.T.H. PICK-UP. With Arm, Base, and Volume Send
Control. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid £2 2,0. 7/6
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 7/6 only. only

BIG RADIO BARGAINS
KENWELL ALL - ELECTRIC 3

With Moving -Coil Speaker Ready to Play

List Gfis.
Price 1

Our

H Price 7 Gns.
EASY TERMS ARRANGED

Send for fully Illustrated Lists -Every
Line a Bargain -Kits, All -Mains Sets,

Radiograms
R & A " CHALLENGER " PERMANENT -
MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. With Send
special Ferranti multi -ratio input trandormer.
Cash Price, 81/15/, Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/8.
ATLAS ELIMINATOR. Type A.6.241. Three tap-
pings. S.G., Detector and Power. Output: 120
volts at 20 ru/A. Cash Price 82/19/8. Carriage
Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
GARRARD AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
for A .C. mains. Mounted on unit plate complete Send
ready for fitting in position, including Garrard loin
pick-up and tone -arm. Cash Price t10/0,0. Nu' u
Carriage Paid. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 18,6.

TELSEN 1933 KIT SETS
with Free Copy of Radiomag No.4
TELSEN " 325 STAR." Complete kit of parts Send
in sealed carton, less valves. Cash or C.O.D.,
Carriage Paid, 61/1916. 5/6
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5,1. only
(Set of valves, add 3/6 to each of 8 payments).
TELSEN " SUPER 6." Complete kit of Telsen Send
parts in sealed carton. Cash or C.O.D., Carriage 1® 1 0Paid, 15/18/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/10. only
Piet of valves, add 7/5 to each of 12 payments).
GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE
MOTOR. For A.C. Mains. Model 202. Mounted Send
on 12 -inch nickel motor plate with fully auto- 4/7
niatic electric starting and stopping switch.
Cash Price, £2/10/0. Carriage Paid. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4,7.

PILO-i GUARDIAN Q.P.P.
MOVING COILSPEAKER

SEND Just pay a further 2/6 on delivery.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of
A permanent -magnet moving -coil unit.
Extremely sensitive. Pertect quality.

ONLY (Cosh or C.O.D., Carriage Paid, 29;6.)

6/6
only components, including READY
Send DRILLED engine -turned Aluminium

Panel as listed, but less valves and
cabinet.

only Or 12 monthly payments of 11/6.
5.6

KIT "B"
but with Valves, less
cabinet. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid £8 5 3
Or 12 monthly pay-

ments of 15/3.

OUR "UP-TO-THE-MINUTE THREE
KIT "A" SEND ONLY DESCRIBED THIS WEEK
Author's Kit of First
Specified Parts, including
ready -drilled Panel, but
less Valves and Cabinet.
Cash or C.O.D., Carriage
Paid, 86/9;6.

KIT " B." As Kit
" A," but with specified
Valves. Delivered, Car-
riage Paid, on first
payment of

15/2.
Balance in 11 monthly

payments of 15/2.
Cash or C.O.D., Carriage

Paid, 98/51.

11110
Balance in 11 monthly

payments of 11;10.

KIT" C." As hit II,"
but with Cabinet. De-
livered, Carriage Paid,
on first payment of

16/11.
Balance in 11 monthly

payments of 16/11.
Cash or C.O.D., Carriage

Paid, 89/4/6.
0

59

KIT -BITS
Selected C.O.D. Lines for our
Up-to-date Three. You Pay
the postman. We pay post
charges on orders over 10.-.

£ s. d.

2 10 0
1 set of Colvern Ferrocart Coils, as

specified
1 British Radiophone Three -gang

Condenser, as specified
1 Lissen Hypernik Transformer ...
I " Westector " Rectifier W.4 ...
I Set of specified Valves ...
1 Peto-Scott Cabinet

1 13 0
12 6

7 6
1 15 6

19 6

HOME -LOVER'S
KIT "A"
Author's Kit of First Specified
Parts for SET PORTION only,
excluding Valves, Cabinet,
Power Unit and Speaker. Cash
or C.O.D., Carr. Paid 23/12;8.

MAINS UNIT KIT
Author's Kit of First Sped-
fied Parts for Mains Unit only,
with Speaker, less Valves,
Cash or C.O.D., Carriage Paid.

£3 - 10 - 0
Or 12 monthly payment,

of 8,5.

SEND ONLY

6110
Balance hill monthly

payments of 6/10.

COMPLETE KIT
Includes Kit " A," Mains
Unit Kit, and 4 specified
Valves, less cabinet. Cash or
C.O.D., Carriage Paid.

£10 - 7 - 6
Or 12 monthly payment:

of 191,

NEW ALL -
ELECT R I C THREE

EXCLUSIVELY SPECIFIED
PETO -SCOTT OAK
CONSOLETTE CABINET
Specially designed at the request of
"Amateur Wireless". In Handsome
Figured Oak and Silk Covered Fret.

Speaker Baffle and Mains Unit Baseboard 3/6 extra.

Any items supplied separately. Cash or C.O.D.-you pay The
postman. 14 e pay post or C.O.D. charges on orders over 10s.

CASH or C.O.D.

19'6

Set of Specified Valves £3 5 0

MELODY RANGER BATTERY
MODEL

Carriage Paid.

KIT s, ii,E,c,o.mprising all FIRSTA 29 Author'sj
SPECIFIED CASH or C.O.D.

E6:6:0
KIT LiC3, As Kit '

complete
with Valves and Peto-Scott
American type Oak Cabinet,
with lift-np lid. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage paid. £9 0 0
Or 12 monthly pay-

ments of 16/6.

PILOT
n P P . CONVERSION KIT

Mains Results franc any
Battery Ser.
CONTAINS 1 Q.P.P. Transformer
1 Q.P.P. Output Choke, 4 Non.
Inductive Resistances, 1 Potentio-
meter, 2 Mansbridge Condensers,
2 Valve Holders, 1 Tone -Compen-
sating Condenser, 1 H.F. Choke,
G.B.Plugs,Wires,Screws,Flex,ete.

YOURS FOR

1.4
Downy- Carriage
paid. Balance in 7
monthly payment+
of 6/.. Cash ur

C.O.D. 42/8

With FULL SIZE diagrams and constructional note:,.
KIT " B " but with Valves, Cash or C.O.D., 53:17,6.
Or 12 monthly payments of 7/-.
(See AMATEUR WIRELESS, Mar. 25, Page 523)

IMPORTANT
Parts, Kits, Miscel-
laneous Comaon-
eats, Finished Re-
ceivers or Acces-
sories for Cash,
C.O.D., or H.P. on
our own system 11
Easy Payments,
Send us a list at
your wants. We will
quote you by return.
C.O.D. orders value
over 10/- sent
oirOa-a end post

'hare,

SUPER -HET SHORT-WAVE UNIT
Described this Week

KIT "A" Author's Kit of
First Specified

Components, Inel ud I ng
Ready -drilled Panel, but
less Valves and Cabinet.
Cash or C.O.D., Carriage
Paid, 22/16,1.

SEND ONLY

5/2
Balance
in 11

monthly
payments
of 5/2.

1 Mullard PM1HL valve
1 Colvern Coil, KSW .. .. .. ..
1 Eddystone .00016-mfd. var. condenser ..
1 Peto-Scott neutralising condenser ..
1 Utility micro -dial W161 .. .. ..

s. d.
7 0
9 6
9 6
3 6
7 6

CONVERT YOUR
CENTURY SUPER TO Q.P.P.

As described in last week's issue
COMPLETE KIT of Author's First Specified Com-
ponents for converting your Century Super to a Q.P.P.
including Specified Speaker but less valves. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid.
Or 12 monthly payments of 6/-. E3 5 6
KIT " B." -As Kit above but with specified valves
Cash or C.O.D., Carriage Paid, Es 0 6
Or 12 monthly payments of 9/3.- - - - - - -7

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD., 77 City Rd. London, E.C.1. Tel.: Clerkenwell 9406/7
West End Showrooms: 62 High Holborn, London, W.G.2. Tel,: Holborn 3248 I

!Dear Sirs, Please send me CASH/C.O.D./H.P

!for which I enclose £ s d. CASH/H.P. Deposit.

!NAME

I ADDRESS

A.W. 8/4/33

STRICT PRIVACY GUARANTEED WE DEAL WITH YOU DIRECT
Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in !`- A.
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A weekly review

of new components

Conducted by J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.111.1.EE.
CLEARY 'S BASSO SPEAKER
WE have tested this week a loud-

speaker of the moving -iron type,
which is known as Cleary's Basso speaker.
This employs a paper -type diaphragm
12 in. diameter. The diaphragm is sus-
pended at its outer edge from a sheet of
thick brown paper, this itself being glued

The Cleary's Basso speaker
described in the accompany-

ing paragraph

to a square wooden framework. The
brown paper suspension is stretched tightly,
the whole assembly thus farming a some-
what drum -like structure with a perfectly
definite resonant frequency. In the case
of the speaker under test this frequency
was of the order of 5o cycles per second.
The movement employed is of the con-
ventional moving -iron type, two small
permanent magnets with a laminated pole
pieces being used.

On test the speaker gave quite pleasant
results, and was definitely very low toned
for this type of loud -speaker. No very
marked resonances were audible over the
audio range except one in the region of
Soo cycles. The sensitivity of the speaker
was perhaps a little below normal but not
seriously so. The impedance at 512
cycles was approximately 4,500 ohms.

HELLESEN H.T. BATTERY
THE name of Hellesen needs no intro-

duction in connection with high
tension batteries, and it is with pleasure

One of the new Hellesen H.T. batteries. A
standard -capacity type is described here

and res.'s of

opparat:a

that we are reporting on one of the
" British -made" brand turned out from
their Wimbledon factory. This battery
was a 99 -volt standard -capacity type, the
overall dimensions being 5 in. by 9 in.
by 3 in. high. It is contained in a dis-
tinctive cardboard carton with holes at
the top through which the necessary tap-
pings on to the battery are made.

We tested it in accordance with our
usual practice, which, as readers will
remember, consists in discharging it
through a fixed resistance for 8 hour
periods with 16 hour rest periods between.
At various times during the discharge
period the voltage on load and the internal
resistance of the battery were measured,
and these are shown plotted on the chart
accompanying this report.

It will be seen that after a small initial
drop of voltage the output is remarkably
well maintained, until the 12o hour mark
is passed when the fall becomes more
rapid. At this point there is a rapid rise
in the internal resistance indicating that
the life of the battery is approaching its
end. Up to this point, however, the inter-
nal resistance is uniform and very low.
This behaviour is a very good approxima-
tion to the ideal.

.
. 1
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Discharge curves for the Hellesen 99 -volt
standard capacity battery tested

The actual capacity works out at 1,400
milliampere hours which is well up to
standard for single -capacity cells. The
battery retails at I2S. 6d., and can be
recommended.

LOEWE VARITONE SPEAKER
AN interesting new loud -speaker which

we have tested recently is that known
as the Loewe Varitone. The movement is
of the balanced -armature type, an arma-
ture adjusting knob being provided at the
rear of the cabinet. An interesting point
in the construction of the speaker is the
inclusion of an impedance -matching switch.
The user of the loud -speaker is thus enabled
to obtain the best possible results by
altering the loud speaker impedance to
match that of the output valve of the

receiver. Three positions are provided on
this switch, the impedance values being
approximately 9,000 ohms, 3,000 ohms
and 2,500 ohms. It will be seen that these
values enable the speaker to be used with
all types of power valve including pen-
todes

On an aural test the speaker gave a
good overall response, particularly in the
bass. The maid resonance appears to be
in the region of 25o cycles, but there is
still a definite response to frequencies as
high as 5,000 cycles.

GOLTONE HEAVY DUTY CHOKE
WE have received from Messrs. Ward

& Goldstone, Ltd., a sample model
of their type WHF heavy duty H.F. choke.
This choke has been designed for use in the

A new Goltone H.F. choke,
the heavy-duty type

mains supply circuit to D.C. receivers. As
anyone who has had any experience with
D.C. mains receivers will know, the H.F.
" ripple " on such a supply is often respon-
sible for a deal of trouble, and it is to help
in the elimination of this that this choke
has been designed.

The choke is wound with heavy gauge
wire on a paxolin former having a diameter
of 11/2 in. The D.C. resistance is extremely
low, being under r ohm, while the induct-
ance is approximately 270 microhenries.
It is rated to carry .6 ampere without
appreciable temperature rise. The choke
is mounted on a small moulded bakelite
base on which the two necessary terminals
are mounted.

The retail price is 3s. 6d., and it is cer-
tainly worth consideration by all, users of
D.C. mains apparatus.

The first play to be adapted for broad-
casting by Dulcima Glasby since she
resigned from the staff of the B.B.C., will
be Escape, which ism to be given on April 11
as a tribute to the memory of the author,
John_Galsworthy. This play was originally
projected for broadcasting at the time of
the Dartmoor revolt. Its inclusion in the
programmes had been decided some weeks
prior to the outbreak at the prison; but
almost on the eve of the proposed broadcast
the Productions Director of the B.B.C., Val
Gielgud, ruled that the presentation would
be inopportune at that time. Escape will be
produced for the microphone by Howard
Rose, who has brought considerably more
than two hundred plays to listeners.
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What's Gone Wrong?
WIRELESS

A 'MONO broadcast listeners
.1-1. there can be few who have
not exclaimed with reference to
their wireless sets: "What's
gone. wrong? " You know the
sort of thing that happens; you
switch off one night and every-
thing has been perfectly nor-
mal;t' next night you switch on
and the set won't work.

_ Be Systematic !
What's gone wrong ? No use

getting excited about it. You
must take your time. Be syste-
matic. Determine first, if you
can, just what haS gene wrong.
This you can sometimes do by a
process of elimination.

There are many symp toms
for the troubles sets are heir to.
Dead silence is probably the
most disconcerting and yet the
most easily remedied fault of
all.

Disconcerting it certainly is
to find on switching on that
nothing happens. There are so
many things that may be the
cause of this silence. Most of
thorn, experience shows, are
rather obvious if you take the
trouble to search.

Simple External Faults
The immediate thought when

dead silence greets you from a
hitherto good set is that some-
thing mysterious has gone wrong
inside the "works." True it is
that resistances and so on do
break down, but it is much More
likely that the trouble is due to
some simple external fault.

A connection has probably
come adrift somewhere. The
writer arrived home the other
evening to be told that the wire-
less had gone wrong and nothing
would make it work. On look-
ing round, it was found that the
mains -plug extension has come
adrift. This is just one example
of what of tens happens.

Look at the aerial lead. The
earth connection. The battery
plugs in their sockets.

Broken Leads ?
Any one of these connections

can be to blame for the silence
of your set. If you have an
external loud -speaker it may be
one of the leads on that has
broken.

Anyway, it is common ense
and good advice to check up all

TROUBLE -TRACKING SIMPLIFIED FOR BEGINNERS
external extensions before you
begin to suspect the set.

On looking inside the set you
may find one of the valves loose
in its socket. The grid leak
may have come out of its hol-
der. Vibration -between the time
when you switched off and the
time you tried to switch on and
failed to produce anything may
account for an internal discon-
nection, either of a lead or of a
component.

Apart from the mystery of
dead silence, you often have to
face other faults. Chief of these
is a lo,s of quality.

get the last ounce from the
battery, but you should ask
yourself whether the bad quality
is worth enduring for the
shilling or two you are saving.
It is not !

Sometimes a set is switched on
and works for a few seconds
and then dies away to silence.
This may be due to an internal
fault, but it is sometimes easily
traceable to a run-down low-
tension accumulator. It mo-
mentarily gives the required
two volts and then falls in
voltage as current fro 11 I11(-,

RECEIVING SET

lie

LEADS
BROKEN f

CONTACT
CORRODED

ti

CONTAC15 CLEAN ?

LEAD-IN
TOUCHING

WALL?

EARTH
LEAD

DISCONNECTED?

RECHARGING ? -RUNNING
DOWN?

A quick guide to the most common faults developing in battery sets
is indicated by the above diagram, showing a typical receiver with

all its vulnerable accessories.

= Fortunately, this is easy to
remedy in most sets, because it is
nearly always due to a deteriora-
tion in the power supply.

If you use a battery set you
will inevitably suffer from a loss
of quality, not to mention
volume, if the high tension is
allowed to do service when a
new battery should have been
installed.

"Throaty". quality is often
due to a running -down high
tension.- It is natural to try to

is extracted by the filaments of
the valves.

Loud -speaker Leads
Bad quality is sometimes due

to an inadvertent mis-connec-
tion of the loud -speaker leads.
With some sets itis important
to connect one particular ter-
minal of the loud -speaker to the
positive terminal of the set's
high-tension supply.

If connected the other way
round the setting of the loud-

speaker unit may be upset and
cause a. rattle or other trouble.

Loss of volume is another
freqUent complaint among set
users. This may be due to many
things,' chief of which are bat-
teries and valves. The valves
do not last for ever, remember,
though often they . give quite
reasonably good service long
after the maker's Low hours
span of life is past.

Suspect That Power Valve !
A worn-out power valve is a

double. penance, because it not
only cuts down the volume, but
affects the quality, producing a
characteristic thinning of the tone.

All these faults-that is,
battery and valve faults-can
be cured only by getting tat-
teries replenished and valves re-
placed. The only way the
ordinary listener can prove
whether these things are to
blame is to try out known good
ones-borrowed from a friend
or a helpful dealer.
Crackles and Their Cause
There is a type of fault you

can prove for yourself, though.
We refer to crackles and other
background noises that some-
times develop mysteriously
where previously there was no
interference.

Crackles come from such sources
as electrical machines, tramway
systems, and Mother Nature's
"atmospherics."

If you want to know quickly
and conclusively whether an
outside agency is responsible for
the crackles, remove the aerial
and then the earth.

If the source is external, the
removal of one or both of these
leads will stop the noise.

If the noise is due to some-
thing inside the set, removal of
aerial and earth will not stop it.
Crackles are frequently caused
in battery sets by running down
batteries, either high- or low-
tension, and often by partial
contact of the plugs and. sockets.

Intermittent noises are not un-
common at. this time of the year,
when high winds have a playful
habit of swinging the aerial down -
lead against nearby walls and
trees, thus causing partial short
circuits to earth of the aerial.

A. H.
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ELEMENTARY WIRELESS COURSE

RADIO-GRAMOPHONE EXPLAINED
What exactly is a radio- gramo-

phone ?
A combined instrument

which enables us not only to
receive wireless programmes
but to play gramophone
records electrically.
Yes, but how ? What connec-

tion has a gramophone
with wireless ?

In both cases we are
reproducing sound waves by
mechanical means and it is
often more convenient and
even better from the point of
view of results to use the same
mechanism for both require-
ments.

Let us consider an ordinary
gramophone for a moment.
The record consists of a spiral
groove starting at the outside
and moving slowly in towards
the centre. This groove, how-
ever, is not uniform but
wavers from side to side as
if it had been cut by a some-
what belated reveller return-
ing home early in the morn-
ing!
Is this waviness intentional ?

Yes. You will see why in
a moment. The gramophone
needle, which is usually a
finely pointed steel peg, is held in a
suitable holder and allowed to rest in
the groove. The record is now rotated
so that the needle is dragged along the
groove and gradually proceeds to track
in towards the centre.

Now you see the point of the uneven-
ness. Every time the groove wobbles
the point of the needle has to wobble
with it, so that the needle is kept in a
state of continual "dither," and vibrates
from side to side the whole time that
the record is running.
What is this vibration for ?

It produces sound waves for us. The
other end of the needle is attached to a
diaphragm so that the vibrations of
the needle point are communicated to
this diaphragm which is thus caused to
vibrate (in turn, and set up air waves.
Consequently, if the variations of the
groove on the record take place at the
right speed, and are of the right char-
acter, they will produce air waves
from the diaphragm which will give us
music or speech as we require.
So that is how a gramophone works ?

Yes, in principle It is really com-
paratively simple, isn't it? The mech-
anism comprising the' needle carrier
and the diaphragm is called a sound
box The air waves produced, however,
are not very large since the actual

TURNTABLE

VOLU
CONTROL

LOUD
SPEAKER

ELECTRIC
SOUND

BOX
(PICK-UP)

RADIO
CONTROLS

This week J. H. Reyner and the "Amateur Wireless"
Technical Staff explain in simple language how a radio
gramophone reproduces not only broadcast programmes
but also records, by means of what
a pick-up, connected in the amplifying portion of the

radio equipment

movement of the needle point is often
only a few hundredths of an inch. We
arrange to amplify the sound accord-
ingly by connecting a horn on to the
end of the sound box. This concen-
trates the air on the diaphragm just like
the horn in the early patterns of loud
speaker and gives a considerable im-
provement in the strength.
But I thought horn speakers were obso-

lete ?
They are except in the larger sizes

and this is one of the reasons for the use
of an electrical gramophone. Unless
one goes to great length to obtain a
very long horn, or its equivalent, it is
not possible to reproduce the full range
of musical frequencies.

Gramophone reproduction, therefore,
is not as good as wireless reproduction
from an up-to-date receiver because of
the deficiencies of the mechanical
reproducing system.

I don't see how you can connect the grotty..
phone to the wireless set.

We do that by using an electrical
sound box or pick-up. I have, already
explained the mechanism of a simple
telephone. There is a small electro-
magnet situated close to a thin steel
diaphragm. Any current passing
through the coils of the electro-magnet
attract the diaphragm and cause it to

vibrate in time with the
oscillations passing through
the windings.

Now we can reverse this
process, as indeed we can
most of the processes, in elec-
trical practice. If we vibrate
the diaphragm then we shall
induce current in the coils.
Consequently, if we were to
connect our gramophone
needle to a diaphragm of steel
instead of the usual sound
box, and place close to this
an electrc-magnet, we should
obtain current in the coils.
Which you amplify, I suppose,

in the set ?
Exactly. These currents

are varying at audio fre-
quencies just like the currents
which we obtain immediately
following the detector or
rectifier in our wireless set.
We can amplify these cur-
rents, therefore, by using the
low -frequency portion of our
receiver, and this will magnify
them to such an extent that
they are capable of operat-
ing the loud speaker in the
usual manner.

By a simple change -over
switch we can either connect

the low -frequency amplifier and loud-
speaker to the gramophone or put it
back on to the H.F. side of the receiver
forming a complete receiving set as
originally.
Is a pick-up made in the way you des-

cribe ?
No. I took a rather crude construc-

tion simply to give you a simple cx-

Typical gramophone pick-up construction,
showing the coil fitted inside the permanent
magnet. The needle vibrations affect the field
of the magnet, and as the coil isin this field
voltages are set up in the coil, similar to the
energy we get from a wireless signal after the

detector stage
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planation. One of the great_aclvant-
ages of electrical reproduction, hOwever,
is that the needle has no mechanical
work to do.

In the ordinary sound box the move-
ment 'of the needle must vibrate a
fairly stiff mechanical diaphragm in
order ' to cause it to vibrate. This
causes wear on the record.
Does an electrical pick-up reduce wear,

then ?
Certainly, if it is properly designed,

because we have to provide practically
no mechanical effort. All that is neces-
sary is to cause. a piece of iron or steel
to vibrate close to a coil and it will be
clear that the crude construction which
I described is not by any means the
best for this purpose.

Usually we have a very small and.
light armature of soft iron which is
caused to vibrate in between or near
to two magnetic pole pieces. As it
vibrates it alters the distribution of the
magnetic field and this induces cur-
rent in the coil, as we have already
seen.

The armature cannot be made too
small or it becomes liable to vibrate of
its own accord, and to prevent this,
small pieces of damping or shock
absorbing material, such as rubber, are
mounted in a suitable part of the
mechanism

Quite successful electrical pick-ups
have been made in which the steel
needle itself acted as the armature and
vibrated between two electro-magnets.
Record wear with such a pick-up is
almost non-existent.
Are there any other advantages of elec-

trical reproduction ?
There are ! We have seen two-the

quality is better, and record wear is less
if the system is properly designed. A
third advantage is that one can very
easily alter the strength of the signal.
Just as we have a volume control to
alter the strength of the radio trans-
mission, so we can if we like control
the reproduction obtained from the
gramophone record from a mere whisper
to full strength by a suitable control.
The ordinary gramophone is by no
means as flexible in this respect, it
being necessary to use special loud or
soft needles to obtain different strengths.

Finally, there is a very great advant-
age that the deficiencies of the record
may, to a large extent, be compensated
with electrical reproduction.

Are there deficiencies in records ?
Yes. They are not so great at:Ay as

they used to be because of the enormous
progress which has been made in the
past few years. However, just as it is
difficult for us to reproduce air waves
from a loud -speaker at all the fre-
quencies required for satisfactory musi-
cal reproduction, so it is difficult for us
to operate a cutter which will cut a
groove in the wax at the requisite rate.

Generally speaking you will find that
the bass and treble are apt to be lost to
a varying extent depending upon the

NEEDLE
GRIP -

NEEDLE

CASE

LEADS TO AMPLWIER-"(

Usually, as here, a pick-up is contained in a small and lightly constructed case fitted to the
end of a supporting arm, the leads from the pick-up coil passing through the arm into the be se

of the arm support

relative merits of the recording. In
some dance records, for example, the
s's are very poor, showing that the
upper frequencies are not well recorded.
I never knew that before

Oh, there is quite a difference be-
tween various records. Another point
which will interest you is that the clear-
ness depends upon the needle. When
the needle is new the point is very fine,
and it is quite easily able to follow the
rapid vibrations on the groove in the
record.

As the needle gets worn, however,
the point is blunted and the needle is
quite unable to follow the high-fre-

.4n enlarged view of a piece of a gramophone
record, showing the wavy tines that cause
the needle to vibrate in the holder of the
pick-up as the record revolves beneath it

quency contours. Hence the maker's
injunction to use each needle once only.

Try playing a record with plenty of
s's m it, firstly with a well-worn needle,
and then with a new one. You will be
quite surprised at the improvement.
What happens in the bass ?

Here considerations of space prevent
the recording of the correct values.
Theoretically the deviations on the
grooves in ;the record should get larger
and larger as we reduce the frequency.
If you examine a record with some
heavy orchestral music on it you will
notice very pronounced waves in the
grooves, easily visible with the naked
eye. If we try to make these waves
too large the needle simply will not
follow but will jump from one groove
to the next. Consequently, after a
certain point the amplitude has to be
deliberately limited, and this means
that the bass actually recorded on the
record is less than it should be.
How can you get over that ?

It is quite an easy matter to make an
electrical amplifier have almost any
characteristic you want. If you wish,
therefore, you can use an amplifier
which magnifies the bass very much
more than the treble.

By a correct proportioning of the
circuit we can arrange that the amplifier
will exactly correct for the deficiencies
in the bass on the record and, even to
some extent, correct for any small loss
which may occur in the treble.

What is even more important is that
one can control the tone of the amplifier
by alteration of an external knob so
that the proportion of bass and treble
in the reproduction can be adjusted to
suit the user.
That sounds very handy

It certainly is. All told, you will
see that electrical reproduction has a
number of important advantages over
the older mechanical method. While it
is not true to say that any electrical
reproduction is better than any acoustic
or mechanical gramophone, there is no
doubt that the electrical system is more
flexible, and that, like for like, the
electrical system is to be preferred.
How are electrical gramophones ar-

ranged ?
Most wireless sets have provision for

connecting an electrical pick-up in
circuit. Anyone possessing a gramo-
phone already can substitute an elec-
trical pick-up for his existing sound box,
and take two leads to the terminals on
his receiver. Then, on changing over
the switch to the proper position,,the
recording will be reproduced through his
loud -speaker.

A radio -gramophone is a more elab-
orate instrument, which actually con-
tains a motor and turntable, electrical
pick-up, volume control, etc., all com-
plete in addition to the usual wireless
set. This type of instrument is usually
made to operate entirely from the
electric -light mains, the motor being
driven electrically and also the receiv-
ing set itself.

However, I think this is a subject
which we shall have to discuss in detail
during the next few Weeks.

OOOO OOOOOOOOO ........ ...... . OOOOOOOOOOO

NEXT WEEK
Another Section for the

Beginner, including
WIRELESS FROM THE

MAINS
Being another "Elementary Wire-

less Course" Article
ottone.......omenniesrammoncrononan....mat.....nrumnattea
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The Beginner Buys New Valves-1
Some of the more important points to be remembered when attempting to put new
valves in old sets are explained in this article specially written for the beginner

PUTTING new valves in old
sets may seem, to the

beginner, rather like putting
new wine in old bottles. Some-
times it is, but as often as not
new valves, if chosen with care,
will make a big improvement
in the working of the set.

This dictum applies especially to
simple sets, such as two and three
valvers with detector and low -
frequency amplifier circuits, or
sets with only one stage of high -
frequency amplification.

Improving Old Sets
Let us see what can be done

to make old sets better with
new valves, observing where
replacements are not advisable
and where the alterations needed
in the set to take the new valves
would probably not be justified.

Shall we make a start with
the power valve? In simple
sets, that is the valve most
likely to want replacing.

Why? Because as a power
valve its filament has to emit a
copious stream of electrons. In
time, the filament's coating gets
used up and then the emission is
said to have fallen.

Distortion and loss of volume
are common symptoms of
emission loss. If you feel your
power valve has given long
enough service, and remember,
the makers give such valves
about one thousand hours life,
consider how you can improve
results by a new power valve.

The first thing you must con-
sider is your power supply. It
is no use putting in a large
power, valve requiring so to 55
milliamperes anode current if
you have only a standard -
capacity high-tension battery.

Power Valve and Power
In other words, remember

that the power valve is the
trigger releasing power supplied
by the battery.

The power valve does not make
the power-that has to be provided
by the battery.

Do not let your desire for a
larger volume output blind you
to the need for economy in run-
ning the battery.

Small power valves taking
5 or 6 milliamperes at szo volts
will give moderate power out-
put when used with a sensitive
loud -speaker. If you want a
little more volume and still
desire to keep down the current
there are what we call " economy
pentodes" on the market.

The Loud -Speaker
In existing sets, the choice of

the power valve will very largely
determine the sort of quality

you get from the loud -speaker.
Talking of loud -speakers --don't
forget that a moving-cOil will
bring out better bass than a
moving -iron if there is enough
power available.

Unless there is, though, it is
doubtful whether there is much
advantage in the average
moving -coil over the best -
designed moving -iron speakers.

A New Detector
Now what about .a new

detector valve? -Plenty to
choose from ! Your final choice
depends on many things, not

ANODE-

C,ONTROL0 0 0-SCREF.N
GRIDGRID

Typical screen -grid valve, as used
to -day for all high -frequency
amplification stages.. Note the
terminal on the top is for the
anode connection, and that the
normal anode connection on the
holder is for the screen -grid of
the valve, taken to high-tension

positive

least beinn° the type of coupling
after the detector. If it is a
transformer of good design, a
medium -impedance valve will
be suitable. If you have what
is known as a resistance -fed
transformer, you can take advan-
tage of a higher magnification

ANODE

-SCREEN GRID

CONTRin. i-;g)

--FILAMENT

Circuit 81 nbol for a screen -grid
valve. You will see that in
addition to the normal filament,
grid and anode there is a screen -

grid

valve, with its correspondingly
high amplification factor.

Remember that the lower the
impedance of the valve, the greater
is the anode current.

It may be that by using a
lower impedance valve than at
present you will cause a greater
voltage drop across the anode
circuit components, and that

will mean less anode voltage on
the detector.

This is just one example of
what can happen when you
change the detector valve.
Because so many different types
of valve impedance seem to be
used for the detector, some
amateurs. run away with the
idea that almost any old valve
will serve.

Probably it is true that almost
any old valve will work as a
detector, but only when the circuit
conditions are made suitable for .

it.
In general, therefore, the hest

Typical pentode power valve, as
used in the output stage for extra
plover or for economical working.
Note thatthe terminal on the side
of the valve base is the screening
grid, which is taken to the posi-
tive high-tension of the battery,
either to the same point as the
anode or to a lower voltage

plan when getting a new detector
valve is to get one of approxi-
mately the same impedance as
that you are now using. If,
through improvements in design,
this has a higher amplification,
so much the better for the set's
station -getting abilities.

ANODE, I

GRID
,-FILAMENT

GRID

CONTROL
GRID

FILAMENT

Circuit symbol for a pentode
power valve. Note that thet7e are
three grids, one of which is inter-
nally connected to the filament

High -frequency Pitfalls
Now we come to the choice

of valves for high -frequency
amplification. Here the pit-
falls for the unwary are numer-
ous.

Mainly, this is because high -
frequency amplifying valves
have been very greatly improved
within the last year or so, and

it is quite possible that if you
put in a new screen -grid valve
in place of an old one, the
results will be worse instead of
better.

Remember that to -day there
are two distinct types of screen -
grid valve. There is the high -
mu valve for sets with only one
stage of high -frequency amplifi-
cation, and there is the variable -
mu valve for sets using two such
valves, or for sets where a good
control of volume is wanted
with only one high -frequency
stage.

Mu and Variable -mu
Mu means magnification, and

the high -mu valve, therefore,
has the advantage of very high
amplification while the variable
mu has the ability to vary its
amplification according to the
circuit constants.

If you put a variable-mit
valve in place of a screen -grid
valve of the old type, you would
probably get less signal strength,
and unless the circuit was
modified to enable the grid bias
to be varied you would not gain
anything from the volume -con-
trolling ability of this type of
valve.

On the other hand, if you
have an oldish set with two of
the earlier types of screen -grid
valve it is likely that with suitable
modifications much better selec-
tivity would be obtained and a
good control of the volume into the
bargain.

Wise Buying
General advice on buying new

valves is not too easy to offer
because so much depends on
individual conditions. Perhaps
the wisest thing is not to try to
use your valves far beyond the
period of time the makers
intended.

Then, when you come to
replace your valves, you will
find corresponding types easy
to find among the new ranges.

The difference between the
old and the new valves, in a
general way, is that the new
valves have higher amplification
factors for a given impedance, or
lower impedances for a given
amplification factor.

The "Goodness " Factor
This represents an improve-

ment in the mu or "goodness
factor" of the valves.

In the power and detector
stages this means that you will
probably get More volume than
before, whereas with the high -
frequency stage it means that
you must tread warily or yon
will upset the stability of the
set's action. A. H.
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I T has long been recognised that tuning coils

of maximum efficiency are of paramount
importance in the attainment of selectivity
and sensitivity in a receiver. The design of
tuning coils has made large strides in the past

few years, but space considerations and the

realisation of effective screening for band-pass

filters and between the various stages of a
receiver has involved the use of relatively
small winding diameters for the coils. Thus,

although actual progress has been made, this

self -same progress has involved a reduction

in the efficiency of the coils themselves.

COLVERN Ferrocart coils have, however,

changed all this at one fell swoop. These

coils, though of considerably smaller dimen-

sions than the relatively inefficient screened

air -cored coils to which we have become
accustomed, are actually more efficient than
the unscreened Litz wound large diameter
coils which have always been regarded as the

last word in efficiency, but which could never

be put to practical use in a receiver, owing to
their bulk and the impossibility of screening
without very serious loss of efficiency.

The first types to be available are :-
TYPE FI-F2 TYPE F3.
Input band-pass filter.
Constant selectivity,
ganging unaffected by varia-
tions in aerial reactance,
symmetrical resonance
Curve.

Autotransformer intervalve
coupling with reaction, ganging
perfectly maintained on both
wave -ranges by transfer of tap-
ping point in correct turns
ratio, practically constant re-
action.

SPECIFIED FOR W. JAMES'S
"UP-TO-THE-MINUTE 3"

One set FI, F2, F3 Coils ganged on
sub base plate with wave -change
switch ... ... Set 50z-

MADE UNDER LICENCE FROM THE PATENTEE, HANS VOGT.

COLVERN LTD., MAWNEYS ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX
London Wholesale Dept., 150, King's Coss Road, W.0 1

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention f'A.W." to Advertisers
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ONE of the strongest rivals to the
super -het I have yet examined this

season is this straight four-valver. It
does nearly all the best super-hets can do
in cutting out the locals and in some ways
beats many of the super-hets I have tried
in getting adjacent high -power foreigners
clear of each other.

It just shows, in my opinion, what can
be done with a perfectly straight sequence
of valves when the coils and condensers of
the tuning circuit are carefully designed.
In this set the first two valves are screen -
grids for high -frequency amplification,
then comes a power -grid detector, and
finally there is a pentode power output
valve, the fifth valve implied in the title
name of the set being a mains -valve
rectifier.

This is all -electric, being suitable for
A.C. supplies between Too and 25o volts.
Thervoltage adjustment at the back of the
chassis is particularly well planned, and
by means of a keyed disc arrangement it
is impossible to make a wrong voltage
connection.

The metal chassis for the set and power
supply is remarkably compact and is
fitted in the bottom portion of the shallow
but attractive walnut cabinet. At the
top is a moving -iron type of loud -speaker.
This is connected to the chassis output
by means of a robust plug -and -socket
arrangement, and it is obvious from this
that the makers intend you to use the set
with an external reproducer if you have
a good one on hand.

Testing for Quality '

Not that the self-contained speaker is
unworthy of notice Far from it. I was
agreeably impressed with the clean-cut
treble response of the moving -iron speaker
inside the cabinet. Although it does not
bring out much ,bass, the overall effect is
quite pleasing. Moreover, as later tests

BRIEF SPECIFICATION
Makers : Six -Sixty Radio Co., Ltd.
Price : 14 guineas.
Valve Combination : Two screen -grids,

detector and pentode, with valve
rectifier.

Power Supply : A.0 mains from too volts
to 25o volts.

Type : Table -cabinet set with self-con-
tained moving -iron loud -speaker and
provision for very easy connection of
external loud -speaker,

Remarks : The most selective straight set
I have tested, and specially recom-
mended for use with a good external
loud -speaker.

proved, the self-contained loud -speaker is
very. sensitive when compared with the
average moving -coil.

I tried out the chassis with an H.M.V.
de -luxe cabinet loud -speaker and obtained
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magnificent quality with enough volume
for dancidg. I strongly commend this
set to those who have a really good loud-
speaker they want to fit to a suitable
modern chassis.

The front layout of the controls is quite
simple. At the centre is one of the best
dials I have come across, being notable for
the delicate engraving, which makes station
logging not only unusually accurate, but
extremely easy.

The whole scale revolves past a centre
hair line when the tuning knob actuating
the gang condenser is operated. In
addition to this mains control, there is a
volume control on the left, which at its
minimum position switches off the mains
supply. On the right is a similar knob to

The Six -Sixty Super Five is of remarkably
compact construction and yet accessibility

is a feature

change over from medium to long waves.
At the back of the chassis, in addition

to the voltage -adjustment panel already
mentioned, there are sockets for the aerial
and earth, two aerial connections being
provided, and for a gramophone pick-up,
should this be wanted.

The makers recommend an outdoor
aerial wire of not less than 4o ft. for this
set. I tried it out with an indoor wire of
6o ft. some twenty miles from Brookmans
Park and got all I wanted from the Euro-
pean ether. Even with a 5 -ft. piece of
wire there were lots of good loud -speaker
signals from abroad

Extraordinary' Selectivity
The selectivity of this set really is extra-

ordinary. I was able to tune in Mith-
lacker, the high -power German station on
832 kilocycleS, with very little interference
from London Regional, II kilocycles

away. There was a faint intelligible
background of the London station, but
not enough to prevent me enjoying the
German programme.

As for the rest of the selectivity demands
I made on the set, it met them all without
any difficulty. I got precise and clean-
cut separation of all the adjacent foreign
station giants with the single exception
of Milan, which I have never yet got really
clear of Poste Parisien. Yet Breslau, on
the other side of the Frenchman, was abso-

: .lutely clear.
Similarly, on the long waves it was just

pOsSible to hear aOnigswusterhausen clear
of Daventry. All the other long -wavers
were brought in with unwonted strength.

. No Background Noises
One of the really outstanding points

about reception with this set is :the entire
freedom from background noise. Plenty
of foreigners were tuned in so clear of the
usual mush that they might easily have
been mistaken for home stations until
announcements were made.

Another good point is the absence of
mains hum. This applies with or with-
out the earth lead.

The set is certainly worth using with a
pick-up, particularly if, as I suggest, it is
being used with a good quality external
moving -coil.

By the way, I should have madeit clear
that you can use this external speaker
without the internal one, which is readily
taken out of circuit by the plug -and -socket
arrangement.

I can strongly recommend this set for
those who, living near a powerful local
want to get foreigners on nearby wave-
lengths to the:locals without interference.
And for those living far from a broadcasting.
centre the great reserve of power in the set
will commend itself. SET TESTER.

On Good Friday a religious servick will
be relayed to the Western Region from
St. Nicholas' Church, Bristol.

On April 7 the second relay for North
Regional listeners will be taken from
Chester's variety theatre, The Royalty.

Part of the 'Manchester Vocal Society's
Concert is to be relayed to the Northern
Regionfraim the Milton Hall, Manchester,
on April 5.
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MODELS
for

EVERY SET
from
39/6

or I0/- down
Westinghouse

Rectifiers
Guaranteed
12 months.

telling tit

eery
and Yin telling
you here c now
that 'lourhallery
operated set is
costing TOO MUCH
GET an "ATLAS" Mains Unit to

day, run your set from the mains
and cut running expenses to less than
1/. a year-1/50th the cost of bat-
teries. You will get more power and
purer tone, too, when you work your
Set with an "ATLAS" Unit.

fAag__,s-,2za7.0 4.19,

TILIA5
MINIMMINI MENEM SINE=

I

Messrs. H. CLARKE
& Co. (Micr.) Ltd.

L
George Street,

Patricroft,
Manchester.

o.®

The only Units to vin the
Olympia Ballots for two
years in succession. Insist on
" ATLAS "-no other is "just
as good." Manufactured by
H. CLARKE & Co. (M/Cr.)

Ltd.
Patricroft, Manchester.

London : Bush House, W.C.2.
Glasgow : G.E.S. Co., Ltd.,

38 Oswald Street.

MAINS
UNITS (pi{

//3/0MIIM=M Mr= 1112111=Z:

Please send me full details of "ATLAS" Mains
Units.

Name

Address

29114

Don't Forget to Say That

ernateurWireiesi

11111110111i::;,
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1#111/1/llbt{
/11/1/1/111

THE ONL
GANGED

CONDENSER\\\\\\\\\\\
OUR UP - TO - THE - MINUTE

R E E

BRITISH RADIOPHONE Ganged
Condensers have been chosen with-
out alternative for use in the latest

" Amateur Wireless " Ferrocart receiver,
the " Up -to -the -Minute Three," owing to
their perfect matching and lasting accuracy.
No other ganged Condensers have been
used so frequently with the new Ferrocart
coils, because they are so highly efficient
that only the most accurate Condensers will
satisfactorily tune with them.
British Radiophone Condensers are built
with such precision that accuracy is guar-
anteed between any two sections to within

micro-rnicrofarad, or per cent., which-
ever is the greater. Furthermore, this ac-
curacy is rendered lasting by virtue of sound
mechanical construction, which maintains
the electrical characteristics at a fixed value
under the most exacting conditions.

For the "Up -to -the -Minute Three
Type 344J 3 -gang Condenserprice
with cover to,

Disc Drive Assembly with pilot CIS
lamp attachment Price

99

RADIONIONE
GANGED CONDENSERS

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE Aldwych House, Aldwych, W.C.2.

You Saw it in '4 A.W."
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Practical Mains Working
Continuing his complete series of articles on mains working for beginners, PERCY W. HARRIS
this week deals with the question of smoothing the output from the rectifier, making special

mention of the use of the smoothing choke
IQ 0 far we have seen how, by applying our

alternating voltage -to the rectifying valve,
we can turn the alternating current into a
series of pulses of direct current. Last week
I described the use of the first condenser in
the smoothing unit and how the special proper-
ties of the low -frequency choke tended to

FROM
RECTIFIER

161

TO
SET

Fig. 1. Simplest smoothing circuit, consisting
of a condenser across the rectifier and a choke

in series with one lead

"3-0ERY00`
I Li

FROM
R£LTIFIER

0
Fig. 2. Complete smoothing circuit with two

condensers and a choke between them

Ol
TO

SET

e

retard both rise and fall of the current and
so smooth it out. We concluded last week's
article with a description of the simplest
smoothing unit consisting of a large condenser"
and a low -frequency choke in series with one
lead going to. the set.

Now, although this arrangement as described
is a smoothing unit, it is not satisfactory in
practice, and you will see why if we consider
just what happens. I am repeating the diagram
as Fig. r this week, and I want you to imagine
that the output straight to a set
which has considerable diStortithiless magnifica-
tion.

It will have to supply quite a heavy current
to the output valve, and when a strong signal
is passing through the loud -speaker, large
changes of plate current Will occur. As the
whole purpose of this low -frequency choke is
to resist changes you can understand that it
will object strongly to delivering just that
extra rise of current which is necessary with
a strong signal.

How can we remedy this? Quite simply-by
using ariOther large condenser on the output
side, as shown by Fig. 2. The same performance
will be gone through as before, so far as the
initial smoothing is concerned, but this new

O
FROM
RECTIFIER

LOUD -SPEAKER
FIELD COIL--)._

TO
SET

Fig. 6. In some sets the loud -speaker field
winding is used as the smoothing choke, thus
saving the cost of a special choke. This is done,
by the way, in the latest " Home -Lover's " set

large condenser will act as a reservoir or reserve
supply of voltage... Should there be a sudden
call upon the unit for an extra charge it can
be taken from this condenser at, so to speak,
a moment's notice. The value of this con-
denser is important and, generally speaking,
the larger it is the better.

We now come to a very important point in
all -mains units of this kind. Just how perfect
must we make the smoothing? It depends upon
the kind of set we are using and what degree of
low -frequency magnification takes place.

If, for example, you compare two sets, one
with a detector and two low -frequency stages,
and the other with a high -frequency valve,
detector, and one low -frequency valve, and if,
to make a fair comparison, both sets are
designed to be just as sensitive as one another,
what will happen if we work them both off
the same mains unit?

In the first set there are two stages of low -
frequency magnification following the detector
and in the second only one, therefore any
residual hum-and there is nearly always
some-will be magnified to a much greater
extent in the first set.

Fig. 3 shows a smoothing circuit consisting
of three condensers and two chokes. C.1 and
C.3 act in exactly the same way as C.1 and
C., in Fig. 2, and for simplicity's sake we can
consider that we are here using two smoothing
units in series and that any slight ripple left
in the supply by the time -it reaches C.2 is still
further. .smoothed before it reaches C.3.

In high-grade sets where there is a good
deal of low -frequency magnification such a
smoothing unit is frequently used,but nowadays
when the great majority of sets have only
one low -frequency stage the arrangement of
Fig. 2 is generally adopted, particularly as the
electrolytic type of large condenser is very
compact and can be obtained with very high
values of capacity at a reasonable price.

FROM
RECTIFIER

O

E ms C1 MN C2

Fig. 3. Th s is a variation of the Fig. 3 circuit.
using three condensers and two chokes, one in
the positive and the other in the negative lead

Earlier in this series I dealt with the question
of resistance, current, and voltage drop. You
will remember that we discussed how the
voltage drops through the resistance when
the current is increased. If you make a com-
parison between; a good high-tension battery
of i 20 -volts and a mains unit giving the same
output voltage, you will often find that a set
quite stable or nearly stable on the battery
will be unstable and howl on a mains unit.

The reason for this is that the internal
resistance of the mains unit is higher than the
internal- resistance of the battery (at least
when the battery is in good condition) and
this increased internal resistance makes for
increased feed -back. As a matter of fact if
you were to take a first-class dry battery and in-

-sett:in the lead from it to the Set, a resistance
that made up the total resistance of the battery
and the addition to the same figure' as that of
the mains unit, the feed -back effect would
be the same in each case.

Now the internal resistance of the mains
unit may be high or low according to design.
A good part of this internal resistance conies
from* the low -frequency choke, and as induct-
ance is an important property here-for we
need it to get a choking effect-the manufac-
turer ,of a mains unit who is seeking to make
it as cheaply as possible, endeavours to get
his inductance sufficient without making the
choking too expensive.

The cheapest way to do this is with' fine
wire, for a choke so made is smaller and a
high inductance is obtained for a low wire
cost. A trouble, however, lies in the high
resistance of such chokes, this making the unit
very susceptible to feed -back effects and
causing it to vary its voltage considerably

Fig. 3. Very complete smoothing can be done
with three condensers and two chokes

FROM
RECTIFIER C1

La
a 9

Fig. 4.-Ano her variat on in smoothing circuits,
where there are smoothing chokes in each of the

output leads

0
TO

SET

with variations of current. I have occasionally
came across mains units which are marked
" 120 volts, 20 milliamps " suggesting, of
course, that with a load of 20 milliarrips the
unit will give rzo volts. What has sometimes
happened is that with a current drain much
smaller than zo milliamperes, 120 volts is
obtainable, but with 20 milliamperes the
voltage is dropped to a much lower figure.

On the other hand, if a choke is made of
low resistance the wire has to be thicker, the
coil is therefore bulkier, and the whole choke
becomes much more expensive. A unit so
made will, however, be much more satisfactory
in service. Generally a compromise has to be
made between efficiency and cost.

In mains sets using an energised moving -coil
loud -speaker (one in which the Strong magnetic
field necessary is obtained from an electro-
magnet) the field coil is often used as the
smoothing choke for the mains unit. This can
only be done, of course, when the total high-
tension consumption of the set is of a suitable
value for the particular coil, and similarly the
resistance of the coil must be. taken into ac-
count, so that the output voltage is satisfac-

A half -wave rectifier circuit, which needs more
smoothing than the full -wave type, but is satis-
factory when there is not much low -frequency

amplification

tory. This method of smoothing and ener-
gising the loud -speaker certainly makes for
economy.

Another variation of the smoothing' circuit
is-- that shown in Fig. 4, where, instead of
having -one choke in the positive lead, we have

'(Continued at foot of page 592)
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WIRE IN
AND

WIRE UP
these loud -speaker extension points
by means of Bulgin Midget Wall
Jacks and be sure of perfect reception.
You will be delighted with their hand-
some appearance and general utility.
They are installed in thousands of homes.

WALL JACKS
Price 1/6 each
Walnut or mahogany

L. S. PLUGS
Price 1/6 each

Send for 80 -page
Catalogue "A"

giving full wiring
diagrams. Enclose

2d. postage.

A. F. BULGIN & CO ABBEY RD.,
BARKING

onemsmnimimmia,

NEW principles of construc-
tion have made possible the

HIVAC Valves at specially low
prices.

There is a HIVAC Valve for
every wireless requirement which
will save you money and give you
longer service.

Write to us for our Compara-
tive Valve Guide and state the set
you have or the set you propose
to make.

NAIVAce
THE SCIENTIFIC

1/AILVE

Telephone - =Clerkenwell 7587

Great NEW
Valve

tr37117,FARRINGDON

LONDON EC.

If you
prefer a

Cork -Tipped
Cigarette..
SMOKE
THE BEST

CORK TIPPED

AERIALS
NO LONGER
NECESSARY

Patent
applied for

I0for0 '4"`"' 20forIE ThicAinghans

Amazing new radio instrument
eliminates indoor and outdoor aerials.
No alterations to Set-just plug in
to Aerial and Earth Socket. Fixed in
a moment. No sticky tape. Increases
selectivity and range. Reduces mains
hum and statics and obviates all
lightning risk.
Your dealer stocks the VEGA Aerial
Eliminator, or send direct to-

CRAFTS (A.W.), LTD.,
7, DUKE STREET, ADELPHI,

LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone : Temple Bar 1693.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us By Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Weekly Notes : Theoretical and Practical: by W. JAMES

REPLACING THE " HIGHS"
THE fact that when a pentode output

valve is used, the strength of the top
potes must usually be reduced by fitting
a filter, can often be taken advantage of
when arranging the detector circuit.

Very often better results, such as
Improved stability, can be obtained by
adding a condenser to the detector circuit
between the anode and earth. This
condenser often prevents high -frequency
currents from entering the power valve
which might reach the loud -speaker and
then enter one of the high -frequency
circuits.

As a rule, care is taken to avoid loss of
high notes in the detector, but it is not
really necessary when a pentode is used.
In fact, it is better to make the necessary
adjustments in the detector stage to avoid
having to fit a filter to the pentode.

It is, however, usually advisable to
connect a resistance in the output circuit
of the pentode for the purpose of protecting
the valve should the loud -speaker circuit
be broken with the set switched on. High
voltages may be built up in a pentode
circuit without a safety resistance and they
may easily damage the valve.

LARGER VARIABLES
ATUNING condenser having a capacity

of .0005 microfarad is looked upon as
standard.

The range of wavelength covered by a
circuit -consisting of a coil and one of these
condensers is, in fact, usually sufficient.
But there are times when the stray
capacities of a circuit are considerable, and
then it is found that with a .0005 micro -
farad tuning condenser, the range is barely
enough.

This will be particularly noticeable when
we have to get down to say, Zoo metres,
and want to go as high as 56o metres.

It seems possible that tuning condensers
having a greater capacity will be used in
the future. A capacity of .00055 or even
.0006 may be found desirable.

What really matters, of course, is the
variation in the capacity of the circuit. A
variation of from .00005 to .0005 or io to a,
is clearly much greater than a change of
from .00008 to .0005, or 6 to 1.

The point here is that an addition to the
minimum capacity restricts the range by -
quite an amount and it is always desirable
to reduce the stray capacities as far as
possible.

SUPER -HET DETECTORS
RECEIVERS of the super -heterodyne

class are sometimes fitted with a
special detector instead of the usual form
of leaky -grid or anode -bend.

A diode arrangement may be used or a
double diode. No magnification is obtained
with these special rectifiers. They rectify
only and will deal with strong signals.

The special feature is the practically
distortionless rectification. In addition,
when one of these special arrangements is
used, it is easy to apply automatic volume
control. The Westinghouse people have
just issued a rectifier for radio -frequency
currents having characteristics much like
those of the diode and double -diode valves.

The metal rectifiers consist of the usual
copper discs having an oxidised surface and
lead washers, but are much smaller in
diameter than those used in mains units
RECTIFIER H.FFILTER

LOAD RESISTANCE

A sfmple half -wave circuit for a Westeclot

and sets for rectifying the mains alter-
nating current.

Those I have seen are roughly less than
-1,r, hi. in diameter. A rectifier of the
simplest or half -wave type is connected as
in the accompanying diagram. Good
filtering is needed and is shown in the
figure. No magnification is obtained, of
course, but the curve of the rectifier,
showing how the output varies with the
input voltage, is a straight line for voltageS
of above about one -quarter volt.

It is obvious that the rectifier will be
used in sets because of its good charac-
teristics.

DO THEY MATCH ?

THERE is much more in this matching
business than might appear from a

casual examination of the subject. Volume
and quality are involved, and also the ;
general factor of getting the most from
a set with the least amount of waste.

If you have a moving -coil speaker fitted
with a transformer having tappings, you
can very easily make tests to show the
effect of connecting the power valve to the
different taps.

It can quickly be established that the
quality varies with the tapping, and also
the volume, but more care must be taken
to determine which tap is best from the
point of view of getting the most from the
last stage.

When testing for power output, the grid

APRIL 8, 1133

bias and the amount of the input must- be
adjusted, and It will be found that the
power output can be altered by quite an
amount.

The point does not arise so much in
mains sets, where a more or less standard
output pentode is used with a loud -speaker
designed for it. But with battery sets,
where every little bit of extra volume
counts, and where so many varieties of
output valves are used, it is well worth
taking trouble to match the circuit.

" PRACTICAL MAINS WORKING"
(Continued from page 59o)

two chokes, one in the positive, and one in the
negative lead, and a still further variation
which is self-explanatory is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 shows the smoothing arrangement
used in a number of factory -built mains sets.
the sole choke being the loud -speaker field
winding; which, in this case, is placed in the
negative lead. In one set I was handling
recently the voltage drop across this choke
was used to apply grid bias to the output
valve, suitable smoothing being, of course,
provided. In such arrangement as Fig. 6 the
two condensers C.1 and C.. are nowadays
nearly always a high value electrolytic type.

So far you will have noticed I have referred
only to the full -wave rectifying valve in which
both halves of the wave are used. There is
another system using a half -wave rectifier.
as it is called, and this is shown in Fig. 7.
In such a case as this we still get a series of
uni-directional pulses, but there will now be
only fifty a second as against a hundred with
the full -wave scheme. This takes more smooth-
ing. but works satisfactorily if there is not a
great deal of magnification following the
detector.

The " metal " or " copper -oxide " type of
rectifier is also much used and its importance
is such that I propose dealing fully with it in
my next article. Meanwhile you will see we
have reached the point where the output from
our rectifier and smoothing scheme is quite
smooth enough for all practical purposes, and
can be applied to any set as desired. Only one
thing is lacking, and that is some form of
regulation of voltage so that it can be adjusted
to whatever figure we want. This also will be
dealt with in my next -article.

At a recent meeting of the Croydon
'Wireless and Physical Society, held at
Altyre Road, East Croydon, with Mr. A. J.
Webb in the chair, Mr. H. W. Harris
delivered a lecture on "Receiver design must
give realism and super musical reproduc-
tion." Visitors are heartily welcome at
any of the Croydon meetings, and particu-
lars regarding membership can be obtained
from the Hon. Sec., Mr. H. T. P. Gee,
55 -5 2 Chancery Lane, London, W.0 .2.

"Amateur Wireless and Rsdiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Wednesdays and bear -

r, Mg the date of Saturd4y immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world: 3 months,
4s. 6 months, 8s. Vd.: 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders. or Cheques
should be made payable to -Bernard Jones
Publications. Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, accord.
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless." 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE
Here"Observer" reviews the latest booklets mid
joldersisSued by well-known manufacturers. if
you want copies of any or all of thens FREE OP
CHARCE,just send a postcard giving the irides
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
she end of each paragraph) to" Postcard Radio
Literature." "AIIIATE UR IVIRELESS," 58/61,
letter Lane, E.C.4. "Observer" will see that
you get all the literature you desire. Please
write your name mut address in block letters.

A Universal Record Changer
T HEAR that the Garrard people have
I now produced a universal model auto-
matic record changing unit which works
on D.C. or on A.C. 25 to 6o cycles. This
costs only Ito I7s. 6d. and can be fitted
with a volume control for only 5s. extra.
This unit is entirely self-contained and
enables you to convert your set to an
automatic record changer. 977
A Belling -Lee Pick -Up

I see that Belling -Lee have brought out
a combined pick-up and tone arm which
appears to have many sound features.
This new pick-up is fully described in a
Belling -Lee booklet, copies of which you
can get through my free Catalogue Service.
Two models are available, one having an
arm, adjustable for length. A special
wire -wound volume control is available
and is also described in the pick-up booklet.

978
A Shielded Down Lead

Many listeners have found how helpful
and efficient is the Goltone screened air -
spaced flexible down lead. This consists
of a length of wire which is screened by an
air -spaced flexible metal covering. A
shielded lead of this type is very useful in
cutting out interference. Practical details
and helpful sketches are given in a Goltone
folder describing this. 979
Ferranti and Q.P.P.

Five transformers for quiescent push-
pull have been produced by Ferranti, Ltd.,
and technical details of these may be
obtained free through my Catalogue Ser-
vice. The inductances and ratios of these
Ferranti jobs are particularly meritable.

980
Excellent Value

I have,on a previous occasion referred to
the Royal four -valve radiogram, an all
A.C. instrument, costing only, -fifteen
guineas complete. I should like, however,
to draw your attention to the new Royal
folder describing this radiogram as well as
console and table models. 981

OBSERVER.

It should be noted that the price of the
Wearite combined three-point shorting
switch, mains on -off switch and x o,000 -
ohm potentiometer was incorrectly given
last week as gs. 6d. The correct price of this
useful Wearite component is gs. only.

The Dubilier
type 670 is de-
signed expressly
to fill the need
fora highquality.
low priced Con-
denser. Tested
500 volts A.C.
Suitable for 250
voltsD.C.Work-
ing. Capacities
.0001 mfd to .01
Prices from

Good
performance
depends on
good
condensers
. . . see the name

DUMMER
on every condenser
in your set

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
Ducon ,Works. Victoria Road. North Acton, W.3
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EASY TERMS
Everything Wireless supplied on lowest terms.

Prompt Delivery Guaranteed.
Price List Free on request.

1

THE BEST KIT

NEW 1./S5EN "SKYSCRAPER"
KITincludin valves. .r4 6

Cash Prig ce ...With order 5/.
and 11 monthly payments of 8/6.

NEW BLUE SPOT UNITS
NEW BLUE SPOT 99 P.M. MOVING -COIL With order

UNIT. Cash Irk e £211916. 51'And 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
NEW BLUE SPOT PERMANENT -MAGNET With order

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER 29 P.M., with 5/.
input transformer. cash or C.O.D., car-
riace paid, 21/1213.
And 6 monthly payments of 5/2.

NEW BLUE SPOT PERMANENT -MAGNET With order
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER 45 P.M., with 5/.
Input transformer. Cash or C.O.D., car-
riage paid, 12/6/0.
And 9 monthly payments of 5/..

ATLAS ELIMINATOR A.C.244. Three M.T. With order
tappings. 20 MIA. output. Cash Price 5/.

52/19/6.
And 11 monthly payments of 5,6.

Everything for the new Q.P.P. circuits supplied
promptly, Cash, C.O.D.. or Easy Terms. We shall be
pleased to advise customers on all Q.P.P. matters.

PUSH-PULL INPUT TRANSFORMER With order
AND R.I. P.P. OUTPUT CHOKE. With two
Mazda. Cossor or Dullard Pentode Valves. 5110
Cash Price 53/4/-.
Aud 11 monthly payments of 5/10.

To avoid delay, will customers kindly send first
payment with order.

Write for illus. Catalogue of

BAWD - GRAMOPHONE

CABINETS
of exclusive modem design
made by craftsmen, in highly
figured Oak, Walnut, or
Mahogany, post free.

REMARKABLE VALUES.
Cabinets made to order a

speciality.
Maker under license, of SU
HOWE BOX BAFFLE

Recommended by the B.R.C.
Full details on request.

GILBERT
Cabinet Maker - SWINDON
Estimates Free. Est. 1866.

John & James Laker Co., of Kent House Lane, Beckenham, who
specialise in steel aerial masts and outdoor wireless fittings, have
introduced a unique aerial wire which is very highly efficient. It
consists of no less than 150 separate pure copper wires, each wire
enamelled and insulated from its neighbour. l'he actual surface area
of this wire is 10 times greater than ordinary 7/22 copper wire. It
consequently gives considerably greater volume, especially on
distant stations. as well as being super selective. It is made in 50 ft.
lengths at 3/6 for ordinary battery or mains sets and 33 ft. lengths
at 2/6 for superhets. This aerial wire was selected by the Mount
Everest Expedition for transmission and reception. The prices
include postage. We strongly recommend this article.

TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES
Give long service, improved volume ant tone. Very economical.
Replacements for Tay lex or Standard batteries at low prices,
details boat Pee, Ai. Barg.. last: 11adio hats and parte at

too est prices
A. TAYLOR. 67 STUDLEY ROAD, STOCKWILL, LONDON

ID)
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ROADCASTING STATIONS
Kilo -

Metres cycles
13.97 21,470
16.88 17,770
19.73 15,200
19.82 15,140
25.28 11.865
25.4 11,810
25.53 11,750
31.25 9,598
31.3 9,585
31.31 9.580
21.38 9,560
31.55 9,510
22.26 9,300
40.3 7,464
45.38 6,611
46.6 6,438
48.2 6,220
49.4 6,073
49.59 6.050
49.6 6,048
49.83 6,020
50.0 6,000
58.31 5,145
158 1,900
207 1,449
207.6 ,445
208.8 1,437
209.7 1.430.4 Magyarovar
210 1,429 Pecs
211.3 1,420 Newcastle
213.8 1,403 Antwerp
214.3 1,400 Aberdeen
215.3 1,393.4 Chatelineau (EL) 2.0
217.1 1,382 Konigsberg 0.9
217.1 I,382 Brussels (Conf.) 0.25
218 1,373 Salzburg 0.5
218.5 1,373 Plymouth 0.2
219.7 1,364.7 Beziers 0.5
220.3 1,362 Binche 0.3
223.2 1,344 Swedish Relays -
224.4 1,337 Cork (6CK)
226.1 1,327 Fecamp
227.4 1,319 Flensburg
230.6 1,301 Malmo
231.8 1,294 Kiel
233.4 1,285 Lodz
236 1,270.9 Kristianssand 0.5
236.4 1,269 Bordeaux (S.0.) 3.0
237.9 1,261 Nimes 1.0
238.9 1,256 Nurnberg
240.7 1,246 Stavanger
241.3 1,243 Liege
242 1,238 Belfast
244.1 1,229 Basle
245.9 1,220 Berne
245.9 1,220 Cassel
245.9 1,220 Linz
245.9 1,220 Swansea
247.7 1.211
249.8 1.201
250 1,200
250 1,200
252.3 1,189
253.4 1,184
255.1 1,176
256.7 1,168
259.3 1,157
259.3 1,157
261.6 1,147
263.8 1,137
265.7 1,129
267.1 , Valencia
267.4 1.122 tJyiregyhaza
268.3 1.118 Bremen
269.4 1,112 Bari
271 1,107 Colnte-Liege
271.5 /.105 Rennes
273.7 1,096 Turin (Torino)
276.5 1,085 Heilsberg
279.9 1,071.8 Bratislava
281 1,067 Copenhagen

10.0
0.5
1.2

0.25
2.2

Eroadrasting Stations classified in order cf wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison, the power
indicated is that of the carrier wave.

Kilo- Station and Power Kilo-
cycles Call Sign (Kw.) Metres cycles
1,064 Lisbon (CTIAA) 20 465.8 644
1,058 Innsbruck 472.4 635
1,058 Berlin (E) 480 625
1,058 Magdeburg
1.058 Stettin

Scotian and Power
Call Sign (Kw.)

Daventry (GSH) 15.0
Daventry (GSG) 15.0
Zeesen (DJB) ... 8.0
Daventry (GSF) 15.0
Daventry (G5E) 20.0
Rome (2R0) ... 15.0
Daventry (GSD) 20.0
Lisbon (CTIAA) 2.0
Daventry (GSC) 20.0
Radio Nations 20.0
Zeesen (DJA) ... 8.0
Daventry (GSB) 20.0
Rabat 0.5
Radio Nations 20.0
Moscow 12.0
Moscow 12.0
Rome (2R0) , 9.0
Skamleback 0.5
Daventry (GSA) 20.0
Vienna (UOR2) 2.0
Zeesen (DJC) 10.0
Moscow 20.0
Prague 0.5
Odessa 3.0
Seraing 0.2
Liege (Wallonie) 0.3
Miskolcz 1.0

3.0
1.25
1.0

0.4
1.0

2.0
0.5
0.3
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.5
0.12

Trieste 10.0
Juan-les-Pins 1.0
Prague (Strasnice) 5.0
Radio Schaerbeek 0.3
Barcelona (EA115) 6.0

Gleiwitz 5.0
Toulouse (PTT) 0.7
Horbv 10.0
Frankfurt -a -M 17.0
Treves 2.0
London National 50.0
Morays ka-Ostrava 11.0
Lille (PTT) 1.3

8.0
6.0
0.3

20.0
0.3
1.3
7.0

60.0
14.0
0.75

Metres
282.1
283
283
283
283
284.9
286
288.5
288.5
291
293
293.7
296.1
298.8
301.5
304.3
306.8
307.5
309.9
309.9
312.8
313.9
315.8
318.8
318.8
319.7
321.9
325
328.2
331.4
332.2
338.2
341.7
345.2
348.6
351
352.1
355.8
358
360.5
363.6
365.5
367.2
368
368.1
368.1
369
370.1
372.2
376.4
381.7
385
385
389.6
394
398.9
399
403.8
408.7
413.8
416.4

1,053 Radio Lyons
1,049 Montpellier
1,040 Bournemouth ... 1.0
1,040 Scottish National 50.0
1,031 Viipuri 13.0
1,022 Kosice 2.5
1,021.5 Limoges (PTT) 0.7
1,013 Hilversum 20.0
1,004 Tallin 11.0
995 North National 50.0
986 Bordeaux (PTT) 13.0
978 Zagreb , 0.75
975.8 Falun 0.5
968 Vitus (Paris) 1.0
968 Cardiff 1.0
959 Cracow 2.0
955.6 Genoa (Genova) 10.0
950 Marseilles 1.6
941 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
941 Sofia (RodnoRadio)1.0
936 Dresden 0.25
932 Goteborg 10.0
923 Breslau 60.0
914 Poste Parisien 60.0
905 Milan Siziaao 50.0
902.9 Poznan 2.0
887 Brussels (No. 2) 15.0
878 Brunn (Brno) 35.0
869' Strasbourg (PTT) 11.5
860.5 Barcelona (EAJI) 8.0
854.7 Moscow
852 Graz 7.0
843 London Regional 50.0
838 Tiraspol 5.0
832 11 uhlacker 60.0
825 Algiers (PTT) 16.0
820.7 Bergen 1.0
817 Fredriksstad 0.7
815 Kharkov 10.0
815 Bolzano 1.0
815 Helsinki 13.2
813 Seville (EMS) 1.5
810 Radio LL (Paris) 0.8
806 Hamburg 1.5
797 Scottish Regional 50.0
788 Lvov 16.0
779 Radio Toulouse 60.0
779 Staling (RV26) 10.0
770 Leipzig 75.0
761 Bucharest
752 Midland Regional 25.0

752 Vladikavkas 10.0
743 Sottens 25.0
734 Katowice 16.0
725 Athlone 60
720.5 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 6.0
419.5 715 Berlin 1.5
424.2 709 Madrid (Esoan ) 2.0
424.2 707 Madrid (EAR) 3.0
424.3 707 Moscow (RV39)100.0
430.4 697 Belgrade 2.8
431 696 Parede (CTIGL) 1.5
435.4 689 Makhatch-Kala I00.0
435.4 689 Stockholm 55.0
441.2 680 Rome (Roma) 60.0
447.1 671 Paris (PTT) 7.0
447.1 671 Danzig 0.5
450 666.5 Odessa (RW37) 20.0
452 664 Madona 25.0
450.3 666 Klagenfurt 0.5
453.2 662 Odessa... 10-0
453.8 661.3 Milan Vigentino 7.0
455.9 658 San Sebastian(EA18) 3.0
456.7 657 Agen 0.5
459 653 Beromuenster 60.0
461.5 650 Archangel 10.0

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
0.8

Station and Power
Call Sign (Kw.)

Lyons (PTT) 15.0
Langenberg 60.0
North Regional 50.0

480.2 625 Ivanovo-Vosnesensk20 0
Prague 120.0
Trondheim 1.2
Florence 20.0
Gorky 10.0
Astrakhan (RV35) 10.0
Brussels (No. I) 15.0
Vienna (tests) 120.0
Vienna 15.0
Riga 15.0
Munich 60.0
Palermo 3.0
Prague (tests) 10.0
Sundsvall 10.0
Budapest (I) 18.5
Tampere 1.0
Kaiserslautern 1.5
Augsburg 0.3
Wilno 22.0
Freiburg 0.25
Hanover 0.3

573 523.5 _Grenoble (PTT) 2.0
574.7 522 .Ljubljana 7.0
585.7 512.1 Tartu 0.5

Tessin678.7453 20.0
719.4 416.6 Moscow (RV2) 20.0
743 404 Samara 10.0
746.2 402 Ostersund 0.6
779 383 Petrozavodsk

(RV29) 20.0 .

824 364 Sverdlovsk . 60.0
833 360.1 Heston Airport 5.0
845 355 Budapest (2) 3.0
848.7 353.4 Rostov (RVI2) , 20.0
857.1 350 Leningrad 100.0
882 . 340 Saratov (RV3) 20.0
937.5 320 Kharkov (RV4) 20.0
967.7 310 Alma Aca (RV60) 10.0

,000 300 Moscow 100.0
,034.5 290 Kiev (RV9) 100.0
,060 283 Scheveningen -

Haven 10.0
,061 282.7 Tiflis (RV7) 100.0
,073.5 279.4 Oslo 60.0
,033.9 276.7 Minsk (RVIO) 35.0
.117.4 268.5 Moscow 40.0
,I53.8 260 Kalundborg 7.5
,171.5 256 Taschkent (RVi 1) 25.0
,190.5 252 Luxemburg 150.0
,200 250 Istanbul 5.0
,200 250 Reykjavik 16.0
,234.5 243 Boden 0.6
,250 240 Vienna Exp 3.0
,266 237 Bakou 35.0
,304 230 Moscow (T.U.) 103.0
,354.4 221.5 Motala 30.0
,380 217.4 Novosibirsk

(RV6) 100.0
,411.8 212.5 Warsaw 120.0
,445.7 207.5 Eiffel Tower 13.5
,481 202.5 Moscow (RV I ) 500.0
,539 195 Ankara 7.0
,554.4 193 Daventry (Nat ) 30.0
,600 /87.5 Irkutsk 10.0
,620 185 Norddelch (KVA) 10.0
,634.9 183.5 Zeesen 60.0
,685.3 178 Kharkov 25.0
,725 174 Radio Paris 75.0
,796 167 Lahti 54.0
,860 161.3 Sverdlovsk 50.0
875 160 Huizen 8.5
.920 156 Blaj 0.75
,935 155 Kaunas 7.0

2,000 150 Craciunelu 1.0
2,625 119 Konigswuster-

Hausen (press) 23.0
2,650 113 Eiffel Tower 15.0

488.6 614
495.8 605
501.7 598
501.7 598
508.5 590
509.3 589
518.5 578.5
518.7 578.3
525.4 .57/
532.9 563
537.5 558
540 5,555
541.5 554
550.5 545
555.5 542
559.7 536
559.7 536
562.9 532.9
564.9 531.2
566 530

The conductor and the leader of the City
of Birmingham Orchestra -Leslie Heward
and Alfred Cave -join forces in a piano-
forte and violin recital from the Midland
studio on April 53.

On Good Friday the choir of St. Mary's
Church, Nottingham, conducted by H. 0.
Hodgson, organist there, will be heard on
Midland Regional in a recital of sacred
music.

INFORMATION BUREAU
Will every querlst please observe the follow-

ing revised rules.
Please write concisely, giving essential particulars.
A fee of one shilling postal order (not stamps),

a stamped, addressed envelope and the coupon oa
the last page must accompany all queries.

Not more than two questions should be sent at
any time.

The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot be
undertaken.

Slight modifications of a straightforward nature
only can be made to blueprints. For more serious
alterations the minimum charge is 2/8.

Blueprints supplied by us will be charged for in
addition, but of course, readers may send their owe
blueprints for alteration.

Modifications to proprietary receivers and designs
published by contemporary journals cannot be
undertaken. Readers' sets and components cannot
be tested by us. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally. Readers ordering blue-
prints and requiring technical information in addi-
tion should address a separate letter to the Query
Department and should see that their remittance
covers the price of the Blueprint and the amount of
the Query fee.

We do not answer queries in cases where
the fee is omitted.

Queries should be addressed to the Query Depart-
ment, "Amateur Wireless," 58/61, Fetter Lana,
1 ondon, E.C.4.
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EASY PAYMENTS-
" There's no place like HOLMES "

The first firm to supply Wireless parts on easy
payments. Eight years advertiser in Amateur
Wireless." Thousands of satisfied customers.

BLUE SPOT 4/6 Deposit
100U 7 payments of 4,6.

Wonderful Speaker for 2 and 3 Valve Sets. .

COSSOR No. 334.
Battery Kit with Cabinet and 10,6 Deposit

Valves. Cash 95-15-0. 11 payments of 10/7.

EPOCH 4/10 Deposit
20th Century P.M. 7 payments of 00.

The best in its class.

De- Monthly
posit Payments

89/6 8/3 l l of 813
61/6 619 9 of 6/9
39/6 5/5 7 of 515
63 6/. 9 of 618
6716 7/5 9 of 715
35/. 4/10 7 of 4/10
251. 4,8 5ofdj8

L1SSEN SKYSCRAPER KIT .
TELSEN AJAX 3 KIT -
LOTUS KIT - - - -
DUDE H.T. Accum. 120v.
EKCO Eliminator A.C.18 - -
CELESTION M.C. P. -M. -
B.T.H. Pick-up - -

Parts for any Kit Set. Any make of Speaker.

Now Goods Obtained for Every Order.
Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that
will suit your convenience, and we will send you a definite

quotation. Anything Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London. WV,1,

'Phone: 1%1ttseurn 1414.

Amm1111111111Mi.

mous Makers' Otter ! de, Radio -Gram if.,5/.
CABINET fop "0

7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
(OR 10/. MONTHLY.)

Polished Oak t and Piano built! The,
acoustic Tone brings a Eine thrilL Makers
to Radio -Press, R.B.C., 3,000 clientele.
Other Models 35/- to £15.
Photographs and List FREE.
PICKETTS Plano -Tone

Cabinets,
(A.m.) Albion Road, Bealegireata.

For "MELODY RANGER"
PICKETTS CABINETS

Recommended for Best Results

EASY TERMS PROMPT
DELIVERY

Any Amplion, Blue Spot, Baker,
Celestion, Epoch, R. & A., Rola,
Sonochorde, or W.B. Moving
Coil Speaker supplied promptly.

Send 5/- only
and pay the balance by monthly instalments. No

references. Entirely private and confidential.

The new Blue Spot 29P91, adver-
tised on this page, 32/6 cash, or

5/2 with order and 6 payments of 5/2.
KITS, PARTS, SETS, ELECTRIC CLOCKS ALSO

SUPPLIED ON EASY TERMS.

Write for Catalogue and details to:

TURNADGE & PARTNERS, LTD.
110, Fleet Street, London, E.CA

Telephone: Central 1003

SPECIAL

§, LEONA R

,111-4

0

4:13 HEYS :.CKPOOL. 
91-

C IPC3S

For all standar' makes of COMPONENTS,
KITS of PARTS etc., as -advertised in this

7OURNAL and everywhere.
All usual sundries. Write
fcr Cat.encluivatrada mid
(Beata fide Traders 0010.)

SPEEDY .0
PAINSTAKING

SERVICE.

LEONARD HEYS: FARADAY HOUSE
HENRY STREET. BLACKPOOL.
ELEVEN YEARS EXPERIENCE /N THE W/REZELI TRADE

RADIO SUPPLIES
Fend your list of Radio needs for our quotation. Rits. Parts,
Sets, etc. Everything in Radio stocked. Prompt delivery;
seven days' approval. Catalogue free. Tayles and Standard

Wet MT. replacements stocked.
A. TAYLOR, 57 STUDLEY ROAD, STOCKWELL, LONDON,

Let "A.W." Solve Your Wireless
Problems

Further Notes on Operating the

"H OME-LOVER'S NEW
ALL -ELECTRIC THREE"

BETWEEN the two tuning dials, at
the centre, of the panel of the. "Home -

Lover's New All -Electric Three," you will
find the combination control. This has
three distinct jobs to do.

Firstly, it is a volume control, working
the amplification of the variable -mu valve.
Secondly, it is a mains switch, so that at
the minimum point of volume the set is
switched off and at all other settings of the
volume control the set is of course on.

Thirdly, this control changes the wave-
length range of the two tuning coils.
When pulled out, medium waves are in
action, and if you want long waves you
simply push in the switch knob.

SUITABLE RECTIFIER VALVES
FOR THE " HOME -LOVER 'S NEW

ALL -ELECTRIC THREE"
Make Type

Mullard ...
Cossor
Marconi and Osram ...
Mazda ... . .

Six Sixty ... ...

DW2
506BU
U10

UU/60 250
SSU462

In general, .you should use the volume
control' to cut down the strength of the

locals. This it will do without in any way
affecting the quality of the reproduction.
Turn towards the left to reduce volume
and towards the right to bring up tte
strength.

Unless the locals are suffering from
foreign -station interference you can usually
move reaction to zero and obtain full
strength on the loud -speaker with some
intermediate setting of the volume control.

Do not regard the input volume control
as a fixture. Use it, as indicated, with
reaction to sharpen up the tuning. The
coupling condenser can certainly be used

TO GRID

SWITCH

1 VOLUME
CONTROLCONTROL

Suitable connections for pick-up, switch
and volume control

as often as you like, but really there is not
much need to touch it after you have
decided what setting provides the best
compromise between volume and selec-
tivity.

As mentioned last week, thiS set has been
designed to use a pick-up for gramophone

(Continued at foot of next page)

BRITISH
MADE

,L\

\S\ \\\ \\
Yes, it's another triumph for Blue
Spot. A Moving Coil Speaker
really worthy of the name-a per-
formance and reliability that is
truly astonishing.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Scientifically deSigned and well -made Output
Transformer  Terminals in place of solder tags
for easy valve matching e Suitable for Power,
Super Power, Pentode and Q.P.P. (Triode)
Output  Special Q.P.P. Pentode model 2/6
extra  New process Cone and Speech Coil 
Copper plated Chassis and felt surround
Undistorted output 3 watts. Supplied suitable
for Class B output on request.
Only by the most careful attention to every
detail of design and construction It Is possiblo
to produce a speaker of this quality for so
moderate a price. You must hear 29 P.M.
Moving Coil at your dealers.
Catalogue A.47.6611 about
other new Blue Spot
Moving Coil Speakers
post free on request.
This speaker is also ob-
tainable int, cabinet of fine
quality oak (22P.M.)45/.

PRICE

3216
THE BRITISH BLUE SPOT COI PAN Y LTD.
94196 Rosoman Street
Rosebery Av., London EC1
Tdrphone: Orrkenorll 357o
Distributors for Northern
England, Scotland and
Wales: H. C. RAWSON
(Sheffield and London), Ltd.
loo London Road, Sheffield
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Arthepublisherscannot accept responsibility for the bona

fides of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dealing with rersons with whom
they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and 1s. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
et persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Penal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted) addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

5E61 FETTER LANE, LONDON. E.C.4

B.T.H. R.K. MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS. Guaranteed
new, unused. Manufacturers' surplus. Original price,
6 guineas. Highly sensitive and wonderful tone response.
Will handle up to 10 watts output. Available fot 6 v.,
100 v., 200 v., 30/-. Also A.C. models, £2/1.0/-. Carriage
paid, C.O.D. or cash with order. Send for list of other
unused bargains.-Seekamp,.46 Farringdon Street, London,
E.C.4.
THE IMPROVED " TONIC " self -generating trickle -charger
kit keeps 2 -volt accumulators fully charged. Electric
mains and charging stations unnecessary. Ideal for
remote places, 74- each, postage Pd. Particulars, testi-
monials, with pleasure. -Williams, Nethereud, Cradley,
Birmingham.
WIRELESS AS A CAREER. -Whether you are engaged In
the Radio Industry, and wish to improve yourself, or if
you wish to obtain employment in this profession, we can
help you. Our students are engaged in responsible posi-
tions in the majority of the large wireless firms in England.
Booklet describing Home -study -Course, post free. -North-
ern Counties Wireless School, Preston.
REPAIRS to Loud -speakers, transformers and headphones,
4/- each; Blue Spots or Wufa's, 5/-; mains eliminators,
etc., quoted for; prompt service; satisfaction guaranteed;
terms to trade. -Loud -Speaker Repair Co., 2 Shipka
Road, Balham, London. Streatham 6618.
MORE PART -EXCHANGE RECEIVER BARGAINS for
disposal. State approximate requirements for quotation.-
Coutts, Wireless Engineers, Honey.
USED AND NEW RADIO COMPONENTS AND SETS ON
EASY TERMS. -Send your requirements. -Arlin, 29
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4..
GENUINE AMPLION SPEAKER UNITS. -Limited num-
ber. Over 75% reduction. Unused and guaranteed. To
clear 2/3 each, carr. paid. G.B.-Pioneer Radio, Coptic
Street, London, W.C.1.
INVENTORS' POCK ET -BOOK. -How to patent. Invalu-
able aid to selling your ideas. Expert advice. Copies free.
-Edwin 0. Axe, A.I.M.E., 27 Chancery Lane, London.
BANKRUPT BARGAINS. -List free with 3 -valve diagram.
Formo 3 Kite, 22/6. S.T.300, 40/-. S.T.400, 50/-. Blue
Spot 100U, 16/, W.B. M.C. P.M., 18/6. Ready Radio
303 Kits, 221-. Mainten A.C. Eliminators, 20 ma., 30/-.
All smaller parts, Valves, Eliminators, etc. Large stock.
Easily cheapest. Part exchange.-Butlln, 143b Preston
Road, Brighton. Preston 4030.

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" -the acknowledged
guide to all Engineering Examinations and Careers. Gives
details of A.51.I.Mech.E., I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., G.P.O., etc.
Exams., outlines latest courses in all branches of Civil,
Mech., Elec., Motor., Radio, and Aero. Engineering, and
indicates where the good jobs are found. 250 pages -sent
free on request -British Institute of Engineering Tech-
nology, 109 Shakespeare House, 29-31 Oxford Street, W.1.
HANDSOME RADIOGRAM CABINETS, 42 in. high, 23 in.
wide, 17 in. deep, in beautiful figured walnut or mahogany,
exclusive design, £7/7/- model to clear, £3/15/-. Also
Consolette Cabinets, 17/-. Sent on approval. -Rochester
Cabinet Co., 9 Whiteher Place, Rochester Mews, N.W.1.
'Phone : Gulliver 2594.
TURN YOUR WIRELESS KNOWLEDGE INTO CASH
with our assistance. In every district there is an oppor-
tunity for ambitious men and women to earn up to £300
a year. -Write for proof to England -Richards, Ltd., (IV),
King's Lynn, Norfolk.
£10,000 WORTH RADIO BARGAINS. Manufacturers'
Guaranteed Surplus. All Brand New in Origina 1 Cartons :
Blue Spot 1001J Speakers, 16/11. Goodman Permanent
Magnet Moving Coil Speakers with Transformers (list 49/6),
21/6. Ready Radio 303 kits, 23/6; or with Cabinet, Moving -
coil Speaker, 3 Mullard Valves (list £6 17e. 6d.), 79/6,
Meteor S.G.3 kits, 33/-. Lamplugh Perm. Mag
Speakers, Junior, 16/11. Utility 2 -gang Condensers, with
disc drive and trimmers, 10/6. H.M.V. Screened Chokes,
lid. Igranic Mains Transformers, 8/11. " Universal "
usual lines : Screened Dual Coils, 2/11. Disc Chokes, 1/1.
Binoca, 1/8. Pick-ups, 6/11. Air -spaced Variable Con-
densers, 1/11. Mica, 8d. Fixed, 5d. Leaks, fid. Presets,
lid. Diffs., 1/7. Transformers, 2/9. Valve Holders, 4d.
Sprung, 6d. Speaker Units, 2/11. Switches, 6d. Illumi-
nated Dials, 2/-. Voltmeters, 2/11. Q.P.P. Transformers,
10/6. Telsen and Lissen Components and Kits. Full range
in stock. Valves, Panels, Eliminators, Accumulators, Kits,
Seta; all at Bargain Prices. Let us quote for, your Radio
requirements. Send stamp for our Huge Bargain Lists.
BI nta inclnded.-" Universal," 20 Victoria Road,
Yee ILEA& 'Phone: New Cross 4933.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES for qualification In a Career
with an assured future. Training payable after appoint-
ment. Boarders accepted. -Supt., Wireless School, Manor
Gardens, Holloway, London.
BRAND NEW READY RADIO 303 KITS, complete with
3 Osram valves, Walnut Cabinet, built-in Celestion moving -
coil Speaker. Makers' price £6 17s. 6d. Our bargain
price £3 17s. 6d. As above, without valves, 52/6. Cash or
C.O.D.-Henderson & Peat, 67 Chichele Road, N.W.2.
FULLER HIGH TENSION ACCUMULATORS, 120 volt,
6,500 milliamps, supplied on first payment of 7/6. Any
charging -station can re -charge them.-Leslies Radio,
Catford, London.
COMMERCIAL CHARGING PLANTS. -The world's
finest. Cash or Easy Payments. Write-Nasco Wireless
Products, " Pitville Works," Tower Road, Aston,
Birmingham. (Note. -Wireless, Cycle and Electrical
Trade Lists available for bona -fide Dealers only.)
N.P. Battery Chargers for A.C. Mains; stamp for trade list
and photographs.
N.P. Range of Chargers for all Purposes, 44 models from
which to select; prices from 65/. to £32.
N.P. have a few slightly Soiled Instruments, bargains; list
for lid, stamp.
N.P. with Westinghouse Metal Rectification for A.C.
Mains; also cheaper models with valve rectification.
N.P. Senior Two, 105/-, will do 1 to 30 2 v. batteries, also
H.T. variable resistance, 1 to 3 amps, guaranteed.
N.P. for all Chargers, A.C. or D.C. mains; trade list for
stamp. -Nash Products, Ltd., Stechford, Birmingham.
DON'T SCRAP YOUR BURNT -OUT MAINS TRANS-
FORMER. -Any make rewound or taken in part exchange
for new. New modelsaupplied to any specification. Send
for quotation and lists to The Sturdy Electric Co., Dement
View, Dipton, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
AMERICA NIGHTLY! -All -Wave Tuner, 20-2,000 metres.
Reaction incorporated, 6/6. -Evans, 77 Jennyn Street,
London.
BAFFLES. -Acoustic Board as used by B.B.C.; immense
improvement assured. Stained and hole cut free. 18 in.
by 18 in., 2/9; 24 in. by 24 in., 4/0; 30 in. by 30 in., 7/6;
36 in. by 36 in., 11/ -.-Harper & Buckley, 1 Athlone
Avenue, Bury, Lancs.

" HOME -LOVER'S NEW ALL -
ELECTRIC THREE "

(Continued from preceding page)
reproduction. Two terminals are fitted at
the back of the baseboard. As a rule you
will need some form of volume control
between the pick-up and these terminals.
Some pick-ups include a volume control in
the base, though.

A point you must bear in mind is that
the pick-up comes across the grid leak of
the detector valve, so when you are .not
listening to records, you must disconnect
the pick-up.

One final point for those who have never
owned a mains set : The valves, having
indirectly -heated filaments, take half a
minute or so to warm up. When you
switch on, therefore, do not expect the set
to work straight away. There will be a
slight "time lag" and then the set should
spring into action in no uncertain manner.

ELECTRADIX
*IF lid

FROMv eia: _e-

PARCELS -of useful oddments for the experi-
menter who wants a junk box of Coils, Magnets,
Wire, Chokes, Condensers, Switches,' ete.
Mostly ex-W.D. sets. Parts worth a lot more.
10 lb., 7/-, or 7 lb., 5/-, post free.

lYPI

BATTERY
111111111111111110

SUPER/SERSED ER

Get a GENEROMETER
BATTERY SUPERSEDER. -No. H.T. Batteries needed for
your set, even if you are not on the mains. An H.T. Battery
ran down to 30 volts is useless and has to be thrown away.
Yet you payfor the wasted volts. The Generometer makes
H.T. from your L.T. 2 -volt battery, rectified and smoothed.
Gives 3 tappings and lasts indefinitely. A boon and blessing
to all using H.T. Reduced from S3 15s. tr2 7/6
New and Guaranteed. From us only. AA

Write for Latest Catalogue.
ELECTRADIX RADIOS

218 UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4

MAINS -SYNCHRONOUS CLOCK MOVEMENTS, any
voltage, 50 cycles, 3J -in. diameter, 12/6, postage 6d.
Hands, 6d. pair extra; centre second, 6d. -Lincoln Electric
Clock Co., 155b Burnt Ash Hill, S.E.12.

ALCO A.C. ELIMINATORS. -105-240 volts; outputs,
60 volts, 120 volts, 20 m/a ; Westinghouse, 25/- complete.
Guaranteed.-ePlatt, 10a Canonbury Park North, N.1.

TRAINED MEN ARE REQUIRED FOR RADIO PM-
TIONS.-We give valuable introductions after completion
of Practical Home -study Course. Booklet free. -Radio
Training Institute of Great Britain, St. John Street,
Newcastle -on -Tyne.

FULL- SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please send Postal. Order, NOT STAMPS. Quote the
Blueprint number shown below ; not the number of the issue.

CRYSTAL SET (6d.)
1531 Crystal Set AW308

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Easy to Build One
B.B.C. One-valver
Portable Short-wave One   

AW304
AW344

 . AW354

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Ten -Station Two (D, Trans) ..
Inexpensive A.C.2 (D, Trans)   
Mascot Two (D, Trans)
Ideal Regional 2 (D. Trans) .-
Quality 30s. Two (D, Trans) ..
Ether Music Two (D, Trans) _
Clarion -voice 2 (SG, D, Pen)
Home Station A.C.2 (D, Pen) ..
B.B.C. National Two, (D, Trans.)
New Economy Two (D, 'Trans)
Family Two (D, Trans) ..
Economy A.C. Two (D, 'Trans) e
Screen -grid Two (SG, Trans) .
A Two for 7 Metres (D, Trans)
New -style Radiogram (0, Trans)
A.C. Quality Gem (D, Trans) .

AW336
AW346
AW353
AW357
AW361
AW364
AW371
AW374
AW377

.. WM265
.. WM278
.. WM286
.. WM289
.. WM295

WM299
.. WM312

THREE -VALVE SETS (is. each)
Home -Lover's Battery 3 (SG, D, Trans) .. AW341
£8 Radiogram (D, RC, Trans) AW343
New Regional Three (D, RC, Trans) - AW349
World -Ranger Short-wave Three (D, RC, Trans) AW355

. AW360Wizard (SG, D, 'Trans)
£2 2s. Family 'Three (D, 2 Trans). AW3bS
Build As You Learn Three AW366
Build As You Learn SG 3 (SG, D, Trans) AW372
James Push -Push Three (SG,D, Q.P.P.) (1/6) AW378
Everybody's Home Radiogram (SG, D, Trans) AW381
Home - Lover's New All -electric 3 for A.C.

mains (S.G, D, Trans) - AW383
Multi-mag 'Three (D, 2 Trans) .. WM288
l'ercy Harris A.C. Radiogram (D, RC, Trans).. \VM294
Prosperity Three for Batteries (SG, D, 'Trans) .. WM296
1933 Economy S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM306
Harris Ethergram (SG, 13, 1 rens) WMm093308

..
\A'

A.C. Calibrator (SG, D, 'Trans)
Narrow -pass Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM314
£6 6s. Radiogram (D, RC, Trans) .. WM318

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
65/- Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) AW370
Melody Ranger (SG, D, RC, Trans) with copy of

"A.W.",4d. postage .

"A.C. Melody Ranger" (SG., Trans) : W.AAA'33)3705

Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Ten) .. .. WNI273
Economy Radiogram (SG, D. RC, Trans) .. WM276
A.C. Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Pen) . WM279
Ideal A.C. Home Super (Super -het) WM290
Gold coaster (A.C. Short -waver) .. WM292
'Triple -tune Four (2 SG, D, Trans) wWmM320903

Calibrator (SG, 0, RC, Trans)
Table Quad (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM303
"Words and Music" Radiogram (2 SG, .0, Trans)WM307
Home Short -waver (SG, D, RC, 'Trans) WM311
"Words and Music" Radiogram de Luxe (SG,

.D, RC, Q.P.P.) ..WM307a
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC. Trans) . WM314
Calibrator de Luxe SG, D, A.C. Trans. _ WM316

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
James Short-wave Super (Super-het)AAVV334028
Simple Super (Super -het)

SIX-VALVE SETS (1s. ed. each)
New Century Super (Super -het) with copy of

A.W., 4d., post free _ AVV363
New A.C. Century Super (A.C. super -het) . AW365
1932 Super 60( Super-het) WM269
1932 A.C. Super 60 (A.C. Super -het) WM272
ideal Home Super (Super -het) . . WM280
lasytttne 60 (Super -het)' . . . WM284

SEVEN -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Super Senior (Super -het) ,. WM256
Seventy -Seven Super (A.C. Super -bet).. W51350
Q.P.P. Super 60 (Super -het) _ WM319

PORTABLES (is. 6d. k.a.ch)
General-purpose Portable (SG. D, RC, Trans) AW351
Town and Country Four (SG, 0, RC, Trans) .. WM282
Everybody's Portable (5 -valve super -het) .. WM291
Erre-sof the "Wireless Magazine " and of " Amateur Wireless" con-
taining descriptions of most of these sets can be obtalogl at Is. Si aril
9d. respective'`, past pail, lade: letters "A.W." refer to " Amateur
Wireless" sets and ''W.M." to "Wireless Magazine"
address letters:

Amateur Wireless Blueprints Dept., "i',',Vie,t.721,

rnateur-Wirdesi
FEE 1/-

INFORMATION BUREAU
COUPON

Available until Saturday
APRIL 15, 1933
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/ Not a
New Set

NEW VALVES
-ETA VALVES

You may pay more but you won't get
better. ETA valves are equal to the best
-or even better. Why pay more ?

FREE Ask for the ETA "Comparative
Table" No. 14c showing which

ETA valves to use in place of your old ones.

Technical advice gladly given. Write to:
THE ELECTRICAL TRADING ASSOC. AMERICAN SETS

Aldwych House, Aldwych, W.0.2. CALnecees e./.efoki, ail
Scottish Agents: RADIOVISION LTD., types of Amerrean

233 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, 0.2. Sets

OE INTERNATIONAL VALVE]

GA iota /mice a4 a vat& goect valve CIVA 6e

Write for FREE
CATALOGUE

OSBORN
RADIO -GRAM CABINET
Same Osborn standard of workmanship, but at this amazing price
-35/-, in figured Oak. 3 ft. 2 in. high, 1 ft. 10 in. wide, 1 ft. 4 in.
deep. Height between motor -board and baseboard, 12# in.
Height for pick-up, 4 in. Accommodates a baseboard, 18 in. by
14 in., or smaller. Ample room for any tyre of speaker and
batteries. Mortised and tenoned throughout. silk fabric, bailie -
boa rd and baseboard are included.
The panel above fret will be cut to
your specification.
Prices: Machined ready to assemble,
Kit of parts, £1 15s. Assembled
ready to polish, £210s. Assembled
and polished, £3 5s. All Models,
Carriage Paid. Figured Mahogany

r figured Walnut, 10/- extra.
Carving on top rail omitted on all
Mahogany and Walnut models, as
it is not suitable for these woods,

CHAS. A. OSBORN
Pt. A .Wt EGEATtORE.Ziigto.ieet,LDO

Phone Clerkenwell 309.
Showrooms Rd., Islington, N.1. 'Phone Clerkenwell 3634.

OSBORN SUPER -
ACOUSTIC BAFFLE -
BOARD. Prevents 90
per cent. speaker
worry. Any size hole
cut free. Guaranteed
no vibration. 18 in.
by 18 in., 31- 24 in.
by 24 in., 51- 30 in.
by 30 in., 81- 36 in.
by 36 in., 1113 Carri-
age paid U.K. SEND
FOR FREE SAMPLE.

BRITISH MADE

PlIOV. oar.
No.$145/33

AMALGAMATED METAL

INDOOR AERIAL
Get more stations, more volume and
greater selectivity with this efficient and
convenient indoor aerial fixed neatly
round the room. No unsightly wires.
The "Het" adhesive aerial gives a

finishing touch to the walls, and im-
proves reception. In gold or silver
finish, with special brass terminal
plate. It looks as good as it is-
better than any other aerial.
From all Radio dealers or direct frcm
UNIVOLT ELECTRIC, LTD.

Balfour House, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.2

ci
=taw Wis etzsi

B1 ENAMELLED

WIRES

8 SPECIAL

FEATURES

I. High dielectric strength
and free from pinholes.

2. It is tough and will
withstand severe hand-
ling.

3. Enamel is highly elastic
and will not readily
fracture.

resist temperatures
which would char any
fibrous insulation other
than asbestos.

5. Under ordinary condi-
tions, retains all its
qualities year after year.

6. The enamel is non -
hygroscopic, thus avoid-
ing short circuits where
damp occurs.

7. The gauge of the wire,
both under and over
the enamel, is accurately
constant, making it ideal
for coil winding.

8. Entirely British made.

The B.I. have been manufacturing enamelled
wire since it first came into use, and long
experience, constant research, and the use of
the finest machinery available have led to the
production of B.I. enamelled wires of a con-
sistently high standard of quality. For all fine
windings where economy of space is essential,
there is nothing to compare with the perfect
insulation of B.I. Enamelled Wires, which are
made in all usual sizes down to 0.002 in.

diameter. Write for full particulars.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD.
CABLEMAKERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

P RES COT -LAN CS.
Telephone No.: PRESCOT 6571

Lcndon Office : Surrey House, Embankment, W.C.2
Telephone Nos.: Temple Bar 4793, 4, 5 & 6

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers
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A.C. Mains

Class Type of Set
Annual running

cost of batteries
Ekco Unit

suitable

1.

Screened -
Grid 3 ;
Straight

Three, and
smaller sets

501.. A.C. 12
12 mla
Output

2.

S.G. Three
with Pen-

tode ;
Screened

Grid Four

75/- A.C. 18
18 m a

Output

3.

S.G. Four with
Pentode ; or
S -Power Out-
put ; Super
Nets ; 5 -Valve

Sets

100/- A.C. 25
25 m,'a
Output

D.C. Mains

1. ,

2.
3. -

Any set
shown
above

50,'- to 100 -
as shown

above

D.C.
15/25

is or 25
m a Output

Cost price of Ekco
Unit suitable

IV

Annual running
cost of Unit.

5/-

or5by Easy
Payments

11-

67/6
or by Easy

Payments
1,'6

77/6
or by Easy

Payments
2/-

39/6.
or by Easy,

Payments

Class I

1/-
Class, 2 or 3

1/7
L.T. charging costs 6d. a year extra (instead of 25'- a year !).
Combined H.T. and L.T. Charger Units from 79,6

(for A.C. 'Mains only).
 Based on 3 hours' daily use

ELECTRIC POWER UNITS

APRIL 8, 1933

Study the table shown alongside. It
gives some illuminating facts about
running costs of sets. It shows that
whatever your set, providing you have
electric light, you can reduce its running
costs to a negligible amount by installing
an EKCO Power Unit in place of
expensilie batteries ! It shows that an
EKCO Power Unit saves the money it
costs in the first year of use ! Coupled
with this saving is constant, unvarying
power. And with Easy Payments as low
as 3/8 per month purchase is made even
easier.
All you have to do is to connect the
suitable EKCO Unit in place of the
battery, plug in to the electric light or
power and switch on-that's all ! No
alterations to set, valves or wiring.
Consult your dealer or post coupon
below.

To E. K. COLE, LTD., Dept. K.5,
Ekco Works, Southend-on-Sea.

Please send me FREE illustrated literature of EKCO All -Electric Radio.

Name

Address
- .
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